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ABSTRACT 
 English colonization of Virginia is characterized as boldly intrusive, spreading 
quickly from the first toehold at Jamestown into the hinterlands and leading to open 
hostility with native peoples almost from the start. In this dissertation, I examine links 
between practices in the home country and Virginia through the actions and back-story of 
one particular colonizer: Daniel Gookin Jr. (1612–1687), an English Puritan adventurer 
who migrated from Ireland to Virginia and later to Maryland and Massachusetts. I use 
archaeological evidence from both Ireland and southeastern Virginia to demonstrate that 
Irish influences on 17th-century colonial projects in Virginia were greater than previously 
thought. 
 Prior to emigrating to the colonies, Gookin was one of a number of Puritans 
owning property in County Cork, Ireland. I surveyed the ruins of 12 fortified houses and 
  x 
four archaeological sites in County Cork that were either owned or leased by Gookin, or 
were properties of his associates. In Virginia, Gookin is credited with building the 
Nansemond Fort Site (44SK192), a ca.1637 inland fortified bawn in Suffolk. The 
Nansemond Fort’s similarities with bawns from the same period in Ireland’s Munster 
Plantation indicate that the Virginia property was also built for the dual purposes of 
personal defense and animal husbandry. The plantation system Gookin learned in Ireland 
he replicated in North America—raising cattle and corn for transatlantic and intercolonial 
provisioning, maintaining a tight trading network of Puritan family members in Ireland 
and Puritans in other British colonies, and negotiation with indigenous people—resulting 
in his acquisition of three plantations in Maryland and Virginia and five in New England. 
I draw on archaeological evidence from four sites in Virginia and from Massachusetts 
shipping records to illustrate the Puritan network that Gookin operated within during 
Britain’s Commonwealth period (1649–1660).  
I use microhistory, archaeological biography, and landscape archaeology to 
situate the trajectory of Daniel Gookin Jr.’s career within a comparative transatlantic 
setting.  In building a firm context for one family’s history, I tie together sites, people, 
and materials on an Atlantic scale, and so add to our understanding of the materiality of 
colonialism in the British Atlantic. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Introduction 
 Historical archaeologists have long recognized that early English 17th-century sites 
in the Chesapeake are widely varied in layout and artifact assemblages, and have for the 
most part attributed these differences to social and economic factors revolving around 
tobacco monoculture. Using Atlantic history as a broad context for understanding 
European expansion has resulted in close scrutiny of colonial development within the 
Chesapeake, indicating that there was a high degree of regional variability in population 
composition and economic pursuits amongst the Chesapeake’s settlers. Despite the rich 
archaeological record of the 17th-century Chesapeake, archaeologists have not explored 
inter-regional differences or the individuals behind settlements, or considered that earlier 
colonial ventures may have influenced decisions made in the Chesapeake. 
 This dissertation undertakes an enhanced comparative approach to understanding 
colonial projects by using the archaeological biography of Daniel Gookin Jr. (1612–
1687), an important but relatively unknown figure involved in English plantation projects 
in Ireland, Virginia, Maryland, and Massachusetts. Archaeological and documentary 
evidence from the c. 1636 Nansemond Fort site (44SK192) in Suffolk, Virginia, strongly 
suggest that earlier experiences he and his father had at Gookin Sr.’s plantations in 
Ireland influenced the development of this site and others in the surrounding Nansemond 
region. Research for my Master’s thesis proposed that the Nansemond Fort was modeled 
on the type of particular plantation or private fortification/domestic compound known in 
Ireland as a bawn; my goal for the dissertation is to go beyond simply the bawn plan for 
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comparison, but to address what the bawn signifies in cultural and historical terms. 
Rather than approaching the interpretation of the Nansemond Fort site on its own, I create 
a broader regional context that incorporates Gookin Jr. and the other people who settled 
in the region, considering their shared colonial pasts before arriving in Virginia. This 
dissertation will contribute to understanding English expansion through colonial projects 
in the Atlantic world and the Chesapeake, as well as an evaluation of methods beyond 
traditional comparative historical archaeology.  
The 17th-century Chesapeake 
Scholars of English colonial America have viewed the tidewater areas of Virginia 
and Maryland surrounding the Chesapeake Bay as an appropriate study area for several 
reasons, which include the establishment of the first permanent colonies, environment 
(Curtain, Brush, and Fisher 2001), tobacco monoculture, population demographics, and 
shared architectural and settlement forms (Carson et al. 1981: 135–196; Graham et al. 
2007: 451–552; Horn 1979: 51–95; Middleton 1953; Reps 1972; Tate 1979: 3). 
Archaeological investigations of the colonial capitals of Jamestown (Cotter 1994; Kelso 
2006) and St. Mary’s City (Forman 1938; Miller, 1988, 1999; Stone 1974) and hinterland 
sites have significantly added to the body of work related to material culture and 
activities of daily life (e.g., Flowerdew Hundred [Barka 1976; Deetz 1996], Martin’s 
Hundred [Noël Hume 1982], the Kingsmill Plantations [Kelso 1984], Clifts [Neiman 
1980a,b], and the Maine [Outlaw 1990]),  further defining the Chesapeake as a distinct 
region. 
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With increased archaeological and historical studies beginning in the late 1970s 
and extending to present, the extent to which the tobacco economy propelled or stymied 
regional economic growth led to the identification of sub-regions within the Chesapeake 
(Walsh 1999: 57–58). By decreasing the scale of analysis, one is able to define the 
significance of issues such as diversification of economy, material culture, religion, class 
dynamics, and the rise of race-based slavery, in terms of how these factors affect the 
archaeological record (Bradburn and Coombs 2005: 146–147; Graham et al. 2007). 
Historian April Hatfield in her work Atlantic Virginia: Intercolonial Relations in the 
Seventeenth Century successfully used sub-regional analysis to broaden our 
understanding not only of the interactions of the English Chesapeake colonies and New 
England, but also of the larger Atlantic world (Hatfield 2004). When the Chesapeake is 
approached from the sub-regional, regional, and Atlantic scales, one can begin to 
understand the world that English settlers to the Chesapeake lived in—one not simply of 
the land surrounding the Chesapeake Bay, but linked to England, Ireland, New England, 
the Caribbean, and Africa (Games 2006: 687; Hatfield 2004: 2). The ideas that the waves 
of settlers to the Chesapeake transported from varied projects led to a colonial 
development that informed later English settlements in terms of spatial layout and form, 
adaptation to new environments, and policies towards indigenous populations. As 
historian Alison Games has concluded, the timing and settling of English colonies around 
the globe mattered; an understanding of the individual biographies of the adventurers  
involved helps us to evaluate the extent of success or failure in each subsequent endeavor 
(Games 2006: 689).  
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The study of individual biography provides the framework from which to better 
situate and understand the archaeological sites of the 17th-century Chesapeake in the 
broader context. Archaeologists working in the Chesapeake have looked into the 
biographies of colonists to explain settlement layout, architecture, and materials (Kelso 
2006; Miller 1999; Noël Hume 1982), but these studies have focused mainly on 
interpretations of the single site, and not on a sub-region or regional context. A similar 
approach has been applied to large-scale, research-oriented projects, while archaeological 
sites excavated through CRM excavations have not received the same level of attention. 
As Graham and his colleagues have pointed out, the data set of known 17th-century 
archaeological sites in the Chesapeake is quite vast, but we have only just begun to 
explore the many variations brought to light by excavation (Graham et al. 2007: 522) 
(Fig. 1).  
Project Research 
 The background for undertaking this study involves work that I completed for my 
Master’s thesis on the Nansemond Fort site (c. 1636–1670), excavated in 1988 through 
CRM and lacked a formal report and interpretation (Fig 2). My research indicates that the 
site was linked to Daniel Gookin Jr., an English planter who had experienced the earlier 
Munster Plantation project, and whose father had been involved in establishing a 
plantation in Virginia in 1621. The site’s plan resembles a bawn, which in Ireland was an  
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Figure 1: Locations of known 17th-century archaeological sites (Graham et al. 2007). 
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Figure 2: Drawing of the Nansemond Fort based on archaeological evidence (image 
courtesy of Jamie E. May). 
agro-defensive compound built to protect the dwellings and personal property of a 
settlement’s landlord (Hill 1877: 82; St. George 1990: 242).  Bawn fortifications have a 
history of use by Gaelic Irish predating the Munster Plantation; they were adopted by 
English settlers in plantation efforts in Laois-Offaly (1556–1576), the Munster Plantation 
(1584–1598 and 1601–1641), and the Ulster Plantation (1609–1641); these settlement 
forms may have been brought to Virginia by settlers like Gookin. Others have explored 
the relevance of the bawn to the Virginia colonial experience (see Deetz 1991; Hodges 
1993; Kelso et al. 1999; Klingelhöfer 2010; Luccketti 2010; Noël Hume 1982; Reps 
1972), but these works have focused on the bawn as a model for town planning or 
temporary settlement defense. 
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 This dissertation project goes beyond comparing just the bawn form, but 
examines why it may have been used and the implications behind it. I do this by applying 
multiple lines of archaeological and historical evidence, with the framework for my 
research based on the archaeological biography scholarship of archaeologist Mary 
Beaudry and the comparative archaeological approaches to British expansion in Ireland 
and North America by archaeologist Audrey Horning. The use of the archaeological 
biography is a trend in historical archaeology that is growing, and as a recent thematic 
issue of Post-Medieval Archaeology indicates, is being used to explore not only the 
biographies of people but of material remains as well (Mytum 2010: 237). Situating 
Daniel Gookin Sr. and Jr. within an Atlantic historical context is challenging because of 
the way that their individual biographies have been treated in the past—either obscured in 
broader historical analyses, or portraying them as just two of many adventurers in a vast 
colonial system. The archaeological biography provides a framework to better understand 
the Gookins’ role in English colonization efforts, and what can be attributed to them in 
the process. 
 Researching the occupants of the Spencer-Peirce-Little House in Newbury, 
Massachusetts, Beaudry was confronted with attributing artifacts and features to the 
farm’s late 18th-century residents, Nathaniel Tracy and Offin Boardman (Beaudry 2008: 
175). Focusing on these two individuals who were left out of larger early American 
histories, Beaudry used the tactic of archaeological biography:  
the reconstitution of forgotten or little-known lives that would never be of interest 
if an archaeologist did not happen to be invited to explore a particular site…the 
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task is to collect and collate the archive, composed as it is of artifacts and 
documents, houses, landscapes, and memories; the real feat is to synthesize and 
make sense of all the various lines of evidence and to  construct interpretations 
that move between the particular and the more general, between the microscopic 
or microhistorical and the morphological. (2008: 175–176) 
The construction of the two archaeological biographies enabled her to visualize (through 
artifacts and site features) how Tracy and Boardman presented themselves at home and in 
the broader context of the early American republic (Beaudry 2008: 195). A major 
strength of this approach is that it is not solely focused on any one class of artifact or 
archaeological feature, nor is it limited to a single historical dataset—multiple lines of 
evidence are used to create the narrative.  
 The archaeological biography is an important means for understanding early 
English colonial expansion when a family—in this case the Gookins—is considered. Use 
of family documents, correspondence, residential site plans, and artifacts over a given 
period of time can demonstrate the adaptive mental and physical constructions of an 
individual. As archaeologist Harold Mytum suggests, “this is what the archaeological 
biographical approach attempts; these are not life-long biographies of individuals, but 
insights into particular places, associations and events for which the data is rich enough 
to allow such a construction” (Mytum 2010: 242).  
Placing the Gookins in a broader context requires knowledge of British expansion 
in Ireland and North America, for which a comparative archaeological approach is well 
suited. In her studies of colonial settlements in the north of Ireland Ulster Plantation, 
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Audrey Horning has used comparisons with English settlements in the Chesapeake to 
better understand the complex interactions between natives and newcomers, and the 
intended replication of English culture on the landscape (Horning 2007a: 51). As Horning 
points out, the archaeologist must be aware of the wide range of data—ethnohistorical 
accounts, the material record, and official documents—but, that “individually, these 
sources rarely agree” (Horning 2007a: 51). In her work at the Ulster Plantation settlement 
of Movanagher, she found that in practice what was manifested through the 
archaeological record was significantly different from the historical record; English 
settlers were living in Irish houses, using a combination of English and Irish ceramic 
vessels, and interacting with one another in a manner that ran counter to how the 
plantation structure was supposed to work (Horning 2007b: 111; 2005: 395).      
 I use the archaeological biography and include aspects of Beaudry’s and Horning’s 
work in this dissertation. An additional element within my methodology is to evaluate 
whether or not this study is an example of a multi-sited archaeology, an approach derived 
from George Marcus’ strategy of multi-sited ethnography. This involves “comparing 
locales, multi-scalar connections, and local–global relations” (Ryzewski 2011: 1). Multi-
sited archaeology deviates from other comparative attempts, which more often than not 
“arrive at conclusions of difference or contrast” rather than making “connections within 
the recognition of difference” (Ryzewski 2011: 23).  By considering Daniel Gookin Sr. 
and Jr. as individuals, as part of a larger family involved in colonial projects, and as 
members of a community of colonists with shared experiences that shaped other 
developments, I am able to use a multi-sited approach to draw it all together.    
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 My dissertation research addresses three questions about the Nansemond Fort site 
and early colonial projects in the Atlantic world: 1) Could the Nansemond Fort represent 
a settlement form used by the English settlers in the Munster Plantation project? 2) How 
much influence did Daniel Gookin Sr. and Jr. have on Virginia’s colonial development? 
3) How did group and regional identities influence migrations and other colonial 
ventures?  
“Mr. Gookin out of Ireland wholly upon his owne Adventure…” 
The underpinning for this dissertation is the archaeological biographical approach 
and the concept of the cosmopolitan adventurer in my study of Daniel Gookin Sr. and Jr., 
both of whom have been minimally represented in the colonial histories of the Munster 
Plantation in Ireland, and of the Virginia, Maryland, and Massachusetts Bay colonies in 
North America. Historian Frederick Gookin has written the biographies of both Gookin 
Sr. and Jr. (Gookin 1912). This genealogical work credits both father and son with 
playing significant roles in colonial development, but is heavily focused on Gookin Jr. in 
Massachusetts. Though Daniel Gookin Jr.’s biography provides the framework for this 
proposed study, I will also consider the life of Daniel Gookin Sr. because the actions and 
experiences of the father can be seen to have greatly influenced the career of the son. My 
study will therefore cover a temporal span beginning in 1582 and ending in 1687 and will 
examine the Gookins’ role in four English colonial projects.  
Southwestern County Cork, Ireland 
 The starting point for the research is in the Irish lands that formerly made up the 
English colonial project known as the Munster Plantation, occupied by settlers in 1584 
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(MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 108). Approximately 4,000 settlers ventured from England 
to settle in Munster, but an uprising in the north of Ireland spread southwards, leading to 
the plantation’s destruction in 1598 (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 130; Power 2007: 23). A 
re-establishment of the Munster Plantation in 1604 brought English settlers back, 
including Daniel Gookin Sr. and his older brother Vincent, who left their family seat in 
Kent to secure land, title, and wealth in the Munster enterprise (Gookin 1912: 29). Daniel 
Gookin Sr.’s business pursuits included cattle and hog raising and pilchard fishing, 
resulting in products that were shipped to England and Virginia. 
 In 1621, Gookin Sr. involved himself more directly in the affairs of Virginia when 
he was granted 1,600 acres for the transportation of servants and cattle to the colony 
(Gookin 1912: 42; Kingsbury 1906: 501–502). Gookin Sr. stayed in Virginia for three 
years, returning to Ireland for good in 1624. He continued to raise livestock and retained 
his Virginia holdings, in addition to owning stock in the Plymouth Company and land in 
other plantation schemes in Ireland.  Gookin Sr. died in 1632, leaving his Virginia 
holdings to two of his sons, Daniel Jr. and John (Gookin 1912: 57).  
Newport News and Nansemond, Virginia 
 The Virginia locations under study are part of the Lower James River where 
Daniel Gookin Sr.’s allotment was situated, several miles below the colonial capital of 
Jamestown. As one of the first English settlers in the region in 1621, Gookin Sr. had 
rights to prime riverfront land, as did Capt. William Newce, another Munster plantation 
owner and friend of Gookin, whose grant lay nearby (Hatch 1957: 99). The record of the 
initial voyage that Gookin Sr. undertook to Virginia indicates that he transported 57 
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people to the colony, all of whom presumably settled at his Newport News plantation, 
which he called Marie’s Mount. Though records do not indicate how the plantation 
landscape of Marie’s Mount appeared, it was likely fortified by wooden palisades, as it 
withstood a significant attack from local Indian tribes in 1622 (Gookin 1912: 43; Hatch 
1957: 99). Approximately 1,300 acres of land were “planted,” indicating that sufficient 
work had been done to clear the plantation for grazing and cultivation (Hatch 1957: 100).  
 Sometime between 1625 and 1630, Daniel Gookin Jr. and his brother John were 
resident at Marie’s Mount, where Daniel Jr. lived until at least 1633/4 and John until 
1637. Both Gookin brothers patented land in New Norfolk (later divided into 
Upper/Lower Norfolk and Nansemond counties), on the south side of the James River 
closer to the entrance of the Chesapeake Bay. This particular region was considered a 
dangerous frontier in the later years of the 1630s, and lay in the domain of the powerful 
Nansemond Indian tribe, a factor that stymied earlier attempts at settlement. Gookin Jr.’s 
plantation was situated on a peninsula encompassing 1,400 acres at the confluence of the 
James and Nansemond rivers, in close proximity to the Nansemond’s ceremonial center 
of Dumpling Island. Other patentees in the area were people who had lived at Marie’s 
Mount during Gookin Sr. and Jr’s ownership, and were likely not opposed to settling in 
territory known to pose threats to settlement (Canny 1978: 26). Daniel Gookin Jr. became 
a burgess and militia commander for Upper/Lower Norfolk in 1641 and was at once 
involved in settling disputes between area settlers and the Nansemonds (Gookin 1912: 
66).  
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 By the mid-1640s, social and economic factors led to a population decrease in the 
Nansemond region. One reason was religion; there were estimated to be around 400 
Puritans living on the Southside (Randall 1886: 17). Three Puritan clergymen, John 
Knowles, Thomas James, and William Tompson, arrived on the Nansemond early in 
1643 to minister to this community of Puritans, only to be challenged by Virginia’s 
Royalist governor, Sir William Berkeley, who had all three expelled (Hatfield 2004: 
116). The expulsion of the clergymen in addition to the government’s rigid intolerance of 
the Puritan faith encouraged Gookin Jr.’s departure from Virginia to Maryland in 1643, a 
move that other Puritans soon followed (McCarl 1991:439). 
Providence, Maryland 
 The founding of Maryland in 1634 was viewed as an affront to many Virginia 
settlers who disagreed over territorial boundaries and proprietary trading rights with 
Indian tribes. Population growth began with fits and starts; political and religious strife in 
England and in the Chesapeake hampered Maryland’s development. Following the 
banishment of the Puritan ministers sent to the Nansemond, several Virginia planters 
successfully petitioned Cecil Calvert, Maryland’s proprietary ruler, for land grants in that 
colony (Gookin 1912: 70). Gookin Jr. established a plantation near the confluence of the 
South and Severn rivers (present-day Annapolis), which he occupied for a little under a 
year. This move by Gookin Jr. preceded a larger migration of Virginians from the 
Nansemond who made the move northward in 1649, with a charter to found a settlement 
called Providence (Luckenbach 1995: 3). Finding the political situation in Maryland to be 
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as oppressive as in Virginia, Gookin did not stay in Providence long and looked toward 
the Massachusetts Bay Colony, the destination of the last of his four migrations. 
Boston, Roxbury, and Cambridge, Massachusetts 
 Daniel Gookin Jr.’s final move to Massachusetts in 1644 was a logical migration 
in the context of his religious beliefs. Upon his arrival in New England he was admitted 
to the First Church in Boston on May 26th, and honored three days later by being made a 
freeman (Gookin1912: 72). Gookin Jr. resided in Roxbury from 1644 to 1647, where he 
took up residence next to Rev. John Eliot, and the relationship between the two had long-
lasting implications. Court documents suggest Gookin Jr. was often away on his Virginia 
and Maryland plantations during this period. Gookin Jr.’s appearance in the notary book 
of William Aspinwall in 1646, and the shipping records dating to November of that year, 
relate to tobacco shipped from the Nansemond to Boston with Thomas Burbage as factor 
(Aspinwall: 1644–1651[1903]). Burbage served as Gookin Jr.’s Virginia manager of his 
Nansemond plantation and his lands on the Rappahannock, until Gookin Jr. divested 
himself of his Virginia holdings in c. 1651.  
Despite the sale of his Virginia plantations, Gookin Jr. was actively engaged in 
the coastal carrying trade with the colony, likely until his death. When he moved from 
Roxbury to Cambridge in 1647, he became a partner in a shipbuilding company that 
made vessels for the carrying trade. Familiarity with colonial shipping and merchant ties 
were instrumental in his voyages between London and Boston, sometimes on official 
business, at other times for his own profit. In 1652 Gookin Jr. was charged with bringing 
the Massachusetts Bay Colony’s military allotment of arms, powder, and shot in one of 
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his ships to Boston, a service that helped him to be elected to the governor’s council 
(Gookin 1912: 81).  
 Daniel Gookin Jr.’s civic and military appointments in Massachusetts from 1650 
until his death in 1687 were varied in scope. He was the first superintendant of Praying 
Town Indians (1656), was instrumental in laying out and governing the town of 
Worcester (1665–1680), served as a Major in the Massachusetts militia during King 
Philip’s War (1675–1676), and began to write a history of New England, Historical 
Collections of the Indians in New England (1674) (Gookin 1912). At the time of his death 
in 1685, Gookin Jr. had attained the rank of Major-General. Throughout his career, 
Gookin Jr.’s pursuits were inter-colonial in scope, and his migrations from one colony to 
another and involvement in shipping networks shaped his worldview, one clearly not 
limited by geographic boundaries.   
Data 
 The primary archaeological site that this proposed research is based upon is 
known as the Nansemond Fort Site (44SK192); it is located in the tidewater Virginia city 
of Suffolk.  Archaeological investigation uncovered the remains of a palisade that 
enclosed five buildings, within an area measuring about an acre in size. The palisade and 
buildings were earthfast—a technique of impermanent construction in which wooden 
framing supports were put into postholes or trenches with earth packed around them (like 
many other buildings in colonial Virginia). Though the earthfast construction of the 
palisade was not unique, the layout of the site was. Closely resembling early Virginia 
Company Period (1607–1624) settlements and private “particular” plantations found in 
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the Chesapeake and elsewhere, the site represented a form of vernacular fortification, 
with features that suited both agricultural and defensive needs. Only six other 17th-
century fortifications are known archaeologically in Virginia (James Fort, Wolstenholme 
Towne, Flowerdew Hundred, Martiau’sHornwork, Gloucester Point, and Clifts): the 
plans differ, but construction is the same—palisades of light timbers set in narrow 
trenches.  
In 1988 the land where the Nansemond Fort stood was slated for the development 
of Harbour View, a residential/business complex encompassing roughly 1400 acres that 
included a golf course, gated residential community, hospital, corporate headquarters, and 
shopping center. Archaeologists with the James River Institute for Archaeology 
conducted Phase I pedestrian survey and shovel testing of the tract, locating several 17th- 
and 18th-century sites. One site, designated 44SK192 (Nansemond Fort), had a large 
surface concentration of early 17th-century artifacts and was shovel-tested to locate 
associated features. Backhoe trenching exposed several 17th-century features, such as 
borrow pits, building posthole patterns, and a palisade, leading to more trenching. The 
nature of the findings—chiefly the prospect of exposing a palisaded settlement—led to a 
commitment by the owners of Harbour View to provide 50 percent of the funds to 
conduct excavations, with the Commonwealth of Virginia providing the rest. Intensive 
backhoe trenching that revealed the rest of the palisade and exposure of the entire 
fortified compound was completed in 1988, and some additional fieldwork on features 
within and around the palisaded fort took place from 1990–1992 (Luccketti 2007: 1).  
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Following the fieldwork, a budget crisis caused state funds to be rescinded. These 
funds had been earmarked for laboratory analysis and preparation of a final report, which 
could not be completed.  The artifact collection remained in the possession of the James 
River Institute for Archaeology, in storage, but was accessioned by the Association for 
the Preservation of Virginia Antiquities (APVA) in 1996.  To date, the interpretation of 
the Nansemond Fort remains largely unexplored. The excavated site is known primarily 
through four sources (Hodges 1993; Kelso, Luccketti, and Straube 1999; Luccketti 2010: 
85–104) that address the form and function of the fort; two journal articles (Graham 
2003; Graham et al. 2007) that briefly describe some of the site’s buildings, and 
unpublished reports (Luccketti 2007; McCartney 1990). 
Since the Nansemond Fort’s discovery, development-driven CRM archaeology in 
the City of Suffolk has resulted in Phase II and III excavations of at least seven sites in 
the vicinity of the Nansemond Fort (44SK003 [Moore et al. 2003], 191 [no report], 194 
[McLearen and Harbury 1992], 391 [Traver 1993], 500, 503, and 523 [Moore and Lewes 
2005]) which can be tightly dated to the second quarter of the 17th century. One of these 
sites, 44SK194— located 1500 yards due south of the Nansemond Fort—also was 
palisaded, produced similar artifacts, and may be part of a larger complex, such as a 
particular plantation (McLearen and Harbury 1992: 51–52). Formal reports exist for all 
aforementioned City of Suffolk sites with the exception of 44SK191. All sites were 
determined to be domestic occupations, but no synthesis of interpretation for how these 
sites may relate to one another or comparison exists.  
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 I organized a GIS database of the data from all of these sites in the Nansemond to 
piece together what is known archaeologically of the region. I had previously created a 
GIS database of the Nansemond Fort site, as well as compiling a comprehensive artifact 
database that can accommodate materials catalogued in different ways, which is linked 
directly to the GIS shapefiles related to archaeological features.  The GIS database 
allowed me to visualize the 17th-century landscape; it also was used to approximate 
colonial land patents—one of the few primary documentary datasets that exists for the 
Nansemond (Moore and Lewes 2005: 26). This visual method lends itself nicely to a 
regional framework for approaching the documentary evidence to envision the region, 
defining the political and social identities of the collective population. The integration of 
the land patent data layer enables the visualization of individuals on the landscape, and 
can be correlated with primary and secondary historical documents to gain a better 
understanding of the regional community.  
A visit to the Gookin’s “stomping grounds” in southern County Cork in October 
of 2011 revealed that private fortifications were regular features on the Munster 
Plantation’s landscape; these provide a strong comparative base for the Nansemond Fort. 
Aided by the 5-volume Archaeological Inventory of County Cork (Power et al. 1992) in 
order to focus on specific sites and by University College Cork archaeologists 
specializing in Munster plantation research, I visited 12 fortified English settler sites, two 
of which were owned by Daniel Gookin Sr. In addition to these sites, I visited the towns 
of Bandon, Courtmachscherry, Kinsale, Newcestown, and Cork, each of which have the 
significance of being associated with Daniel Gookin Sr. and Jr., and other members of the 
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Gookin family who remained in Ireland. When travelling between the town and site 
locations, I used detailed Ordnance Survey maps to make basic plots of my routes, and 
recorded this digitally in a GIS database similar to the one I created for the Nansemond 
sites. I improved my GIS database with detailed site plans that I compiled during survey, 
along with photographs and field sketches.  
The synthesis of the archaeological record through GIS is augmented by maps and 
primary documents to better understand the Munster Plantation and Daniel Gookin Sr./ 
Jr.’s Virginia, Maryland, and Massachusetts projects. Although no family papers survive 
for the Gookins, I explored what is known through deeds, accounts of other family 
members and business associates, and those of adjacent landholders.  
 Colonial Virginia’s archaeological and historical past is rich, but some areas 
remain poorly understood because of the destruction of many of the earliest primary 
documents. The Nansemond region was composed of the 17th–century counties of 
Upper/Lower Norfolk and Nansemond, and the surviving documentary record exists 
mainly in land patent entries and court proceedings. My research involved revisiting two 
surviving Minute Books from Lower Norfolk County for the years 1644–1651, with three 
secondary sources on the history of the Nansemond region (Dunn 1907; Pollock 1886; 
Whichard 1959). The combination of using these sources with the archaeological record 
yielded fruitful results allowing for a reconstruction of the Nansemond region during the 
Gookin’s occupation.  
The success of turning up new directions for following the Gookin family in 
Virginia led me to attempt the same process in Maryland and Massachusetts. Maryland’s 
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proprietary records compiled as the Calvert Papers, and the Court Proceedings for Anne 
Arundel County (1655–1659) were useful in situating Daniel Gookin Jr’s plantation on 
the landscape, and the Suffolk and Middlesex County Deed Books in Massachusetts had 
detailed references and descriptions of land owned by Gookin Jr. 
  I organized the archaeological and historical datasets into two categories that can 
be enhanced by the biographical approach to Gookin Jr.’s life and legacy. Themes of 
settlement plan and layout and of group identity and migration allow me to determine the 
effects of how prior colonial projects shaped subsequent ventures.  
Settlement Form and Layout 
 Acknowledging that the Nansemond Fort’s palisade is reminiscent of an Irish 
bawn plan, comparing it to existing bawns in Munster may strengthen my hypothesis that 
what we see in Virginia is in fact a form of fieldwork developed for English plantations 
in Ireland. Historian Nicholas Canny has proposed that “involvement in Irish colonization 
of men who afterwards ventured to the New World suggests that their years in Ireland 
were years of apprenticeship” (Canny 1973: 595). Excavations at the sites of Flowerdew 
Hundred and Martin’s Hundred prompted archaeologist James Deetz to suggest that the 
settlement forms were very similar to forms found in Northern Ireland from the Ulster 
Plantation, and that there was likely a “standard way of setting up and creating an English 
colonial outpost in the early seventeenth century” (Deetz 1991:  4). Deetz further 
observed that the English plantations in Ireland could be viewed as “rehearsals” for the 
colonization of Virginia and others across the globe; as a word of caution he suggested 
that, though comparative study in this context is useful, one needs to understand “how 
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that particular process of ‘rehearsal’ works” (Deetz 1991: 4). As many English and Irish 
settlers came to Virginia by way of Munster, the likelihood that fortification and 
settlement plans that worked there would be attempted in other English colonial ventures 
is strong.  
While this is not an entirely new concept in the study of Virginia towns and 
archaeological sites and was proposed by Reps (1972) and Noël Hume (1982), my 
research places more emphasis on the region’s settlers and their experiences than relying 
solely on the building forms. Daniel Gookin Sr. and Jr. were not the only individuals who 
planted in Munster and then shifted operations to Virginia, and it is interesting that one of 
the few successes the English had in town foundation was at Newcestown by Capt. 
William Newce (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 187). Newce settled land adjacent to Gookin 
Sr. in Virginia and at least three of the individuals he transported with him came from 
Munster, several of whom later established their own holdings in the Nansemond.  
Historical archaeologist Eric Klingelhöfer has rejected the one-to-one 
comparisons of English-built bawns in the Ulster Plantation to works in Virginia, but 
rightly questions, “if the 1610s Ulster experience fails to provide a strong connection to 
Virginia, could it have been the previous colonization of Munster that gave English 
colonizers a bawn model?” (Klingelhöfer 2010: 220). By approaching this question from 
the perspective of Gookin Sr. and Jr. and Capt. William Newce and determining what 
their plantation landscape of Munster looked like, and what the plantation distribution 
was in Virginia, I am able to draw a more fruitful parallel between the two colonial 
projects. The archaeological evidence at the Nansemond Fort from the completely 
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excavated site 44SK192 and partially-excavated adjacent contemporary site (44SK194) 
suggests that perhaps a particular plantation or layout similar to English settlements in 
Munster might have been what the settlers were working towards; analysis of private 
plantation fortifications indicates that this was the case. 
Group Identity and Migrations 
 One factor that had a major impact on colonial migrations to established colonies 
or new ventures included networks amongst English Puritans and merchants.  An 
additional consideration is the impact that the Puritan faith may have had in strengthening 
communities in Ireland, Virginia, and Massachusetts. One prominent group of Puritans 
settled in Munster at the port town of Baltimore in 1606; among them was John 
Winthrop, grandfather of John Winthrop, the founder of Boston, Massachusetts in 1630. 
While the Winthrops’ motives for settlement in Munster are not entirely clear, they may 
have considered the “importance of religion for their plantation” (MacCarthy-Morrogh 
1986: 199). Other Puritan families resided in the town of Bandon, and it has been 
suggested that Daniel Gookin Sr. was an adherent to that faith; listed among his probate 
inventory in 1633 were several “puritan books” (Gookin 1912: 55; MacCarthy-Morrogh 
1986: 201). Presumably Daniel Jr. was raised as a Puritan and was part of a community 
of Puritans upon settling in North America. 
 Atlantic historian April Hatfield has noted that the Virginia counties of 
Nansemond, Lower Norfolk, Isle of Wight, Accomack, and Northampton had higher 
volumes of international and intercolonial trade and migration than other counties in 
Virginia, as well as the largest populations of Puritans and Quakers (Hatfield 2004: 112). 
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Through exploring religion as a significant binding force in merchant circles and along 
shipping routes, another aspect of Daniel Gookin Jr.’s biography can be applied to site 
and regional interpretation.   
Significance of the Study 
 The archaeological and historical data compiled for this dissertation are 
significant on three levels: for Atlantic world scholarship; for regional work in the 
Chesapeake; and for methods to historical archaeology. The Munster Plantation’s integral 
role in the development of later English projects has been largely oversimplified, and as 
archaeologist Tadhg O’Keeffe puts it, “the story of Plantation-era Munster, like the story 
of Plantation-era Ireland in general, is part of the larger narrative history of the early 
modern Atlantic” (O’Keeffe 2010: 149). The history the Gookin family in Ireland and 
Virginia has never been explored from an archaeological perspective, and many of the 
collections that provide the data for this dissertation have not been analyzed beyond the 
requisite field report. Through providing a firm context for the family history and 
excavated sites, I tie together sites, people, and materials on an Atlantic scale, something 
few studies have attempted.   
My dissertation is a valuable contribution illuminating the material aspects of 
early colonization efforts in the Chesapeake through the exploration of settlement plans 
and landscapes. Aspects of intercolonial trade patterns controlled by certain individuals 
and groups have not been explored archaeologically, and the involvement of the Gookin 
family in multiple colonial projects and shipping provides a good basis upon which to 
explore how such networks functioned.   
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Studying the Gookins from an archaeological biography perspective provides the 
bulk of my methodological approach, but it employs comparative archaeology as well. I 
will be able to evaluate whether or not the material presented here represents a genuine 
archaeological case study for a multi-sited archaeology. In exploring this method I will 
engage with current historical archaeology’s approaches and take my work beyond 
traditional comparative studies in its outcome. Simply comparing evidence using the 
bawn form in Ireland and North America is not enough, and on its own is problematic. 
Centering the focus on individuals rather than the plantation enables one to see how 
changes in English colonial expansion schemes took place globally rather than locally. 
The chapter organization begins with the biographies of both Daniel Gookin Sr. 
and Jr. to foreground them within an Atlantic context (Chapter 2). Chapter 3 focuses on 
the cultural landscape of the Munster Plantation, with a discussion of whether or not 
Ireland should be considered a kingdom or colony in the 17thcentury. The complex  
identities of the Gaelic Irish, Old English, and New English and provide an overview of 
the plantation landscape with which the Gookins would have been familiar. The 
archaeological sites surviving on the landscape that were part of my survey are presented 
in Chapter 4. 
The cultural landscape of the North American colonies of Virginia, Maryland, and 
Massachusetts compose Chapter 5, elucidating some of the similarities and differences 
between the plantation in Ireland and the subsequent projects of Daniel Sr. and Jr., and 
the connections that were established through their trans-Atlantic network. In Chapter 6 I 
discuss the idea that the Gookin’s plantation pursuits built off of one another, fleshing 
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this out through the archaeological evidence from the Nansemond Fort and four others 
that were associated with the Gookins in Virginia. The Puritan network is revealed in 
Chapter 7, augmented by two artifact case studies and additional documentary analysis 
suggesting that Daniel Gookin Jr. was part of a Puritan network that facilitated his inter-
colonial plantation trade between the Chesapeake and Massachusetts and put him in 
touch with other family members in Ireland and with Oliver Cromwell’s government. A 
concluding Chapter 8 firmly grounds the Gookin family in a broader Atlantic context and 
stresses the role that archaeology plays in studies of the dynamic nature of British 
colonial expansion. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Daniel Gookin Sr. and Daniel Gookin Jr. 
The historical figures associated with the early development of the Nansemond 
region of Virginia in the 17th century were well-traveled and successful in their own right, 
but few are remembered today, if at all, for their actions in settling the land. Daniel 
Gookin Jr. was a significant landowner in three North American colonies, rose to 
incredible heights in civil service in Massachusetts, and compiled what can be considered 
one of the first ethnographic accounts of Native Americans in New England, but despite 
these accomplishments remains relatively obscure. Following Gookin Jr. on his 
intercolonial migrations is increasingly difficult in Virginia and Maryland, even though 
after his departure to Massachusetts, he retained property and was active in trade there for 
several decades. His father’s activity in Irish plantation projects had a bearing on his 
actions as well, and in some cases, provided a “rehearsal” for his North American 
adventure. To better situate Gookin Jr. and the places he settled in an interconnected 
narrative rather than via short vignettes, a tactic that draws together multiple lines of 
evidence—the archaeological biography—is necessary. 
The point of departure for the archaeological biography is the site itself; the 
Nansemond Fort site had not been associated with any historical figure(s) prior my re-
analysis in my Master’s thesis that allowed me to link Daniel Gookin Jr. to the site 
(Pecoraro 2010). Attributing the site to Gookin Jr. was not enough; other questions 
surrounding the site’s artifact variability and settlement form arose that required a more 
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detailed inquiry into other aspects of Gookin Jr.’s life. As archaeologist Mary Beaudry 
has observed,  
Archaeologists face special challenges in writing accounts of the past because 
their work compels them to weave together simultaneous interpretations not just 
of texts but also of inscriptions in material and corporeal form. This process calls 
for experimentation, a sense of playfulness, and more than a dash of imagination. 
(Beaudry 2008: 177) 
Gookin Jr.’s biography from this standpoint is tricky because of his movements through 
very different colonial settings, while he maintained a strong religious commitment to 
Puritan beliefs. Strongly committed to the cause of converting Native Americans to 
Christianity while at the same time upholding the expansionist desires of the 
Massachusetts Bay Company whose actions brought their destruction, the narrative of 
Gookin’s life must be written on different scales—a factor that archaeologist Harold 
Mytum finds compelling about the archaeological biography: 
The biographical approach allows consideration of different scales, but recognizes 
that these can include the individual, who is active in at least reacting to, if not 
able to significantly change larger forces. The challenge is not merely to replicate 
stereotypes but consider the unique circumstances that every context may offer 
and therefore the variability of human choices, attitudes, and actions. (Mytum 
2010: 246) 
The microhistory and archaeological biography of Daniel Gookin Jr.’s long career cannot 
be understood without an archaeological perspective, and the archaeological data are 
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paramount for understanding his life. To bring these two analytical methods together, I 
use a third—multi-sited archaeology—to trace a variety of threads within Daniel Gookin 
Sr. and Jr.’s lives to construct meaningful contexts across space and time. The strategy 
behind the interpretation is not unlike what anthropologist George Marcus refers to as a 
multi-sited ethnography, elements of which have gained traction amongst archaeologists 
as a way to go beyond the spatial bounds of the single site and construct a larger narrative 
of the people who left the remains behind (Marcus 1995; Ryzewski 2012). Though multi-
sited research is being used in archaeology, few studies that openly are called multi-sited 
archaeologies exist, and the deployment of the strategies for conducting multi-sited 
research within archaeology vary.  
 Multi-sited ethnography as an approach was formulated by George Marcus as a 
way to examine global processes and interconnected society through the trajectory of 
globalization (Marcus 1995). This strategy provides a method to analyze people, ideas, 
and things in motion over multiple locations, rather than at a single site. Differing from 
traditional ethnography, in which one site (with set boundaries) is studied for an extended 
period of time, Marcus’ approach follows research trajectories, oftentimes pulling the 
researcher in unknown and unexpected directions across many sites for shorter periods of 
time. Though this directive might seem to gloss over the micro scale in favor of the 
macro, a thorough understanding of the local is paramount, and as Marcus points out, 
fieldwork is always conducted with “a keen awareness of being within the landscape, and 
as the landscape changes across sites, the identity of the ethnographer requires 
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renegotiation” (Marcus 1995: 97).  This tactic allows a researcher to understand a variety 
of perspectives related to a specific idea, action, or process.  
 In a recent article, archaeologist Krysta Ryzewski explores multi-sited 
ethnography’s approach and use by archaeologists, recognizing a problem that those 
using the idea do so without exploring its roots (Ryzewski 2011: 245). Multi-sited 
ethnography as practiced by Marcus is self-reflexive and is the product of several decades 
of scholarship; his compiled volume, Ethnography through Thick and Thin has elements 
of multi-sited research woven throughout essays written between 1980 and 1997 (Marcus 
1998). Thus, as Ryzewski accurately points out, Marcus places importance on 
“recognizing multi-sited strategies as research imaginaries rather than a set of methods 
prescribing a conduct of fieldwork and writing” (Ryzewski 2011: 246; Marcus 1998: 6). 
What is more, many archaeologists cite Marcus’ essay “Ethnography in/of the World 
System: The Emergence of Multi-sited Ethnography” (Marcus 1995) as the principal 
work that defines the approach, which is incorrect (ibid). In Marcus’ own words, two 
essays—“Imagining the Whole: Ethnography’s Contemporary Efforts to Situate Itself” 
(1989) and “Requirements for Ethnographies of Late-Twentieth-Century Modernity 
Worldwide” (1991)—provided the basis for his 1995 publication: “Ethnography in/of the 
World System…,” written for the same venue as “Ethnographies as Texts” (Marcus and 
Cushman 1982) more than a decade earlier is self-consciously methodological in framing 
and constrained to some degree by the genre of a review article, but it effectively 
foregrounds the importance of a multi-sited imaginary that had been percolating through 
my other papers since Writing Culture” (Marcus 1998: 6). While Marcus’ 1995 work 
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suggests some trajectories for multi-sited research, his later essays have revisited and 
revised earlier statements as a result of critique and practice (Marcus 2009a, 2009b). 
With this grounding of the multi-sited research within anthropology, divergences 
in use when applied to archaeology call for a re-tooling of the approach with 
consideration of the datasets that archaeologists routinely use and whether they are 
attempting to “write culture” versus something else. Few examples of multi-sited 
archaeological research exist within historical archaeology, with the exception cited in 
this chapter of Ryzewki’s evaluation of Marcus’ approach, and an essay on multi-sited 
research specific to colonoware pottery by Charles Cobb and Chester DePratter in 
American Anthropologist (Ryzewski 2011; Cobb and DePratter 2012). These essays 
tackle using multi-sited strategies in different ways—Ryzewski suggests a method of 
research design with a case study of its use on several ironworks sites owned by the 
Greene family in colonial Rhode Island, and Cobb and Depratter introduce the method as 
an approach towards understanding the production and distribution of colonoware—with 
divergences in interpretation of the utility of the method. A common thread in both pieces 
is the usefulness of multi-sited research in colonial and early modern contexts (Ryzewski 
2011: 261–262; Cobb and DePratter 2012: 447). Neither work refers to their cases 
directly as “multi-sited archaeology,” but both pieces suggest that archaeology is well on 
its way towards the establishing a body of theory that could be termed a multi-sited 
archaeology.  
 The research design for my dissertation did not arise from approaches stipulated 
by Marcus’ suggestions from his 1995 essay, where his position is that one follow routes, 
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then frames up research threads to branch off onto other related courses (Marcus 1998: 
89–94).  Rather, by employing other tactics used in comparative archaeology and site 
datasets, my research paths were strikingly similar to those posed as a multi-sited strategy 
for archaeology.  
I offer in the paragraphs below what is known historically about Daniel Gookin 
Jr., and, in the following chapters, integrate his biography with the archaeological record. 
The tri-partite use of microhistory, archaeological biography, and multi-sited archaeology 
enables me to comprehend Gookin’s colonial projects, capitalist expansion, placemaking, 
while constituting the colonial subject using a new approach.  
The historical treatment of the biography of Daniel Gookin Jr. has been well-
researched and written, but the seminal works related to his life were completed in the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (Amory 1879; Gookin 1912).  Interest in his 
life was limited to his surviving family members, many of whom were among New 
England’s elites, and others writing histories of the Massachusetts Bay Colony. Though 
these works made the best use of the surviving primary documents that were available, 
other archival sources have been compiled and are now known. Part of my historical 
research into the biographies of Daniel Gookin Sr. and Jr. involved closely scrutinizing 
the genealogical histories and checking the sources, in addition to using documentation 
gleaned from other archives to write their biographical narratives. 
Secondary sources for the biographies of Gookin Sr/Jr. include two works, one a 
collection of short research pieces, Memoir of John Wingate Thornton, A.M., L.L.B, by 
Thomas C. Amory, and the other written by a family member: Daniel Gookin 1612–
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1687: Assistant and Major-General of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, by Frederick W. 
Gookin  (Amory 1879; Gookin 1912). As early as 1793 Gookin Jr.’s life and lineages 
were the subjects of interest; a letter from Nathaniel Tracy (1750–1795) is among the first 
of these references. Tracy wrote to a member of the Massachusetts Historical Society 
“you say in finishing the life of Daniel Gookin that his family is extinct: this is a mistake, 
he was my mother’s great grand-father” (Tracy 1793). Prominent Bostonian Eliza Susan 
Quincy sought to complete a family biography in 1836, and took great satisfaction in 
determining Daniel Gookin’s family was connected to the Quincys through marriage 
(Morgan 2010: 255). Another descendant of Gookin Jr., John Wingate Thornton (1818–
1878), began collecting historical material in the 1840s to write a complete biography of 
Daniel Gookin Jr. (Amory 1879: 8). In 1866, Thornton began a correspondence with John 
P. Prendergast, an Irish antiquarian and archaeologist who had written several historical 
works on 17th-century Ireland, particularly County Cork. Both Thornton and Prendergast 
can be credited with creating the first paper trail linking Daniel Gookin Sr/Jr. to Ireland, 
Virginia, and Massachusetts. A trip to Ireland in 1872 by Thornton enabled the two to 
meet; Prendergast’s home in Dublin was the first stop on a tour of the Gookin family’s 
former holdings in County Cork. As Prendergast recalled seven years later, “From Dublin 
he [Thornton] proceeded to visit those parts of Ireland where Daniel and Vincent Gookin 
had settled. First, he went to Carrigaline, ‘Sniffed the air that Daniel had breathed,’ 
surveyed the neighborhood where he had dwelt, and wrote a letter full of all these details, 
now I regret to say lost. Thence he went to Bandon, where Sir Vincent Gookin and his 
descendants had settled, and there I had the pleasure of introducing him to Mr. Bennett, 
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the historian of Bandon, who was full to overflowing of the Gookin history and pedigree” 
(Amory 1879: 18). Thornton’s untimely death in 1878 prevented him turning his 
compilation of notes on the Gookin history into the biography he desired. 
A biography and family history was produced by another Gookin family 
descendant, Frederick William Gookin (referred to from this point forward as FW 
Gookin) (1853–1936), in 1912 (Gookin 1912). Aided in large part by Thornton’s 
research, FW Gookin traveled to England and thoroughly examined the available primary 
documents related to Daniel Gookin Sr. and Jr., as well as some of the other family 
members. He dedicated his book to Thornton, and Daniel Gookin 1612–1687: Assistant 
and Major-General of the Massachusetts Bay Colony remains the authoritative text on 
the 17th-century Gookins.1 FW Gookin’s training as a historian enabled him to create a 
highly credible biography, despite some undertones throughout the work exhibiting 
family bias. Historian Francesca Morgan has rightly concluded that  
when researching early New England, genealogists and historians supplemented 
formal written sources with what they called “tradition”—family lore obtained 
from descendants, in oral or written form—and they used each type of source to 
confirm the information derived from the other. As with formal sources, access to 
“tradition” depended on the status of the researcher and the wishes of the person 
conveying the information, especially when access entailed face-to-face meetings. 
(Morgan 2010: 256)    
                                                        
1A compilation of some of Frederick W. Gookin’s unpublished notes and genealogy as published in a 
limted printing by Richard N. Gookins in 1952. This work goes into greater detail about later 18th and 19th 
century descendants, but contains a few notes on the lineage of the Gookin family who remained in Ireland 
until the early 18th century.   
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Acknowledging that FW Gookin corresponded with Thornton family members and used 
Thornton’s collected notes, some statements are best regarded as family lore rather than 
historical fact. 
Daniel Gookin Sr. (1582–1632/33) 
 A key factor that FW Gookin recognized is that as Daniel Sr.’s “career very 
largely determined that of his son, and as the story of his life has never been printed, it is 
narrated in such detail as may be perceived through the veil of the intervening years” 
(Gookin 1912: 16).  By treating both Gookin Sr. and Jr. here in the same narrative I am 
able to chronicle a legacy of colonial projects for a period of roughly 70 years.  
The Gookin family’s interest in Ireland began in 1606 when Vincent Gookin 
(older brother of Daniel Sr.) migrated as a tenant, moving from the family seat in Kent, 
England to Courtmacsherry, County Cork, which was part of the English colonial scheme 
known as the Munster Plantation (Gookin 1912: 29). Vincent Gookin’s involvement 
coincided with the reestablishment of the second Munster Plantation; the first had been 
largely destroyed by rebellion in 1598, which for the most part had been subdued by 1605 
(MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 137).  
 Vincent Gookin’s lease on land that had been granted to Phane Beecher during 
the first Munster Plantation included the manor of Castlemahon in the barony of 
Kinelmeaky, near the town of Bandon (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 291). Though his 
lease was approximately seven miles from the seacoast, Vincent Gookin became involved 
in the pilchard fisheries operating from the village of Courtmacsherry, eventually seating 
himself there by c. 1616. His fortunes derived through the fisheries made him one of the 
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wealthiest men in southern Ireland; he served as high sheriff of Cork in the 1620s and 
was knighted in 1631 (Gookin 1912: 52).   
Encouraged by his brother’s success, sometime between 1611 and 1616 Daniel 
Gookin Sr. migrated to Ireland and settled across Courtmacsherry Bay at Coolmain 
(Gookin 1912: 30). It is safe to assume that he was involved in fisheries as well, because 
by 1616 he purchased from Thomas Petley for £1,600  the castle and lands of Carrigaline, 
seven miles southeast of the City of Cork (Gookin 1912: 31).  
 Carrigaline had been within the territory of Gerald Fitzgerald, 15th Earl of 
Desmond, who controlled a semi-feudal domain in southwestern Ireland. Fitzgerald had a 
long-running land dispute with rival family members, that fostered regional unrest and 
displaced peasant populations, prompting the English to become involved in restoring 
order in 1579 (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 4). Fitzgerald and his allies entered into 
conflict with the English which brought two years of warfare, resulting in Fitzgerald’s 
eventual defeat and capture. His lands were carved up amongst English undertakers 
following his suppression, leading to the establishment of the Munster Plantation in 1583. 
Composed of 6,000 acres, Carrigaline became the possession of Sir Warham St. Legar in 
1595, along with adjacent lands and fishing rights (presumably pilchard) at Anweldie and 
Crosshaven (Gookin 1912: 31; MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 291). St. Legar’s son divested 
himself of his father’s Munster holdings in 1613 when he conveyed the property to 
Thomas Petley (Appendix, note 1), who in turn sold it to Gookin Sr. three years later. 
 Daniel Gookin Sr. moved his family to Carrigaline shortly after this purchase. The 
Gookin household included Daniel, his wife Mary Byrd Gookin, and their five sons: 
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Richard (1609–1655); Edward I (1611); Daniel Jr. (1612–1687); John (1613–1643); and 
Edward II (1615–1655) (Gookin 1912: 56–57). Tensions soon arose which likely 
prompted Daniel Gookin’s “Virginia adventure” when a property dispute with Robert 
Boyle, Earl of Cork, led Gookin Sr. “with force and armes” to reclaim control of a 
portion of the estate upon which Boyle had encroached. Boyle, one of the most powerful 
men in Munster, was a force to be reckoned with, and it seems Gookin Sr. was willing to 
make some concessions. He sold the lands of Carrigaline to Boyle in 1618, but remained 
seated at the manor with his family, for which he negotiated a 22-year lease (Gookin 
1912: 34). Gookin Sr.’s business pursuits were primarily grounded in cattle and hog 
husbandry and the fisheries to which he retained the rights in his lease. 
 FW Gookin suggests that the sale of Carrigaline enabled Daniel Gookin Sr. to 
invest in other plantation schemes, specifically the Virginia Company of London, the 
Guiana Company, and “most if not all of Sir Ferdinando Gorges undertakings”2(Gookin 
1912: 34; Raab 1967: 300). Daniel’s diversification of assets in plantations outside of 
Ireland was a marked contrast to how his brother Vincent had operated, and it is 
important to note that while Daniel Gookin’s children were involved in North and South 
American and Caribbean schemes and migrated, Vincent’s offspring stayed mostly in 
Ireland. Both sides of the family participated in business pursuits with one another at 
least through two generations, and this arrangement was not altogether uncommon. 
Historian Alison Games suggests that individuals like Daniel Gookin Sr. began their 
                                                        
2No citations or references to Daniel Gookin Sr’s. involvement with Gorges can be found, despite the 
reference in FW Gookin’s text. I have included it here because it is likely that Gookin Sr. supported 
Gorges’ settlements in present-day Maine, given the common background of settlement in Ireland as well 
as Puritan affiliation. 
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colonial careers first as “travelers” and, through their experiences, transformed into 
“cosmopolitans”—these adventurers often  
traveled without wives and children, although they were often part of enterprises 
that involved sons, fathers, uncles, cousins and nephews, so family ties endured as 
often as they were ruptured by foreign ventures. Their interest in the world 
beyond England’s shores turned many travelers into cosmopolitans, men who 
were often able to encounter those unlike themselves with enthusiasm and 
curiosity. Cosmopolitans in this new era of global interaction were made, not 
born, and so they approached the world not only from the specific religious, 
political, and cultural context of the British Isles but also from their own 
immediate circumstances, shaped by gender, class, ethnicity, religion, occupation, 
education, and temperament. There was no monolithic response to foreign worlds 
and people, nor was there a coherent cosmopolitanism in this period. It 
encompassed a range of behaviors across a wide spectrum. (Games 2006: 9) 
Historical texts have not considered the Gookin family’s business ties on both sides of the 
Atlantic as a family business enterprise, and though speculative, it is reasonable to 
suggest that Vincent handled affairs in Ireland, while Daniel expanded the family’s 
influence abroad. Interactions between the two sides of the family were key elements in 
the biography of Daniel Gookin Jr. as well. 
 In 1619, Daniel Sr. invested in planting County Longford (approximately 190 
miles north of Carrigaline) which was populated by Irish lords and their tenants who were 
gradually stripped of their land by English planters. Gookin’s grant for about 500 acres 
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came to him sometime in late 1619/20, and he sold the acreage to Francis Edgeworth on 
April 5, 1620 (Gookin 1912: 36). Gookin’s patent for the tract was recorded in 1621, and 
his sale of the property returned him £350 (Appendix, note 2). This acreage in County 
Longford was never settled by Gookin yet contained provisions similar to the land grants 
he established in Virginia, providing an interesting comparative precursor for plantation 
establishment. 
 Six months after Daniel Gookin Sr.’s sale of his Longford lands Gookin’s first 
recorded involvements with the Virginia Company of London appear in the record. 
Gookin appears to have agreed to send cattle to Virginia, presumably from his 
Carrigaline plantation (Appendix, note 3). Perhaps it was because of this interest in 
overseas involvement that Daniel was designated to be a Merchant of the Staple for the 
town of Kinsale in 1621, the first year of a Staple Charter for that town. This was a 
prestigious post, giving its holder access to wealth and localized power. The Irish staple’s 
existence traced its roots to the 13th century; the postholders regulated trade on items such 
as wool and hides, with the first staple towns designated as Dublin, Waterford, Cork, and 
Drogheda. At the time of Kinsale’s incorporation into the staple,  
the real significance of the staple lay not in the co-ordination of trade but in the 
regulation of debt and the creation of a sophisticated credit network. The brethren 
and merchants of the staple elected—for the period of a year—a mayor, who 
enjoyed considerable legal powers especially in the regulation and recovery of 
debt, and two constables of the staple. Among other things the mayors of the 
staple were empowered to take recognisances of debt incurred on the staple. The 
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recognisances, known as statutes staple, were a form of registered bond by which 
the debtor(s) entered into a recognisance to pay the creditor(s) a fixed sum, at a 
given time, together with interest at 10 per cent. The amount of the bond was not 
a record of the actual loan but security for the loan and was usually double the 
amount of the loan. (Ohlmeyer and O’Ciardha 1998: 25) 
This group included not only Daniel’s brother Vincent but also a close friend, Capt. 
William Newce. Newce was, like Daniel, an investor in the Virginia Company, as well as 
one of a handful of successful English planters who established an English-style town on 
the Cork frontier known as Newcestown (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 213).  When the 
timing of Newce and Gookin’s involvement in the Virginia Company is first mentioned 
(Newce in July 18, 1620; Gookin in November 13, 1620) and considered in the context of 
their business relations in Munster, the connections to a larger Ireland/Virginia enterprise 
begin to emerge (Kingsbury 1906: 405, 420). 
 It may be that both Daniel Gookin Sr. and Capt. William Newce timed their 
migrations to Virginia to overlap, for the next reference to Gookin in the Virginia 
Company records relates to a petition for a plantation, “as large as yt granted to Sr 
William Newce” (Kingsbury 1906: 501–502) (Appendix, note 5). With the Company’s 
backing, Gookin Sr. departed for Virginia aboard the Flying Hart sometime between 
August and September of 1621. No mention is made of taking his family along, all of 
whom presumably stayed behind at Carrigaline. Newce arrived in Virginia some weeks 
before Gookin, but perished two days after landing, with “very few people, sicklie, 
ragged and altogether without provision” (Neill 1896: 374). In contrast, the Flying Hart 
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brought healthy settlers and cattle to the colony on November 22 and was welcomed 
heartily by Virginians in need of provisions and good news (Appendix, note 6).  
 Stipulations by the Virginia Company ensured that Gookin was allotted a 
particular plantation in the Corporation of Elizabeth Cittie, some 27 miles south of the 
colonial capital at Jamestown. For the transportation of cattle, adventurers, and servants, 
1,300 acres were placed in his charge which he called “Marie’s Mount” (Hatch 1957: 98–
101; Kingsbury 1906: 553–554) (Appendix, note 7). FW Gookin suggests that Daniel 
Gookin’s cohort did not remain idle, but quickly set up houses and palisaded the 
plantation for defense (Gookin 1912: 43). The logic behind this assumption is sound, as 
on March 22, 1622, Native Americans of the local Powhatan chiefdom attacked many of 
the outlying settlements, killing one-third of the colonial population. Following the 
attack, the governing council at Jamestown ordered that all plantations in the hinterland 
be abandoned; the remaining population congregated at five or six larger, fortified 
settlements (Gookin 1912: 43). Marie’s Mount had been attacked during the raid, but 
because he had adequately fortified his holdings, “only Master Gookins at Nuport’s-news 
would not obey the Commissioners’ command in that, though he scarce had five and 
thirty of all sorts with him, yet he thought himself sufficient against what could happen, 
and so did, to his great credit, and the content of his Adventurers” (Smith 1624: 150). 
Despite the plantation’s resistance, it was far from secure: 
Among the manuscripts found in the possession of the Duke of Manchester is a 
letter from William Hobart to his father, in which it is stated that Mr. Gookin, at 
whose house Governor Wyatt and his wife were staying, had but seven men left, 
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that it was unsafe to go out to labour without an armed guard, that there had been 
a second massacre of between twenty and thirty persons. (Kingsbury 1906: v. 4: 
228)  
Though the attack weakened his plantation, Gookin Sr. seems to have taken 
precautionary measures for the safety of the remaining colonists residing there. The fact 
that after 1622, Daniel Gookin, Sr. remained on his plantation and continued to cultivate 
tobacco while many of his peers could not, served to enrich him further by providing him 
with funds that he used to transport more settlers to Virginia and to obtain additional land 
patents. 
 In late April or early May, Daniel Gookin, Sr. left Marie’s Mount in the care of 
his servants and boarded the Virginia Company ship Sea Flower bound for London. This 
vessel carried the news of the massacre, reaching England sometime before June 19. 
Gookin Sr. stayed in London until the end of 1622; he attended three meetings of the 
Virginia Company on June 19, July 1, and July 17 (Kingsbury 1906 v. 2: 65, 73, 90). At 
the July 1 meeting, his patent for Marie’s Mount was confirmed, in addition to a land 
purchase of 150 acres he had made shortly after his arrival in Virginia (Appendix, note 
8). The Company also gave him a “new grant upon payment of his adventure,” and he 
was appointed to a committee responsible for assessing losses on behalf of colonists 
during the massacre (Kingsbury 1906 v. 2: 94) (Appendix, note 9). It appears that Gookin 
also purchased some shares of stock from the Virginia Company of Plymouth during his 
business in England, but this is harder to assess; FW Gookin states that he purchased 
shares in the “New England Company.” The New England Company was a missionary 
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society founded in 1649, and this reference is likely to the Virginia Company of 
Plymouth, or to one of Gorges’ ventures (Raab 1972: 63–64).  
 Gookin probably returned to Ireland and his Carrigaline plantation shortly after 
his business was completed in London. In January of 1623, he formally conceded 
Carrigaline to Sir Richard Boyle, but in the terms of his lease his intention to maintain it 
for rearing livestock is clear (Appendix, note 10). He supplied servants, cattle, and other 
provisions for a second voyage to Virginia aboard the Providence, which made landfall at 
Newport News on April 10, 1623; likely aboard where two of his sons, Daniel Jr. and 
John, sent to learn plantation management (Kingsbury 1906 v. 4: 116). The Providence 
was the last vessel he fitted out to go to Virginia, but it seems he was in a partnership 
with John Ewing, sharing joint ownership of the Guidance of Bristol which also was part 
of the provisioning fleet (Kingsbury 1906 v. 4: 456). Gookin was in London for Virginia 
Company meetings on February 4 and May 14, 1623, and attended his last on June 7, 
1624 (Kingsbury 1906 v. 4: 422, 539). 
 The state of affairs at Marie’s Mount at the time of the Virginia Company’s 
demise is difficult to discern, and no further mention of it is made by Gookin Sr. The 
muster of Virginia, taken between January 20 through February 7 1624/5, lists 1 boat, 4 
houses, 200 pounds of shot, 16 pieces, 20 pieces of armor, 20 swords, 3 pieces of 
ordnance, 30 barrels of corn, 3 hogshead of peas, 2000 dried fish, and 15 neat cattle 
(Shifflet 2000). Twenty individuals were listed as being present on the plantation, eight 
who came in the Flying Hart and 12 aboard the Providence, with one servant recently 
deceased (Shifflet 2000). It is reasonably certain that the transitional period of Virginia’s 
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governance from company to Royal control was a disaster for Gookin Sr., who reaped no 
financial benefit from his plantation. FW Gookin posits that this put his finances in a 
serious state of arrears, as he sold portions of his Carrigaline lease away between 
February 1628 and October 1630 (Gookin 1912: 51–52; Grosart 1886 v. 3: 19, 55).  
 Daniel Gookin Sr. moved with his family to Cork City, residing in Red Abbey in 
the St. Finbarr parish. With several outstanding debts, he penned a petition to King 
Charles I for an opportunity to venture to settle and plant at St. Brendan’s Isle (Appendix, 
note 11). was accepted sometime before March of 1630. The mythical island that had 
allegedly been discovered by St. Brendan in 512 AD was something of a folktale in 
Gookin Sr.’s lifetime, but nonetheless, he believed it to be a worthy enterprise 
(Mathewson 1989: 58). No documents survive to suggest that Daniel Gookin Sr. was able 
to make an attempt on his petition, and no more mention is made prior to his death in 
February or March of 1633. 
 Daniel Gookin Sr.’s estate was probated on March 8, 1633, with little of real 
monetary value existing to leave to his family. The letters of administration for his estate 
was left to his wife Mary, eldest son Richard, and Edward II (minor); absent are Daniel 
Jr. and John, who were at Marie’s Mount in Virginia at the time of their father’s death 
(Gookin 1912: 54). A trust administered by Sir Vincent Gookin, William Newce Jr., and 
William Booth oversaw the divestment of the rest of Gookin Sr.’s worldly goods and  
conferring his plantation deeds to Daniel Jr. and John (Gookin 1912: 55). A few items 
worthy of mention in the inventory include “one book of Cooper’s works, one of 
Boulton’s & three of Prestones in quarto and one Bible” (Gookin 1912: 55). These 
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volumes were likely written by three influential Puritans; William Cooper (c. 1610–
1683), Samuel Boulton (1606–1654), and Dr. John Preston (1587–1628). MacCarthy-
Morrogh suggests that a strong Puritan faction existed in Munster during this time, but  
their relationships and interactions with Puritans in England and in North America have 
been difficult to pin down. Among them Adam, John and Joshua Winthrop, and Sir 
Vincent Gookin were known to harbor Puritan sympathies (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 
200). It is possible that Daniel Sr. was among this number, and more important, that this 
is where Daniel Jr. became indoctrinated into the faith to which he was passionately 
devoted throughout all of his North American ventures. 
Daniel Gookin Jr. (c. 1612–1687) 
 Though it remains unknown where Daniel Gookin Jr. was born, it is safe to 
assume that he spent most of his life on colonial plantations. Gookin Sr.’s Irish adventure 
began c. 1611–1616, and Daniel Gookin Jr.’s birth in c. 1612 suggests he was raised in 
Munster (Gookin 1912: 61). Attempts to find records related to Gookin Jr.’s birth were 
unsuccessful in Ireland; it is not known if he was taken to the Gookin family seat in Kent, 
England for baptism. FW Gookin posits that he was sent to England for education, but 
this too remains a mystery, as whether or not he was in Virginia by 1623 is up for debate. 
At least three primary sources suggest that Gookin Jr. was in Virginia prior to his 
majority (which would have been reached in 1630), and I elucidate this below. 
 The first solid document relating to Daniel Gookin Jr.’s whereabouts is the record 
of a deed from the General Court of Elizabeth Cittie dated February 1, 1630/1 between 
“Daniell Gooking of Newport Newes in Virginia, gent.” and Thomas Addison, a servant 
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of Daniel Gookin Sr. who had come to Virginia in 1621 aboard the Flying Hart, for a 
grant of 150 acres bestowed upon Addison for service to the family (Gookin 1912: 48, 
61; Nugent 1934: 56). The second compelling reference is found in Capt. Henry Fleet’s A 
Brief Journal of a Voyage in the Bark Virginia, to Virginia and other parts of the 
Continent of America, placing Gookin Jr. on the upper Potomac River in June of 1632.3 
Fleet, trading with Indians for beaver pelts, encountered Gookin Jr. on June 14 with a 
group of Algonkian-speaking Indian companions. Fleet describes Gookin Jr. as an 
“interpreter,” and learned from Gookin about a powerful tribe called the Massawomecks 
whose chiefdom was at the head of the Chesapeake Bay, with whom he might be able to 
trade. The authority that Fleet placed in the information he received suggest that Daniel 
Gookin Jr. traveled to the Massawomeck homeland on previous ventures, loosely placing 
him in modern northeastern Maryland near the mouth of the Susquehanna River (Neill 
1876: 25; Pendergast 1991: 15). Gookin’s designation as an interpreter suggests he spoke 
the Algonkian language, and if he did indeed travel overland from the Marie’s Mount 
plantation, his journey surely would have lasted for a few months at the very least.  
 A third reference to Gookin Jr. comes from the journal of Capt. David DeVries, a 
Dutch sea captain, planter, and merchant who visited Virginia in 1633.4 After a visit to 
                                                        
3Fleet’s Journal was discovered in the library of the Archbishop of Canterbury in 1876. It has never been 
published on its own, and elements related to the Chesapeake are published only in Edward D. Neill’s The 
Founders of Maryland as Portrayed in Manuscripts, Provincial Records and Early Documents (Pendergast 
1991: 5).  
4The Journal of David Pietersz de Vries was printed in Dutch in Alkmaar, Netherlands, in 1655. North 
American historians re-discovered the manuscript in the early 19th century, but only partial transcriptions in 
English were undertaken in 1841, 1853, and 1909, and these focused on sections related to the history of 
New Netherland. In 1969, Charles McKew Parr translated De Vries work, and published summaries of the 
original journal chapters in one volume. To date, no other work has extensively treated De Vries, and Parr’s 
translation is the best available source.    
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Virginia’s governor Sir John Harvey, DeVries anchored off of Newport News, where he 
stopped and “paid his respects to a wealthy planter named Goegen” (Parr 1969: 242). It is 
likely that DeVries’s “Goegen” was Daniel Gookin Jr., and it appears that on May 18th or 
19th DeVries passed the night at Marie’s Mount. From Parr’s translation, the two men had 
a detailed conversation, that was particularly revealing about Gookin Jr.’s life. DeVries 
states that Gookin Jr. was a Captain in the militia, and that Gookin Jr. was acutely aware 
of classes of planters in Virginia, those with money from home, and those who made 
their way as indentured servants turned successful planters (Parr 1969: 242). DeVries 
also learned about an Indian tribe referred to as the “Black Minquas” who had attacked 
Dutch settlements in the Delaware River valley, and that Gookin Jr. knew, and was 
acquainted with them; perhaps as a result of his trading mission in 1632. Gookin Jr. 
further revealed dissensions amongst the colonists related to politics in England in 
support of King Charles I or Parliament, and DeVries suggested that Gookin’s leanings 
were towards Parliament. They also discussed Virginia’s colonial history and the 1622 
massacre. According to Parr, Gookin’s feeling on the massacre was that “the only good 
thing about this tragic happening was that by their treachery the Virginia Indians had 
canceled out all favorable treaties that had been given them by the whites” (Parr 1969: 
243). 
 DeVries and Gookin ended their conversation speaking about aspects of trade in 
Virginia and the tobacco-driven economy. Gookin recounted that the homes of the first 
planters in the colony had been small, consisting of one room with an attic above, but by 
the 1630s homes had grown in size. Furthermore, he spoke of a greater reliance on 
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overseas traders from England for commodity items, as Virginia had little productive 
capacity aside from tobacco (Parr 1969: 244). DeVries states that he left Virginia on 
March 28th sailing north for the Delaware River. It is unknown if he stayed with Gookin 
this entire time, but the detail from his journal of their conversations suggest that it may 
have taken place over the course of a few days. 
 These three sources suggest that it is likely Daniel Gookin Jr. had been resident in 
Virginia for a longer period than earlier sources have indicated. I base this assessment 
upon both Fleet and DeVrie’s accounts, which give Gookin credit for being an interpreter 
of the Virginia Indian’s language, his travelling well beyond the bounds of Virginia for 
trade, his activity in the militia as an officer, member of the Assembly, knowledge of the 
history of the colony, and understanding of the political and economic tenuousness of 
Virginia. These are all characteristics that are unlikely for someone recently arrived to the 
plantations to have acquired in such a short time, and would have taken a longer period to 
cultivate.  
 These three references from the deed in 1630/1 in Elizabeth Cittie, Fleet’s 
encounter in Maryland in 1632, and DeVrie’s stay in 1633 place Daniel Gookin Jr. 
resident in Virginia three years before what was previously thought. This span of time 
gained him not only plantation experience, but expanded his social network, which had 
lasting implications in his long North American career. 
 In February 1634, Gookin Jr. formally received a grant for 2500 acres that was 
owed to his father for land on the southside of the James River (Appendix, note 12). It is 
not known exactly when or why Gookin Jr. divested himself of the Marie’s Mount 
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plantation, but it could be that because the plantation was given to both Daniel Jr. and his 
brother John in their father’s will that the sharing arrangement became untenable 
(Appendix, note 13). The sale of Marie’s Mount perhaps freed up funds for John Gookin 
to purchase lands on the Nansemond River, which he did in 1636, 1638, and 1641 
(Nugent 1934: 50, 65, 129). 
 I have been unable to establish Gookin Jr.’s whereabouts between  1634-7 and 
1639. He was married in London on November 11, 1639 to Mary Dolling, “spinster” 
(Gookin 1912: 64). FW Gookin suggests that Gookin Jr. fought in the Netherlands for a 
brief period of time, citing a  reference in Capt. Edward Johnson’s 1654 work on New 
England’s history, Wonder-working Providence of Sion’s Saviour in New England, 1628–
1651, describing Gookin as a “Kentish soldier,” an allusion to his family’s county of 
origin (Gookin 1912: 64). He further states that this title “would hardly have been 
bestowed because of his command of the trained bands in Virginia and Massachusetts” 
(Gookin 1912: 64). This assumption is up for debate given Gookin Jr.’s position amongst 
the Virginia militia and Assembly as early as 1633; what is more, reasons why Gookin Jr.  
would have been fighting in Holland for a period of five years at the most and two at the 
very least, are not readily apparent. 
 By 1641, Daniel Gookin Jr. and his family were in Virginia, where he took up 
residence on his patent for 2500 acres on the Nansemond River. His brother John held 
several tracts below Daniel’s patent on the Nansemond and had recently moved to a 
sizeable plantation on the Lynnhaven River in present-day Virginia Beach. John Gookin 
enjoyed a certain prominence in the colony, holding the office of commissioner for the 
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Lower Norfolk County court beginning in 1637 and serving as a burgess for Upper 
Norfolk County in 1639. In 1640, John Gookin married Sarah Offley Thoroughgood, 
widow of Adam Thoroughgood, one of Virginia’s wealthiest planters (Gookin 1912: 57). 
It is probably because of Daniel’s earlier presence in Virginia and his younger brother’s 
influence that upon his return to Virginia he quickly attained office as a burgess for 
Upper Norfolk County and was present at the Assembly at Jamestown on January 12, 
1641 (Gookin 1912: 65). Later the Assembly gave him the duty of keeping the peace and 
training the militia in Upper Norfolk. 
At a court holden at James Citty the nyne and twentyeth of June 1642, present Sr. 
William Berkeley knt Governor &c. Capt. John West Mr. Richard Kemp Capt. 
William Brocas Capt. Christ Wormley Capt. Hum. Higginson. The commission 
for the monethly court of Upp. Norfolke to be renewed and the comrs to be as 
followeth: Capt. Daniell Gookin, commander, Mr. Francis Hough Capt. Tho. 
Burbage Mr. John Hill Mr. Olliver Spry, Mr. Thomas Dew Mr. Randall Crew Mr. 
Robert Bennett Mr. Phillip Bennett. The Capts. Of trayned Bands to be as 
followeth: Capt. Daniel Gookin, Capt. Thomas Burbage. (cited in Gookin 1912: 
65) 
Gookin Jr.’s closest neighbor and fellow officer, Capt. Thomas Burbage, served as a 
factor for his plantations following his removal to Massachusetts a few years later. 
 Daniel Gookin Jr.’s position was a tenuous one, as his patent lay in what was 
considered a “frontier,” and in the homeland of the powerful and aggressive Nansemond 
tribe; one of the disputes he moderated between colonists and Indians involved his 
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brother, John (Appendix, note 14). Because surviving records for the Nansemond region 
are very sparse, little more is known of Gookin Jr.’s dealings with the Virginia Indians. 
Despite his sizeable plantation on the frontier, Daniel took out another patent in 
November of 1642 for 1400 acres of land some distance north of the Tidewater on the 
Rappahannock, another frontier recently opened for settlement (Appendix, note 15). This 
patent was owed Gookin Jr. for the transportation of himself, his wife Mary, and infant 
son, Samuel, along with 28 other individuals whom he transported in 1641; it is unknown 
if they sailed from England, or from plantations in Ireland.  Of note, the individual 
“Jacob, a negroe” was very likely Jacob Warrow. The Gookin family owned Jacob, his 
wife, and at least two of their offspring in Virginia, Maryland, and Massachusetts, and 
Daniel Gookin Jr.’s relationship with the Warrows is intriguing, as will be seen in later 
paragraphs.  
 Daniel Gookin Jr.’s plantation on the Nansemond was in a region that had a 
majority Puritan population by the mid-1630s and was developing a distinct regional 
identity. One of the first settlers on the south side of the James in this area was Edward 
Bennett, who by 1621 had a sizeable patent and managed to recruit 300 Puritans to settle 
in Virginia. Though his plantation was attacked and reduced in the 1622 uprising, he re-
established himself and transported at least 600 more adherents of the Puritan faith from 
England and the Netherlands. Heavily involved in the carrying trade and owning his own 
vessels, Bennett established a Puritan-dominated region on the south side of the James, 
creating a problem for the Royal Governor, Sir William Berkeley, who opposed the 
Puritan faith (Hatfield 2004: 115–116).  This schism between the Nansemond Puritans 
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and the Anglican majority in Virginia deepened when in 1642, Richard Bennett, Daniel 
Gookin Jr., John Hull, and 71 others sent a letter to Governor John Winthrop of the 
Massachusetts Bay Colony requesting that he send Puritan ministers to Virginia for their 
parish (Hatfield 2004: 116–117; Gookin 1912: 68; Bodie 1938: 47).5 Winthrop 
dispatched Revs. William Tompson and John Knowles on October 7, 1642, and the two 
were joined by Rev. Thomas James of New Haven, who undertook the trip south with 
them. The three had a rough journey, suffering a shipwreck near New Amsterdam, but 
pressed on after finding another ship (Gookin 1912: 68). The ministers arrived to a less-
than-cordial reception from Berkeley, and it is perhaps no coincidence that an act was 
passed in March 1643 by the Virginia Assembly stating that any minister residing in the 
colony must be of the Church of England, and that “the Governor and Counsel do take 
care that all nonconformists upon notice of them shall be compelled to depart the collony 
with all convenencie” (Hening 1822 v. 1: 277). Both Knowles and James departed for 
Boston in April, but Tompson stayed longer, and FW Gookin suggests that he might have 
been a guest of Gookin Jr.’s, using his plantation as a “headquarters” (Gookin 1912: 69). 
This assertion is based on his reading of a commemorative poem by Cotton Mather:  
“Hearers, like doves, flocked with contentious wing, Who should be first, feed most, 
most homeward bring, Laden with honey, like Hyblaean bees, They knead it into combs 
                                                        
5Efforts to find the identity of the other signatories of the “Nansemond Petition” were unsuccessful. 
Records of its reading were found in James Savage’s edited printing The History of New England, 1639– 
1649, by John Winthrop, esq. (1825) but nothing was found amongst other collections of Winthrop family 
papers. A footnote in Bodie’s Seventeenth Century Isle of Wight County, Virginia states that “President 
Henry Dunster of Harvard College copied this petition in his ‘Common Place Book’. The secretary of the 
Massachusetts Historical Society kindly examined this book and reports that the names of the other signers 
were not copied” (Bodie 1938: fn. 25, p. 47).  
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upon their knees. A constellation of great converts there, Shone round him, and his 
heavenly glory were. GOOKINS was one of these; by Thompson's pains, CHRIST and 
NEW ENGLAND a dear GOOKINS gains” (Gookin 1912: 69).6  
 The departure of the ministers was likely the major catalyst for Gookin Jr. and his 
family to emigrate to Maryland in the summer of 1643. This was the first migration of 
Puritans out of the Nansemond region to Maryland, which despite the colony’s Catholic 
proprietors, offered freedom from religious persecution. Cecil Calvert, 2nd Lord 
Baltimore, extended an invitation to prominent Massachusetts Bay Colony merchant Maj. 
Edward Gibbons to entice New Englanders to migrate to Maryland. Historian Louise 
Breen comments that Baltimore’s offer promised 
free liberty of religion and all other privileges which the place afforded. 
Winthrop, reflecting on this incident, was relieved that neither ‘our captain’ nor 
‘our people’ experienced any ‘temptation that way’; and he marvelled at 
Baltimore’s promotion of what seemed like an outlandish religious mix: while 
Baltimore was “himself a papist, and his brother Mr. Calvert the Governor there a 
papist also the colony consisted both of Protestants and papists.” (Breen 2001: 
133) 
There is some debate as to whether or not Gibbons ever attempted to settle in Maryland, 
but the timing of Baltimore’s appeal in 1643 coincides neatly with Gookin Jr.’s 
                                                        
6Mather’s Magnalia Christi Americana (1702) alledgedly is the source for this quote, cited in Gookin’s 
footnote. A search of Mather was unsuccessful in finding the poem, and the only other sources it appears in 
are secondary genealogical works.   
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migration.7 FW Gookin states that Gookin Jr. “acquired land in the vicinity of South and 
Severn Rivers, near the site of Annapolis,” based on testimony in a court case in 1655 
and a reference in Neill’s Terra Mariae (Gookin 1912: 70).  This location for settlement 
predates the establishment of formal counties in that region, as Anne Arundel County was 
not formed until 1649.  Attempts to locate a Maryland patent for Gookin Jr. were 
unsuccessful, yet there is a distinct possibility that from Baltimore a direct land grant was 
extended to Gookin Jr. and those who migrated with him.8 
 The Maryland plantation was Gookin Jr.’s last residence in the Chesapeake, and 
little is known of his activities while living there. In November of 1643 his brother John 
Gookin died in Virginia, and another uprising of Virginia Indians struck the plantations in 
April of 1644. Daniel Gookin Jr. left Maryland for good in May 1644, placing his 
Nansemond, Rappahannock, and Maryland plantations in the charge of servants and 
factors. The Gookin family’s arrival in Boston on May 20 provided Gookin Jr. with a 
springboard to success and public office that he would enjoy until his death in 1687. 
Daniel’s swift admission to the First Church of Boston on May 26 and to status as 
freeman on May 29 suggests that his reputation in Virginia and Maryland preceded him, 
affording a fast assimilation into the leadership echelons of the Massachusetts Bay 
                                                        
7The Proceedings of the Council of Maryland 1636–1667 vol. 3 provide evidence that Gibbons did migrate 
and was in the colony by January 1650, and given significant privileges and land in St. Mary’s County (see 
pp. 236–239).  
8I made several visits to the Maryland State Archives (MSA) in search of  any references to Gookin’s 
Maryland holding. The MSA maintains all records related to land transactions beginning in the 17 th 
century, and these are remarkably intact. However, the Proprietary Record Books for the dates February 
1644/5 through March 1647/8 have suffered loss. A purposeful destruction of records from the period of 
March 1659–November 1660 occurred following Governor Josiah Fendall’s “Puritan Insurrection,” and 
may account for Gookin’s absence. An additional factor for a lack of evidence relates to lands granted out 
of Baltimore’s personal allotment; proprietary manor lands were never patented, and most records are in 
private collections (pers. communication, Joe Leizar Dec. 2013).  
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Colony (Gookin 1912: 72). The decision to make his first New England home in the town 
of Roxbury (part of Boston, just south of the Shawmut Peninsula), where he was 
neighbors with Rev. John Eliot, minister of the First Church of Roxbury, was to have 
long-lasting implications for his career. Both Gookin and Eliot were heavily involved in 
spreading Christianity amongst New England’s Native Americans, setting up “Praying 
Towns,” concentrated villages designed to convert Indians from their traditional way of 
life. From between 1646 and 1675, Gookin and Eliot set up 14 Praying Towns in 
Massachusetts and Connecticut. 
Massachusetts Bay, 1644–1687 
 After Daniel Gookin Jr.’s move to Massachusetts, the historical record is much 
more robust than in Virginia and Maryland, for the following reasons: the Gookin family 
remained in New England, the prominence of offices that Daniel held, and his 
involvement with John Eliot and actions during King Philip’s War. Here I outline the 
significant events during Gookin Jr.’s residence in Cambridge, Massachusetts beginning 
in 1647 until his death in 1687. I include what is known about his cousins in Ireland, with 
whom he likely remained in contact, and who may have influenced his actions in colonial 
New England affairs.9  
The first few years of Gookin Jr.’s residence in Massachusetts involved settling 
his affairs in the Chesapeake and strengthening his established coastal trading network. 
                                                        
9FW Gookin’s work remains the authority during this period, and provides a substantial narrative on 
Gookin’s life. Three other works that delve into elements of Gookin’s biography constitute secondary 
sources. For a treatment of Gookin’s involvement with Eliot, the Praying Towns, and King Philip’s War, 
see Breen’s chapter, “Praying with the Enemy: Daniel Gookin, King Philip’s War, and the Dangers of 
Intercultural Mediatorship,” (2001). John Frederick Martin (1991) explores Gookin Jr.’s role in frontier 
settlement and town founding in New England, and M. Michelle Jarrett Morris (2013) explores the 
relationship between the Gookin family and their slaves in Cambridge, Massachusetts.    
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One of the first references related to Gookin’s plantation trade come from the Aspinwall 
Notarial Records 1644–1651, which were kept by William Aspinwall, Recorder of the 
Suffolk County Court, documenting much of the colony’s shipping and the partnerships 
made between merchants and ship captains, providing an invaluable resource on early 
inter-colonial trade. Daniel Gookin acknowledged a debt to a Capt. Joseph Weld related 
to a cargo of beaver pelts and other items on October 7, 1646 (Aspinwall 1903: 32–34).  
John Winthrop wrote in a letter to his son dated May 14, 1647, “here came in this 
morning a ship from Virginia with captain Gookin and some others. She was bought by 
him [of] the governour there. She came out ten days since, and we hear by her, that Mr. 
Whiting's pinnace is safe there, and another of Connecticut” (Winthrop 1869 v. 2: 360). 
This reference to Gookin’s vessel coming from Virginia after safely having passed 
through a storm suggests the importance of the coasting trade to Massachusetts in its 
early decades of settlement.   
 On April 6, 1648 Daniel Gookin Jr. transferred ownership of his Rappahannock 
acreage to Capt. Thomas Burbage, his neighbor and fellow militia captain in the 
Nansemond (Nugent 1934: 138). Burbage appears to have acted as a factor for Gookin 
Jr.’s Nansemond plantation, and is listed as having shipped “Merchantable Virginia 
leafe” tobacco from a convenient place on the “Nansamme” and “Nansammd” River in 
July and August of 1648 (Aspinwall 1903: 167–169).  There are 17 other transactions 
recorded in Aspinwall’s records for Virginia planters entering into trade agreements 
(mostly involving tobacco) with several known Puritan planters who remained in the 
Nansemond and were known associates of Gookin Jr., including Richard Bennett and 
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Cornelius and Edward Lloyd. Of note, prior to 1646 mention of coastal trading with 
Virginia is absent from the Massachusetts records: such mentions appear in the books 
only after Gookin Jr.’s arrival and establishment in Boston. Some social relationships 
between Gookin and individuals like Burbage and Bennett were stronger than others, but 
it is not unreasonable to suggest that Gookin Jr.’s influence in Boston may have had a 
significant on the coastwise trade between the two colonies. 
 Despite the sale of his Virginia holding, Gookin Jr. still was actively engaged in 
the coasting trade with the colony, likely until his death in 1687. When he moved from 
Roxbury to Cambridge in 1647/8, he, along with Samuel Champney and Walter Hastings, 
became a partner in a shipbuilding company that made vessels for the carrying trade. On 
March 12, 1655, a ship belonging to him, skippered by Capt. John Cutts, was attacked 
during the Battle of the Severn in Maryland (Neill 1876: 122).  Gookin Jr.’s intercolonial 
trading network, shipbuilding enterprise, and religious ties facilitated his family’s 
successful incorporation into New England society.  Hatfield has noted that “Puritans 
who migrated and maintained connections between the Chesapeake and New England 
often made their initial contacts through trade. His quick admission to the church and 
community suggest that Gookin’s earlier trade to New England had made him well 
known in the colony” (Hatfield 1999: 105). The most prominent intercolonial traders in 
Virginia—Cornelius and Edward Lloyd, William Stone, Daniel Gookin Jr., Thomas 
Willoughby, Francis Emperor, and Issac Allerton Jr.—were all of the Puritan faith 
(Hatfield 2004: 123). 
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 Shortly after Daniel Gookin Jr.’s migration from Ireland to Virginia in 1641–
1642, an uprising against English Protestant authority broke out in Ireland, wrecking 
many of the settler plantations in Munster, including lands held by Gookin Jr.’s cousins. 
Sir Vincent Gookin Sr. was a prominent figure in the New English community, and was 
at the height of his career when he was knighted by Lord Cork for his services as High 
Sherriff of County Cork in 1631 (Gookins 1952: 138). Despite his social rank, in 1634 he 
was provoked to write a letter to Lord Deputy of Ireland Thomas Wentworth, who later 
described it as “a most bitter invective against the whole nation, natives, old English, new 
English, Papist, Protestant, Captains, Soldiers, and all, which did so incense, I may say 
enrage, all sorts of people against him, as it was evident they would have hanged him if 
they could” (quoted in Dunlop 1890).  Wentworth urged Parliament to issue a formal 
punishment for Gookin, but before anything could be done Gookin returned to his 
residence at Highfield in Gloucestershire, England. He died there on February 6, 1638;  
apparently his children did not suffer from the words of their father, for they remained in 
Ireland.  
Vincent Gookin Sr. had four sons who survived and reached majority; Sir Vincent 
Gookin Jr. (c. 1618–1684), Capt. Robert Gookin (? – 1667), Thomas Gookin (? – 1692), 
and Charles Gookin (? – c. 1716) (Hudleston 1943: 117).  All four sons were left land in 
Ireland upon Sir Vincent Sr.’s death, continuing the family legacy, and were also 
members of the Puritan faith (Appendix, note 16). Effects of the rebellion little affected 
the tracts the Gookin family controlled around Bandon and on the coast around 
Courtmacsherry, but Vincent Jr. (£500) made claims for damages, as did Robert (£300), 
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and Mercy (£100) following the suppression of the revolt (Bennett 1862: 222). The 
fighting in Ireland would have been known to Daniel Gookin Jr. either through his family 
members or through accounts written by English Protestants, who sought to characterize 
the bloody affair along religious lines. Historian Marsha Hamilton (2004: 56) states that 
Protestant 
tales of horror were given wide publicity, which hardened English protestant 
anger against, and fear of, Catholics. Charles was unable to stem the rebellion 
because of the developing civil war in England, and thus after 1642 Irish lords 
ruled Ireland, virtually, independent of the English. The Parliamentary victory in 
England in 1649 and the beheading of Charles I opened a new chapter in Anglo-
Irish fighting. Parliament decided to use Catholic actions during the 1641–42 
rebellion as an excuse to reward its supporters with land, and began a wholesale 
confiscation of Irish property.  
 During this period Capt. Robert Gookin earned the sobriquet “Cromwell’s Spy,” 
as he was one of four individuals picked by the Lord Protector to pass intelligence out of 
Ireland, and helped deliver the town of Bandon to Parliamentarian forces in 1649. He 
continued to be instrumental in the English military build-up in Munster, fortifying the 
abbey at Rosscarbery as a star-shaped fort in 1652, and constructing “buildings for the 
English inhabitants” that cost him £2143 (Bennett 1862: 469; Power et al. 2003: 359). In 
1658 Cromwell granted him the manor and lands of Abbeymahon (near Timoleague and 
Courtmacsherry) which included several ploughlands and a considerable acreage. Upon 
the Stuart Restoration in 1660, Gookin passed off this holding to Lord Orrery, and retired 
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to his father’s old plantation at Courtmacsherry. He was involved in civic affairs in 
Bandon (member of the Bandon Corporation in 1666) until his death in 1667 (Bennett 
1862: 469). 
One of the other Gookin cousins worth mentioning who may have worked with 
Daniel Gookin Jr. as a trading partner is Thomas Gookin of Kinsale. Heavily involved in 
civic affairs in Kinsale, he may also have been involved as a Merchant of the Staple like 
his father and uncle, but also sent potential settlers to North America as well as to the 
Caribbean. Historian Donald Akenson states that Gookin was “a servant collector in 
Kinsale. He sent young Irish men and women from Munster all over the New World— 
Carolina, the West Indies, he served them all” (Akenson 1997: 65). One record survives 
of a voyage Thomas Gookin made to Maryland in 1665 aboard the Hopewell, a ship of 
which he was part owner, loaded with provisions for the colony including everything 
from spirits, fabric, shoes, and earthenwares. The cargo was seized by the Provincial 
government, however, because it was “adjudged by the Court that the said Vessell and all 
Goods in her imported of the Growth produccon or manufacture of Europe, are said by 
the Act of Parliament forfeited”; furthermore, the ship was stripped of all arms and 
ordinances, for the use of Maryland. Both Charles Calvert and William Calvert were the 
individuals who profited from this episode, and unsurprisingly, further records are found 
of Thomas Gookin’s shipping goods to Maryland (Anon. 1665-6 Liber FF: 178–182).  
Gookin’s Kinsale connections put him in contact with the Penn family, Quaker non-
conformists who received land grants in Ireland in 1660, and it has been suggested that 
Thomas, Robert, and Charles were all intimately acquainted with them (Elmer 2013: 
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191). In addition to posts held in Kinsale, Gookin served as a magistrate for the west 
Munster river port town of Clonakilty in 1674 and 1692 (Elmer 2013: 191).  
 Both Robert and Thomas Gookin are important to Daniel Gookin Jr.’s narrative 
because of their involvement in Irish and North American affairs. The rise of Cromwell’s 
empire-building system returned Daniel Gookin Jr. to his relatives in Ireland, and the 
roles that his cousins played likely had a bearing on his actions in the American colonies. 
The Atlantic trade ventures that Thomas was part of deserve more attention in the context 
of the carrying provisions to the Mid-Atlantic and Caribbean. 
 Returning attention to Massachusetts, in 1647/8 Gookin Jr. moved from his 
residence in Roxbury to Newtowne (soon after known as Cambridge), which would be 
the town of his residence until his death in 1687. The home he occupied in Roxbury was 
likely rented, as shortly after his arrival in Boston in 1644 the new village of Cambridge 
voted to grant him a farm in Shawshin (later Billerica) of 500 acres. This grant was 
contingent that he purchase a houselot in Cambridge, and perhaps he waited until 1647/8 
to make the move while his house was being built there, or he was freeing up funds to 
finance this new chapter in his life (Martin 1991: 23–24). In 1649 he was part of an 
envoy that sailed to England to export “30 barrels of powder, 10 tons of shot ad lead and 
fifty arms for the use of the plantation” (Gookin 1912: 81). By 1652 Gookin Jr. was 
elected magistrate, in addition being admitted to membership in the Ancient and 
Honorable Artillery Company, where he held the rank of Captain (Wall 1990: 109–111).  
Increased involvement with Rev. John Eliot led him to spend more time in the western 
frontier regions of Massachusetts among the New England Indian population, which was 
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likely made easier through his understanding of Indian languages gained during his 
trading missions among the Virginia Indians. 
 Though details of the management and daily operations of Gookin’s plantations in 
the Chesapeake are unknown, Maryland’s court records reveal that his holding on the 
South River was run by enslaved Jacob and Mary Warrow. Jacob had been listed as a 
headright in Daniel Gookin’s 1642 grant for his Rappahannock tract, probably serving 
the Gookin family on the Nansemond plantation. Tragedy struck in June or July of 1653 
when four Piscataway Indians attacked the Maryland plantation, murdering Jacob and his 
seven-year old son and wounding his wife, Mary, leaving her for dead. The Indians 
proceeded to plunder the house of “three Gunns some Good quantity of powder and Shott 
and divers wearing Clothes and bed Clothes, some pewter and three hats to a good value” 
(Anon. 1649–1657: 293–296). Mary Warrow recovered, two of the assailants were 
caught and brought to trial, and, based upon Mary’s testimony were tried and executed. It 
is likely that following this event, Daniel Gookin Jr. brought Mary and her two surviving 
sons, Daniel and Sylvanus, to Cambridge, Massachusetts (Morris 2013: 14).  
 In 1655, Daniel’s older brother Edward Gookin died in London and he travelled 
to England to administer his estate. In London at the same time was his cousin, Vincent 
Gookin Jr., who was serving in Parliament as one of 30 members representing Ireland. 
One of the weighty issues under debate within Cromwell’s Parliament was how to best 
deal with the Gaelic-Irish rebels who had risen in 1641; some championed forced 
relocation into a military district under a garrison control, while others (Vincent among 
them), pushed for assimilation (Breen 2001: 149–150). Vincent Gookin Jr. went so far as 
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to write a pamphlet, The Great Case of Transplantation in Ireland Discussed, explaining 
the value in economic, religious, and moral terms why cultural assimilation of the Gaelic-
Irish by English settlers would benefit an expanding empire. Furthermore, England’s 
“surplus population” could carry out this “benevolent” plan—as Vincent Gookin Jr. 
stated, “what a pleasing sight will it be to England, instead of meager naked Anatomies, 
which she received driven from Ireland in the beginning of a War, to empty herself of her 
young Swarms thither in the beginning of a Peace?” (Breen 2001: 151; Gookin 1655: 30–
31). Vincent Gookin’s plan was ultimately rejected by Parliament, but resonated with 
Daniel Gookin Jr. As historians Breen and Coughlan have observed, Gookin Jr.’s 
appointment to Superintendant of Praying Town Indians occurred in 1656 after his 
London visit, and Daniel’s plan for proselytizing amongst New England’s Native 
Americans was strikingly similar to his cousin’s designs for the Gaelic Irish (Breen 2001: 
150; Coughlan 2000: 56–82).  
 The settlement of his deceased brother’s affairs accomplished, Daniel Gookin Jr. 
was given another order of business directly from Parliament. An English naval 
expedition had recently captured Jamaica from Spain, but in order to secure the island as 
a strong colony, a supply of settlers was needed. Oliver Cromwell directly ordered 
Gookin Jr. with the job of recruiting suitable colonists from New England to migrate to 
Jamaica, which proved unsuccessful, and to Gookin Jr., an unpleasant task. Robert 
Sedgewick, a Puritan adventurer and contemporary of Gookin, who was involved in the 
fighting for Jamaica and a botched attempt to take Hispaniola, recorded his attitude 
towards Parliament’s colonizing scheme in 1656, which is strikingly similar to views 
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Gookin Jr. had during King Philip’s War some 20-years later. Sedgewick’s career in New 
England involved Indian fighting as well, so his observations were drawn from several 
colonial projects. 
I have had of late not few turnings of heart if we do fall upon small towns and 
places, it is true we may burn, and it may destroy the estate of our enemy; but by 
attending such a course it will be prejudicial to the great ends proposed in this 
design; for first we are not able to possess any place we attack, and in ho hope 
thereby to effect our intents in the dispersing any thing of the knowledge of the 
true God in Jesus Christ to the inhabitants, but rather render ourselves to the 
Indians and Blacks as a cruel, bloody, ruinating people, when they can see 
nothing from us but fire and sword, we have no opportunity to converse with 
them, but in such a way, as will cause them fear to think us worse than the 
Spaniard, which might be otherwise did we converse with them. (quoted in Breen 
2001: 126)   
Daniel Gookin Jr. awaited further particulars for his mission and departed for 
Massachusetts on January 20, 1656 (Gookin 1912: 93).  
 Upon arriving home, he followed the orders from Parliament to recruit settlers, 
and the results of his efforts can be seen, written in his own hand to colonial secretary 
Thurloe (see Gookin 1912: 93–103). His actions were not well received in New England, 
prompting Massachusetts Bay Governor John Endicott to write to Oliver Cromwell about 
this state of affairs. 
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We received by Captaine Gookin yor Highnes proposalls for the removeall of 
some of ours to the Island of Jamaica, wch by or order were comunicated to the 
people of this Jurisdicon, in complyance wth yor High nes good and pious 
intentions of planting the place w'h such as through the blessing of God may 
hopefullie promote a designe so religious: But if by the intelligence from thence 
of the mortallitie of the English there, the motion heere answereth not expectation 
May it please your Highnes not to impute it to us as declyning yor service, much 
less as dis- accepting yor favo' & endeavours of promoting what may conduce to 
or welfare. (quoted in Gookin 1912: 110)  
Acknowledging the high mortality rates amongst settlers recently transplanted to the 
West Indies in addition to the fact that most settlers in New England looked upon the 
recruitment efforts with suspicion, Daniel Gookin’s diligence in carrying out his task for 
most of 1656 in the face of opposition indicates his dedication to public service as well as 
to the Puritan faith (Breen 2001: 156). The rift between English Puritans and New 
England Puritans caught Daniel Gookin in the middle when it came to interests at home 
and abroad; Louise Breen comments that problems arose between the two sides “not 
because Puritans feared capitalist development, but rather such development had trans-
Atlantic political implications moreover, the promoters of these schemes seemed 
disturbingly at home with a religious system that lacked fixity and determinancy that 
characterized the identity concerning the New England Way” (Breen 2001: 131). Given 
that Daniel’s cousins had carried out Cromwell’s directives, it is not surprising that 
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Daniel was looked upon as one who could mediate between the two Puritan factions for 
the good of the empire. 
A trip to England in November 1657 took Gookin Jr. out of Massachusetts for 
almost three years for an unknown purpose. Perhaps his travel was related to giving a full 
report on his recruiting action to Thurloe, but he ended up taking a post  in March of 
1658 as the Collector of Customs for Dunkirk, recently ceded to England by France in 
exchange for military aid against Spain (Gookin 1912: 115). Gookin Jr. resided in 
Dunkirk and received an advancement in appointment, becoming the Deputy Treasurer of 
War in September of 1659. The restoration of the Stuart monarchy in May of 1660 was 
the likely catalyst for Gookin Jr. to leave his Dunkirk post and sail back to 
Massachusetts; this visit to England was the last he would undertake in his lifetime 
(Gookin 1912: 116). 
 Prior to Daniel Gookin Jr.’s last voyage to England he was involved with the 
Southertown Proprietorship and received 500 acres of land in present-day Stonington, 
Connecticut (Martin 1991: 24). This was the first of several absentee landholdings that 
Gookin Jr. acquired for town and plantation speculation in New England, and by this 
point in his career he controlled his plantation on the Nansemond in Virginia, a plantation 
in Maryland on the South River, a townhouse and acreage in Cambridge, and a farm in 
Billerica. Another grant was awarded to him in 1665 of 500 acres between Concord and 
Lancaster as compensation for public service, and in 1667 he became involved outright in 
town planning when he was selected to be on a committee to lay out what would later 
become Worcester. He likely took advantage of his Native American contacts when 
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bought 130 acres of the “Indian plantation” south of Marlborough in 1677, as well as a 
farm and proprietary rights in the village of Boggswon (Sherburn) in western 
Massachusetts (Martin 1991: 24). Though an absentee landowner in these enterprises, 
Gookin Jr. was mindful of encroachments, as in 1661 Rhode Island settlers attempted to 
seize his Connecticut lands by means of squatting (Gookin 1912: 123). Though it took 
four years in the courts to dislodge the trespassers, Gookin continued to face the 
problems of absentee landownership. In frontier regions especially, conditions were 
similar to those Gookin Jr.’s father had experienced in Ireland and Virginia. 
 Among Daniel Gookin Jr.’s civil appointments, the one he remains best known 
for is Superintendent of Praying Town Indians, a post he held from 1656 through 1687. 
Part of his responsibilities lay in administering Praying Towns, English-devised 
settlements where Christianized Indians were schooled in the ways of Christianity. By 
1656, the Praying Towns were six in number, and the missionizing effort was not 
generally accepted by most of New England’s population. Historian Louise Breen 
suggests that the notion of the missionary was a “cosmopolitan endeavor” that most New 
Englander’s were uninterested in embracing. Furthermore, life on the frontier farms  and 
tales of past Indian atrocities, not to mention the uprisings of “barbaric peoples” like the 
Gaelic Irish, created a cloud of skepticism over the project (Breen 2001: 155). Daniel 
Gookin Jr. as a cosmopolitan figure and one who had dealt with Indians (and perhaps 
even Gaelic Irish in his early career) was the logical choice for this post, but this 
appointment coming on the heels of his Jamaica recruitment scheme called his loyalty to 
New England into question.  
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 In 1662 the appointment of Robert Boyle (seventh son of Sir Richard Boyle, Earl 
of Cork) to the governorship of the Corporation for Propagating the Gospel Among the 
Indians in New England (also known as the New England Company) and also a member 
of the Council for Foreign Plantations, began to influence Rev. John Eliot’s mission. This 
action raised further alarm in New England in which “John Eliot’s millennial dream, and 
the explicit imperial dream that Robert Boyle subsequently worked out as governor of the 
New England Company, were equally disturbing, for each posited a connection between 
the transatlantic world and the frontier, hinting darkly that the two might coalesce and 
overrun the New England center” (Breen 2001: 157). Eliot and Gookin Jr.’s efforts 
towards Indian integration through religion and a “halfway conversion” of the Praying 
Town inhabitants to the Puritan church met with increased resistance and came to a 
breaking point in 1675. 
 With Daniel Gookin Jr.’s time heavily invested in matters related to Indian affairs 
that often took him out of Cambridge, he still managed to have some involvement in 
intercolonial shipping. On November 14, 1670 the town of Cambridge “granted to the 
owners of the Ketches that are to [be] builded in the town liberty to fell timber upon the 
common for the building of the said Ketches” (cited in Gookin 1912: 77). The “owners of 
the Ketches” were Daniel Gookin, Walter Hastings, and Samuel Champney, and the 
vessels they constructed were between 28 and 35 tons (Appendix, note 17). 
Coincidentally, a letter among the Calvert Papers from Governor Charles Calvert to Cecil 
Calvert, Lord Baltimore, states that Gookin’s vessels were active in Maryland’s waters, 
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As for that Caution yor Lordship is pleased to give me for my owne security (my 
house at Mattapenny standing so neare the water) I humbly thanke yor Lordship 
for yor advice, and shall Endeavor my owne Security by removing up to Zachiah, 
and shalbe very Cautious of what shipps I goe on Board of, but for that yor 
Lordshipp writes me about Gookins ship, and their designe (wanting only 
Concurrence of the Master) I never heard anything of it, before now from yor 
Lordship. (Ridgely 1889: 277)  
 
No further records have been found relating to this instance, and it is unlikely given 
Thomas Gookin’s less than cordial reception by the Calverts in 1665 that this could 
reference one of his vessels, so it is a safe assumption that this quote relates one of Daniel 
Gookin’s ships. 
 In early April of 1675, Gookin Jr. received startling news that a rebellion was 
being contrived by Metacomet (King Philip) chief of the Wampanoag tribe. As Gookin 
(1674: 440) relates in his Historical Account, 
about this time the beginning of April, Waban, the principal Ruler of the praying 
Indians living at Natick, came to one of the magistrates on purpose and informed 
him that he had ground to fear that Sachem Philip and other Indians his 
confederates, intended some mischief shortly to the English and Christian Indians. 
Again, in May, about six weeks before the war began, he came again and renewed 
the same. Others also of the Christian Indians did speak the same thing, and that 
when the woods were grown thick with green trees then it was likely to appear, 
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earnestly desiring that care might be had and means used for prevention, at least 
for preparation for such a thing; and a month after the war began.  
 
On June 24, the conflict known as King Philip’s War began with an attack on the English 
settlement of Swansea, near present-day Providence, Rhode Island. From the outset of the 
conflict, Gookin urged farmers in the outlying settlements to palisade their farmsteads, or 
join with the Indians in the Praying Towns and fight together. He also encouraged the 
Massachusetts legislature to allow the Praying Indians to bear arms and fight in the New 
England militia, but all three of these suggestions were rejected. Atrocities were 
committed by militiamen against Indian villages thought to be friendly to Metacomet, 
and the confederated bands of Metacomet’s army did the same. By the winter of 1675, 
the Native Americans had gained the upper hand, and public opinion towards Eliot and 
Gookin Jr. were at an all-time low. A handbill printed in November 1675 in Boston is 
illustrative of the average New Englanders’ sentiment at the time. Around the same time, 
Gookin’s estimate of the Praying Town’s Indian population was 1,100 in 14 towns; at the 
war’s end, Massachusetts disbanded 10 of the towns, amalgamating the remainder into 
nearby English settlements.  
 Additional attacks on English villages west of Boston and the inability of the 
militia to stem the tide led to a more intensive public smear campaign against Gookin and 
his allies, with some going so far as to threaten his life. One disturbing handbill circulated 
around Boston read as follows: 
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Boston, February 28, 1675:  Reader thou art desired not to supprese this paper but 
to promote its designe, which is to certify (those traytors to their king and 
countrey) Guggins and Danford, that some generous spirits have vowed their 
destruction; as Christians wee warne them to prepare for death, for though they 
will deservedly dye, yet we wish the health of their soules. By ye new society A. 
B. C. D. (Cited in Gookin 1912: 153)  
 
The same date that the handbill was printed, Daniel’s life was threatened, and the 
blasphemer, one Richard Scott, was arrested and fined. 
Elizabeth Belcher, aged 57, Martha Remington, aged 31, and Mary Mitchell, aged 
20, being sworne, doe say, that on ye 28th day of Febr last, abt 10 of the clocke at 
night, Ri: Scott came into ye house of y said Belcher, and suddenly after he came 
in broak out into many hideous railing expressions against ye worshipful Capt. 
Daniel Gookin, calling him an ‘Irish dog that was never faithful to his country, the 
sonne of a whoare, a bitch, a rogue, God confound him, & God rott his soul, 
saying if I could meet him alone I would pistoll him. I wish my knife and sizers 
were in his heart. He is the devil's interpreter. I and two or three more designed to 
cut off all Gookin's brethren at the Island, but some English dog discovered it, the 
devil will plague him,’ etc. Sworn before Simon Willard, Assistant, March 4, 
1675/6. (cited in Gookin 1912: 153)  
 
Despite public opposition, Gookin Jr. did succeed in persuading the General Council to 
enable the Indians to join the militia; a company of friendly Indians marched to the relief 
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of the western Massachusetts town of Sudbury in early March, and acquitted themselves 
well in the fight (Gookin 1912: 154). 
 Though this change in the Council’s decision was a major victory for Gookin Jr. 
and John Eliot, the next general election indicated how the electorate felt towards their 
actions. In May of 1676, Gookin’s name was not on the ballot for magistrate, a post he 
had held for over 20 years (Gookin 1912: 156). At the same time, the Council saw fit to 
promote Gookin Jr. from Captain to Major, which placed him in command of a 
considerable body of men, and he was responsible for carrying out the Council’s orders 
when expeditions against Metacomet’s warriors were needed. Gookin Jr. still worked to 
protect the Praying Town Indians who were not serving in the militia, and during most of 
the conflict they were interned on Deer Island in Boston’s harbor where they suffered a 
high mortality rate. He did his best to provide relief, and shortly after his appointment to 
higher office he was able to persuade the Council to get the Indians off of the island, to 
safer places around Boston and Cambridge. An important case regarding the Indians 
under his care came to the General Court in mid-August 1676 when six Christian Indian 
women and children were violently murdered by four militiamen while picking berries at 
Hurtleberry Hill near Concord (Pulsipher 1996: 462). The four men were tried and 
sentenced to death; Gookin provided testimony that the Indians were given passes to 
leave the camp. With his testimony, the jury ruled against the soldiers, and two were 
hanged in September, while the other two petitioned the Council and were released after 
paying a fine. The case was a watershed moment and the first instance in which 
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Massachusetts men were punished for the murder of Christian Indians, though other 
killings had occurred during the war (Pulsipher 1996: 483).  
 Hostilities continued for a few months after August 12, 1676 when Metacomet 
was ambushed and killed in a swamp near Mount Hope, Rhode Island. Though the 
Praying Town project was wrecked and much of the Native American population 
decimated, Gookin Jr. attempted to write a narrative of the events that transpired during 
the war years entitled An Historical Account of the Doings and Sufferings of the Christian 
Indians in New England, in the years 1675, 1676, 1677 which was meant to supplement 
his earlier work, Historical Collections of the Indians in New England, printed in 167410. 
Both of Gookin Jr.’s works suggest that he was convinced that English expansion in New 
England was inevitable, but that it was up to the Puritans to provide and convert the 
natives to be a part of Christian society (see Gookin 1674: 179). He did note that despite 
the Praying Towns and their missions, “the Indians here [in the English town of 
Marlborough] do not much rejoice under the English men’s shadow, who do so overtop 
them in their number of people, flocks of cattle, etc. that the Indians do not greatly 
flourish, or delight in their station at present” (Gookin 1674: 185; cited in Coughlan 
2000: 81). Though the Praying Town project and missions largely ceased after King 
Philip’s War, Gookin Jr. continued to support conversion efforts and to advocate for fair 
treatment when his powers as Superintendent of Indians were restored.  
                                                        
10Gookin Jr. was attempting to write a larger history of New England, but the manuscript was never 
finished and FW Gookin states that family tradition suggests it was given to Richard Gookin, a grandson, 
but the manuscript was destroyed when his tavern in Dedham, Massachusetts burned in 1724 (Gookin 
1912: 165). 
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 The end of the war did not immediately restore Daniel Gookin Jr. to his pre-war 
status nor to public favor, and disruptions within his Cambridge household likely 
impeded this process. Gookin Jr. owned several slaves during his lifetime, and most if not 
all were members of the Warro/Warrow family. Two of the Warro brothers, Daniel and 
Sylvannus, were involved in litigation with Gookin Jr.’s neighbors from 1669 through 
1682, and it seems he had difficulty in dealing with them. Daniel Warro first had 
problems with the law in 1669 when he was accused of impregnating Hagar, a slave of 
Gookin Jr.’s neighbor, John Manning (Morris 2013: 15). The case was contentious as the 
attribution of paternity of Hagar’s child shifted between Manning and Warro when the 
case was brought to trial, but ultimately, Hagar settled on Warro (Morris 2013: 17). It is 
unknown how or if Warro was punished, but he was involved in another issue during the 
winter of 1676–77 as one of a number of Cambridge “college students, servants, slaves, 
sons, and daughters [who] began making a practice of meeting together at night after 
their parents and masters were in bed asleep. The group regularly feasted, drank alcoholic 
beverages, danced, sang, and swore” (Morris 2013: 18). Daniel Warro was caught and 
convicted, and based on his previous charges, was sentenced to be whipped. 
 In 1672, Sylvannus Warro was charged with fathering a child with white 
servant Elizabeth Parker while he was living in the home of William Parke in Roxbury. 
Though Warro was owned by Gookin Jr. he was serving the Parkes through an agreement 
that he would work in bondage for eight years in exchange for his freedom. The case 
became complicated when Parke attempted to return Elizabeth Parker and her child (who 
she named Sylvannus), to her father, Edmund, in the western Massachusetts town of 
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Lancaster. Sylvannus Warro was imprisoned, and Edmund Parker brought suit against 
Parke for sending Elizabeth and her child back to him, as he was unable to support them. 
The court finally ruled in 1674 that Sylvannus Warro pay two shillings per week in child 
support, and if he was unable to do so, be sold by his master, whom the court identified 
as Parke, not Gookin Jr (Morris 2013: 21–24). Parke recognized this error, and consulted 
with Gookin Jr. over what to do; Gookin Jr. offered to ship Warro to Virginia to be 
offered up for sale, but Parke sold him instead to Jonathan Wade of Medford, 
Massachusetts. Gookin Jr. visited Warro in prison after the deal with Wade had been 
struck, advising him to “fall in with Mr. Wade’s Negro Wench and live well” (cited in 
Morris 2013: 24). Despite the sale, Gookin Jr. engaged Warro on several occasions for 
work in Cambridge, and in 1682 Gookin Jr. attempted to bring Warro back by having a 
covenant between the two drafted (Appendix, note 18). Wade naturally objected and took 
Gookin to court; Wade offered to sell Warro back to Gookin, which the court agreed was 
fair. Daniel Gookin Jr. refused, and Sylvannus Warro remained in servitude to Wade until 
his death (Morris 2013: 26).  
 Though Gookin Jr.’s problems within his household were not entirely 
unnoticed,  full restoration to public favor occurred in the spring of 1681 when Gookin Jr. 
penned a paper on behalf of the Massachusetts Bay Colony’s charter, which had come 
under scrutiny by the Crown that had attempted to revoke some of the charter’s original 
privileges. On May 11, 1681, during the general elections, Gookin Jr. was elected to the 
rank of Major General, placing him in charge of all military operations within the colony 
(Gookin 1912: 177). With his political and civic accolades at their height all was going 
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well for Gookin Jr., until the death of his wife Mary on October 27, 1683. Gookin Jr. 
married Hannah Tyng, a widow who was aged 46 when in April 10, 1685; Gookin Jr. 
was 72. The debates between royal commissioners and local elites seeking to maintain 
the colonial charter continued until 1684 when King James II dissolved the charters of the 
New England colonies and in 1686 created the Dominion of New England. Though the 
new charter stipulated the appointments of new officials, Gookin Jr. held office until his 
death at age 77 on March 19, 1687 (Gookin 1912: 184). His second wife, Hannah, passed 
soon after on October 29, 1688.  
 Gookin Jr. had nine children during the course of his lifetime (all of them from 
his first wife, Mary) but only three survived him; Daniel Gookin III (1650–1717), Samuel 
Gookin (1652–1730), and Nathaniel Gookin (1656–1692) (Gookin 1912: 181) (Fig. 3). 
The wealth Gookin Jr. left to his heirs lay primarily in real estate that he had been granted 
by the colony for civil service and a few parcels he bought on speculation (Gookin 1912: 
190; Martin 1991: 24). Gookin Jr. owned two properties in Cambridge, one that he 
passed to Samuel including a   
 dwelling house, barne, outhouses and yard, gardens & orchards where he now 
Dwelleth & all to it belonging wth two Commons, and although I changed this 
house &c wth him for that wch I now Live in unto wch house he built addition & 
barne yet forasmuch as he never had from me any assurance or convayance 
thereof so had no Legall Right to that house therefore I thought it Expedient to 
bequeath this to him in my will that he may have as full & Legall assurance 
thereof as if 1 had given him a deed. (Gookin 1912: 188) 
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The other Cambridge holding he bequeathed to Nathaniel—“my house where I live, wth 
ye barns and outhouses thereunto belonging wth all ye orchard & gardens appertaining, 
wth three cow commons and what belongs to them” (Gookin 1912: 188). Bit by bit the 
two house lots in Cambridge were sold, with some of the family members remaining 
around Boston, while others settled in New Hampshire and Maine, where Daniel Gookin 
Jr.s biography comes full circle with Nathaniel Tracy’s letter excerpted at the beginning 
of this chapter:  
YOU say, in finishing the life of Daniel Gookin that his family is extinct: This is a 
mistake, he was my mother's great-grandfather. This Daniel Gookin had a son 
Nathaniel, who was ordained minister at Cambridge. He died at twenty-two years 
of age, but left a son Nathaniel, who was afterwards minister in Hampton, and 
was my mother's father. He left a son Nathaniel, who was a minister in North-Hill 
parish, (Hampton) and many other children, two of whom are now living in 
Portland. A cousin of mine, Capt. Daniel Gookin, served in our army the last war, 
with a good reputation And a captain's commission was given to him, when we 
were about raising a new army in 1786 or 1787 (Tracy 1793: 25).  
 
 
Figure 3: Daniel Gookin Jr.’s line (graphic by author). 
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Tracy’s descent came through from Nathaniel Gookin I (1656–1692), and through his 
son, Nathaniel Gookin II (1687–1734). One Nathaniel Gookin II’s daughters, Hannah 
Gookin (1723–1756) married Nathaniel Tracy’s father, Patrick Tracy (1711–1789). 
Patrick Tracy’s background as an immigrant himself from Enniscorthy in County 
Wexford, Ireland, perhaps provided some of the impetus for Nathaniel Tracy to identify 
historically with Daniel Gookin Jr.; as Beaudry comments on Tracy’s letter, his 
“emphasis on genealogical continuity and good reputation and his efforts at public 
clarification of his family’s good name are far from surprising given that, in his 
retirement, he would have had ample time to reflect on such matters” (Beaudry 2008: 
183).  
 Though Daniel Gookin Sr. and Daniel Gookin Jr. are not individuals whose 
names are immediately familiar in the histories of Ireland, Virginia, Maryland, or 
Massachusetts, their traces in the archaeological and historical records are dynamic. The 
archaeological biography ties them directly to the land and their shaping of it, which I 
discuss in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
The Cultural Biography of the Munster Plantation Landscape 
Daniel Gookin Sr. and Jr.’s travels and plantations in the Atlantic World gave 
them footings in very different colonial projects and had a direct bearing on the decisions 
they made in each successive venture. The late cultural geographer Allan Pred suggest 
that the “biographies of people (including the development of their language, personality, 
ideology and consciousness) are partially determined by an interaction with places across 
time and space” (Pred 1985: 340). Landscapes where the Gookins established plantations 
were all contentious places undergoing significant development and change, often with 
violent confrontations or amicable adaptations that were products of colonial expansion 
(Canny 2001). The landscape is the largest and most significant of all cultural artifacts, 
and its contents—the farms and towns, road networks, waterways and other physical 
features—are important factors to consider when interpreting the site and individual 
(Deetz 1990: 2; Lanier and Herman 1997: 280; Pauls 2006: 77; Beranek 2012: 76). What 
is more, the Gookin’s choices in settlement location kept them connected with other 
people who shared similar backgrounds and interests in different colonies. A trend in 
historical studies of communities suggests the adoption of a more flexible definition of 
colonial settlements in which  
community is seen as a social network characterized by a distinctive kind of 
human interaction. More recently, scholars have focused on the idea of 
communities of interest, which refers to the bonds between people based on a 
shared ideology, experiences, or goals. Although communities of interest can 
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exist in a geographically defined space, they frequently transcend such 
boundaries. (Hamilton 2009: 15)     
Therefore, to fully comprehend the landscape as an integral factor shaping Gookin Sr. 
and Jr.’s careers, communities of individuals from like backgrounds must be brought into 
the narrative as well.  
 Understanding the communities of which Gookin Sr. and Jr. were members is 
bound up in the colonial projects they engaged in, blurring traditional labels of identity. 
This chapter will discuss where exactly the Gookins fit within the colonial context and 
explore the landscape from a spatial and community perspective in Ireland. Brief 
histories of the land the Gookin family planted is another factor for consideration if the 
series of migrations they made, which I consider as a “learning curve,” each adventure 
informing the next. This is far from a new concept; archaeologists and historians have 
commented that colonies were often trial grounds for later projects (Breen 2007: 186; 
Games 1999, 2006; MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986; O’Keeffe and Quirke 2009: 111). What 
exactly migratory colonists took away is occasionally recorded in primary historical 
sources, but by far the best surviving record that survives consists of physical features on 
the landscape and archaeological evidence.  
Colonialism and Identity 
 The first landscape that Daniel Gookin Sr. encountered when he left his native 
Kent to begin his colonial adventure was southwestern County Cork, in the larger 
province of Munster. An understanding of this landscape is problematized by two major 
factors that need to be introduced before a discussion and comparison with North 
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America can be drawn—the debate surrounding the colonial label, and the question of 
identity. These issues are as yet unresolved, and a brief introduction to both is necessary 
in the context of Munster. 
 A practice of applying a colonial label to English settlement in Munster has been 
widely argued against by historians of early modern Ireland who suggest the term 
indicates outright subjugation of one group over another, but in reality, this never fully 
occurred in Ireland (see Barnard 1990: 40; Canny 2001, 1988: 122-4; Gillespie 1993: 
152; 2009: 45; Howe 2000). What is more, comparisons with North America because of 
the colonial label have led others to reject any connection in settlement altogether (see 
Canny 1978; MacCarthy-Morrogh 1988: 214. As historian Steven Ellis puts it, 
Ireland differed from colonies such as Massachusetts or Virginia in that it was not 
newly discovered, and the method of land transfer differed from that used in 
North America; overall, the main aim of English colonization in Ireland was to 
accelerate the Anglicisation of the natives, while in contrast, English colonization 
in the Americas was concentrated where the native inhabitants were few and 
weak. (Ellis 1996: 8–9) 
The big problems with labeling Ireland as colonial stems mainly from the fact that people 
living in Ireland were not completely under the rule of a foreign power for a set period of 
time and acted with autonomy. What is more, the groups undertaking the colonizing were 
not homogenous and were fractious amongst themselves. Confronted with the facts, 
historian Stephen Howe asks the question, “how should we view the Republic of Ireland 
and Northern Ireland? Colonial, neo-colonial, post-colonial or victim of imperialism”? 
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eventually reconciling his opinion that Ireland had “a colonial past…though one that took 
unique hybrid forms involving extensive integration and consensual partnership as well 
as exploitation and coercion” (Howe 2000: 1, 232).  
 Archaeologists working on sites dating to the early modern period in both the 
Republic of Ireland and in Northern Ireland advocate taking Howe’s middle-of-the-road 
interpretation a little further, suggesting that Ireland was subject to “colonial processes” 
and though individuals may not have thought of themselves as being colonized, they were 
living under a colonial system (see Breen 2009: 196; Horning 2007a: 50, 2006: 183, 199: 
O’Keeffe 2009: 68). Cultural geographer Mark McCarthy sees incredible utility in a 
framework of colonial process and hybridity, and contextualizes the processes as the 
catalyst in which “Ireland became the first colony of the British Empire, and the 
plantations provided the model for migration and settlement that Britain exported around 
the world” (McCarthy 2003: 60). By bringing Ireland under a variety of colonial projects 
by the start of the 17th century, the island had become a critical part of the British Atlantic 
system through modes of provisioning, international and intercolonial trade, and settler 
migration (Smyth 2000: 158).  
 The complexities of the colonial process were bound up in the individuals who 
lived in and migrated to and out of Ireland. In the early modern period, distinctions were 
drawn in Munster between Irish (sometimes Gaelic Irish), Old English, and New English 
inhabitants. Historically divisions began by c. 1167 when Anglo-Norman mercenaries 
landed in Waterford to aid the exiled king of Leinster (the province to the north of 
Munster) Diarmait Mac Murchada regain his throne (Duffy 1997: 69). Henry II, King of 
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England, recognized an opportunity for expansion and landed in Ireland in 1171 to 
bolster the position of the re-installed Murchada. Several Irish kings submitted to Henry 
II, and in turn, he encouraged Norman lords to populate the eastern countryside, 
essentially creating a standing army of loyal subjects. Though the Anglo-Norman settlers 
experienced resistance, by 1175 an Anglo-Norman colony was seated in eastern Leinster 
and Munster, as well as in parts of central Ireland in County Meath (Duffy 1997: 72). A 
grant from Henry II to Robert Fitz Stephen and Milo de Cogan included much of the Irish 
Kingdom of Desmond, where they worked to establish strong boundaries between their 
holdings and those of the neighboring Irish (Halpin and Newman 2006: 496). The Anglo-
Normans introduced a system of sedentary agriculture, established boroughs and towns, 
gradually displacing pastoral native Irish, or reducing them to a position of servility. 
Despite this incursion, it was by no means complete, and much of the island remained 
under the control of Irish kings and nobles (Duffy 1997: 80).  
 The Irish family who composed the ruling majority in Munster was the 
MacCarthys, seated on the southwestern end of County Cork and hereditary Kings of 
Desmond; the O’Sullivans and the O’Mahoneys were also prominent families in the 
region (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 1) (Fig. 4). These Gaelic Irish lords resisted the 
Anglo-Norman invasions and maintained their holdings well into the 16th century.  
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Figure 4: Map of the Gaelic and Old English lordships of Cork, c. 1534 (Nicholls 1972: 
2).   
The traditional enemies of the MacCarthys, the Fitzgeralds, styled themselves as the Earls 
of Desmond, who were descended from Fitz Stephen and de Cogan, and settled in 
MacCarthy lands during the Norman incursion. The Fitzgeralds, Roches, and Barrys 
constituted the land-holding Anglo-Norman elite in north and east Munster, later 
becoming known as the Old English; they occasionally intermarried with Gaelic Irish, 
spoke Gaelic, were Catholic, and interacted frequently in trade with one another.  
 This distinction becomes important in the discussion of land and identity within 
Munster during the period under study in this dissertation, but identity often shifted 
following migrations. Irish Diaspora scholar Donald Akenson provides the following 
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explanation for studying migration and movement in Ireland, and defining the Irish 
people as 
anyone who lived permanently within the social system that was the island of 
Ireland. This includes both Catholics and Protestants, Kerrymen, Ulstermen, 
descendants of Norman invaders and Scottish planters as well as of earlier Celtic 
invaders, speakers of English as well as speakers of Irish Gaelic. That there were 
during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries complex political arguments about 
what was the proper definition of Irish nationality is here irrelevant. It matters not 
if an individual was (for example) a Catholic whose family during the penal times 
turned Protestant: he or she was Irish. It matters not if the person was the 
descendant of some Norman soldier whose family had Hibernicized and became 
more Irish than the Irish they conquered: he or she was Irish. It matters not if the 
individual came by descent from one of the Cromwellians or from the 
Confederacy soldiers who Cromwell defeated: she or he was Irish. Ireland was a 
political and social system and Ireland formed everyone who lived in it. They 
could hate Ireland, love it, hate each other, it mattered not. They were of Ireland, 
hence Irish. (Akenson 1996: 7) 
Akenson’s assessment may seem to oversimplify the issue, but it must be considered in 
the case of the Gookins. As a “New English” family (meaning they migrated to Ireland 
after 1586 and were Protestant), they nonetheless were shaped by the environment in 
Ireland, with one branch of the family staying in Cork, and the other transporting what 
they took away from the experience elsewhere. 
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The Munster Plantation 
The experience that both Daniel Sr. and Jr. took out of Munster built on the 
complexities that had been developing for five centuries prior to their setting foot in 
County Cork. The Anglo-Norman systems of governance were imparted on the 
landscape, dividing County Cork into baronies (districts controlled by military officers 
and parceled out to tenants or lessees) and can be credited with establishing urban market 
towns in Buttevant, Cork, Glanworth, Kinsale, Mallow, and Youghal, which carried on 
trade with England and the Continent (Nunan 2012a: 26). Munster was primarily known 
for its exports of cattle, fish, timber, and wool, market segments predominantly under the 
control of Old English families. With a population of a little over one million, Munster 
was a region known to English adventurers prior to the beginning of the first Munster 
Plantation (Canny 2001; Smyth 2006).  
English settlement during the first Munster Plantation (1587–1607) was the result 
of a rising led by Gerald Fitzgerald, 15th Earl of Desmond, against English magistrates 
attempting to centralize Queen Elizabeth I’s holdings. James Fitzmaurice, cousin to the 
Earl of Desmond, sparked what became known as the Desmond Rebellion in 1579, 
inciting the population of the Desmond-influenced lands to wage war against English 
authority (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1983: 290-296). Fitzmaurice’s campaign gained traction, 
but he was killed in an ambush later that year, and the Earl of Desmond took up 
leadership of the revolt; England responded by sending a force of 8,000. By November of 
1583, the Earl had been captured and executed, his lands forfeited to the Crown (Canny 
2001: 127). 
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The death of Fitzgerald and the destruction of the Desmond earldom resulted in 
the forfeiture of around 577,000 acres in northern and southern County Cork and a few 
holdings in County Kerry (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1983: 31) (Fig. 5). By 1586 a plan to 
distribute the forfeited lands to English undertakers—knights, esquires, and gentlemen—
who were required to meet several conditions for settlement in order to receive land 
grants. Among the conditions were terms for improvements, clearing land for agriculture, 
creating parks for breeding horses, as well as paying an annual rent to the Crown (Smith 
1815). An important element included in the undertakers’ terms was the peopling of the 
manors and seignories they were allotted, stipulating that “no English planter be 
permitted to convey to any meer Irish” and that “the head of each plantation be English, 
and the heirs-female to marry none but of English birth, and none to meer Irish to be 
maintained in any family there” (Smith 1815: 53). The individual seignories were to be 
populated in seven years time, would have their own garrisons of English soldiers for 
defense, and would include freeholding and tenant farmers. In all, 35 seignories were 
granted ranging in size from about 3,000 to 14,000 acres, with the exception of Sir Walter 
Raleigh’s seignory that totaled 42,000 (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 291) (Fig. 6, 7).  
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Figure 5: “The Province of Mounster” (c. 1590–92). Produced by Francis Jobson, the 
escheated Desmond lands are shaded in brown (National Library of Ireland: NLI MS 
16.B.13). 
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Figure 6: Map of English undertaker seignories, c. 1585 (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 
291).  
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Figure 7: Table corresponding to Fig. 6 showing the list of original undertakers 
(MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 292). 
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The undertakers and the people they brought from England, Scotland, and Wales 
to populate their seignories composed the first wave of New English settlers into County 
Cork. Though intended to completely transform the landscape into a model of England, 
the seignories ideals were not realized for myriad reasons, ranging from incompetent 
undertakers and plantation agents to the discontinuity of the land grants and lack of intra-
plantation cohesion. Munster Plantation historian Michael MacCarthy-Morrogh has 
estimated the New English population as around 3,580 by 1598, hardly an optimal 
number (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1983: 141–147). This low number and the poor returns on 
investment to the Crown set the stage for plantation collapse, a fact that was recognized 
by Queen Elizabeth I, who remarked that “contrary to the covenants in our grants, a great 
number of the said Englishmen, that are commonly called undertakers, have neglected the 
habitation thereof with Englishmen, but have undutifuly and dangerously made grants 
and assignments of much of their said lands to be occupied by the Irish” (SP Vol. 6: CC, 
2, 328, July 1 1597).  
The fear that the New English-held lands in Munster were precarious came at a 
time when English authority in Ireland was seriously challenged by an Irish coalition led 
by Hugh O’Neill, Earl of Tyrone, and Hugh O’Donnell (both Ulster Gaelic Irish nobles). 
O’Neill’s and O’Donnell’s resistance to English encroachment in Ulster sparked the Nine 
Years War in 1591, which spread into Munster by 1598. In mid-September of 1598, an 
invasion force of about 3,000 led by Owen O’More entered Munster and in two weeks 
destroyed the New English enclaves of the Plantation (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 136). 
A few of the settlements managed to hold out, and the walled towns and cities such as 
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Cork, Kinsale, and Youghal remained in the hands of the Old English who opposed 
O’Neill and O’Donnell. A Spanish expeditionary force supporting the Irish cause landed 
at Kinsale in 1601, but was defeated by a larger English army, and by November 1602, 
the rebellion was largely over. The experience of the first phase of the Munster Plantation 
illustrated that settlements in isolation in the hands of loosely-directed investors would 
not work; future efforts needed to employ a system of colonization supported by common 
laws and by the centralized military forces of England (Canny 2001: 164).  
The second phase of the Munster Plantation (1603–1641) began shortly after 
rebels and Irish nobles who supported O’Neill were ferreted out, who like the Earl of 
Desmond, had their lands confiscated. Problems arose with the undertakers, most of 
whom had fled to England in October of 1598, and efforts to persuade them to return 
when the rebellion was in rout in 1601 were unsuccessful. According to MacCarthy-
Morrogh, repossession activities by the Crown among other matters created headaches 
for the former undertakers who had  
genuine difficulties in obtaining their estates once more for in a period when 
immense legal complications over removing any individual in actual occupation 
of land, there were bound to obstacles after an interval of four or five years. When 
Sir John Davies visited Munster in 1606 many undertakers and settlers petitioned 
him for quick repossession of their lands. In some cases, too, the returning 
undertaker had problems of accommodation. (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 139)   
Re-establishment of the plantation was intermittent with little government intervention; 
the major problem of the plantation being too wide open was a looming specter. By 1611, 
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11 of the original seigneries granted had changed hands (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 
140).  
Vincent and Daniel Gookin’s Munster Landscape 
This was the situation with landownership at the time that both Vincent and 
Daniel Gookin left Kent for Munster. Because Vincent Gookin’s success likely inspired 
Daniel to migrate as well, his landholdings provide the initial Irish context for the Gookin 
family’s settlement, and provide a good beginning point into their colonizing venture. 
Vincent Gookin’s first profit-yielding enterprise revolved around pilchard fisheries, 
which were operated out of the small coastal hamlet of Courtmacsherry. It appears that he 
leased land and fishing rights on Courtmacsherry Bay from the Edmond Hodnett, a 
member of an Old English family who became Gaelicized and adopted the MacSherry 
surname (Bennett 1862: 374). Though ostensibly enemies of the New English settlers, 
they chose not to ally themselves with the Fitzgeralds during the Desmond rebellion and 
maintained control of their lands around Timoleague and in Courtmacsherry. The wealth 
from the fisheries enabled Vincent in 1620 to lease in fee simple part of Phane Beecher’s 
seignery just north of Courtmacsherry, which included the manor house of Castlemahon 
and 350 acres of surrounding demesne (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1983: 343). Beecher’s 
seignery had been seized from the O’Mahoneys for their part in the rebellion, and 
Castlemahon had been one of their principal seats. Beecher passed the rights to his land 
to his son Henry in 1593 before the outbreak of war, and once the territory had been 
pacified, he sold most of the property away.  
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Coolmain  
Daniel Gookin’s entry into Ireland in c. 1611 led him to settle at Coolmain, 
directly across Courtmacsherry Bay from Vincent’s leased land. Coolmain was the site of 
a castle built by the MacCarthys in the 14th century which in part lay in ruins, and had 
recently been confiscated from Florence MacCarthy by David Fitzgerald Barry, Earl of 
Barrymore, who was of Old English descent and a Protestant. Presumably Gookin rented 
the manor and lands of Coolmain from the Barrys, as they were still in possession of the 
tract during the rebellion of 1641. The location of Coolmain was of importance in that it 
lay close to the coastal road connecting Youghal, Cork, and Kinsale to important west 
Cork towns like Rosscarbery and Bantry. Near Coolmain was Timoleague, a small harbor 
village, where a brisk coastwise trade was carried on with Kinsale and Cork (Fig. 8).  
Carrigaline  
Despite the advantageous situation of Coolmain near the fishery and inland and 
maritime trade arteries, the purchase of the lands and manor of Carrigaline in the barony 
of Kerricurrihy in 1616 afforded Gookin more opportunities to diversify his wealth 
through acquisition of established plowlands and fishing operations (Fig. 9). The 
connection between Thomas Petley (who sold Gookin Carrigaline), came through a series 
of business transactions involving the sale of land in Kent, where both Gookin’s and  
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Figure 8: Coolmain (circled) as depicted on the 1655 Down Survey (Down Survey: 
http://downsurvey.tcd.ie/down-survey-maps.) 
            
Figure 9: Excerpt from “A single draught of Mounster” c. 1572 depicting Carrigaline 
Castle (circled) (Public Record Office London, MPF 101).
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Petley’s ancestral family seats were located (Gookin 1912: 30). The seat of Carrigaline 
was by 1616 a place with deep-seated Old English and Gaelic Irish roots. A castle 
constructed by Milo de Cogan in c. 1179 after the Norman invasion remained on the 
landscape, along with other defensive elements that were built later when the MacCarthys 
intermarried amongst the de Cogans, and inherited Carragaline. In 1438, the Desmonds 
took the castle and surrounding territory from the MacCarthy’s; a lease on the castle and 
lands was negotiated in 1559 between the Earl of Desmond and Sir Warham St. Leger 
(Caulfield 1904: 187). The outbreak of a rebellion led by James Fitzmaurice Fitzgerald (a 
Desmond) in 1569 sought to take Carrigaline out of St. Leger’s hands, which happened 
for a brief period; it was recaptured for St. Leger in 1570 (Appendix, note 19). Official 
title to St. Leger for Carrigaline did not occur until after c. 1595 because of a dispute over 
the land grant with Sir Richard Grenville (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1983: 329). At the death 
of St. Leger in 1597, Carrigaline came into possession of his son, Walter St. Leger. A 
year later in 1598 the plantation was overrun, though not damaged nor is mention made 
of Carrigaline as being defended. Walter St. Leger was restored to control of the castle 
and lands by 1601, and he sold the parcel off by 1611 (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1983: 330). 
 The transition from Anglo-Normans (de Cogan), to Gaelic Irish (MacCarthy), to 
Old English (Desmond), and to New English settlers (St. Leger, Petley, Gookin, and 
Boyle) left its mark on the landscape upon which the first and second generations of 
Daniel Gookin’s line made their first home. It is unknown what state Carrigaline was in 
when they occupied it in 1616—the recent siege surely took its toll—and the surviving 
remains of the old de Cogan tower and a 16th/17th century manor house survive on the site 
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as monuments to the different owners of the property. Despite the differing backgrounds 
of all of Carrigaline’s owners, the site maintained its defensive capabilities, and older 
structures were adaptively reused by each successive occupant. The memory of the 
history of Carrigaline, its sieges and ruined walls, would have been a potent reminder to 
both Daniel Sr. and Jr. of the importance of plantation defense in their successive colonial 
ventures (Fig. 10). 
The Augustinian Friary (Red Abbey)  
The final residence of Daniel Gookin Sr. in Ireland is somewhat peculiar in its 
location and history in the context of the Munster Plantation. Following the sale of his 
Carrigaline lease in 1629, he moved to Red Abbey, which was located within the liberties 
of Cork City. Red Abbey, as it was colloquially known, was the Augustinian Friary, 
constructed on the south side of the River Lee sometime during the reign of Edward I 
(1272–1307) (Power et al. 1994: 276) (Fig. 11). The friars of the Augustinian order 
occupied the abbey until it was dissolved in 1541, though some members of the order 
remained in residence until 1641. Elizabeth I granted Red Abbey to Cormac McTeige 
MacCarthy in 1552, including “the friary and its appurtances, containing two acres, a 
church &c. at the annual rent of £13 and for all the other possessions the rent of 16s. 8d. 
all Irish money” (Caulfield 1908: 33). The area surrounding the abbey was relatively 
undeveloped and no mention is made of a neighborhood surrounding the grounds. After 
order was restored in Munster in 1601, the granting of the title of See of Cork fell to Sir  
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Figure 10: Carrigaline as depicted on the Down Survey of 1655 (Down Survey: 
http://downsurvey.tcd.ie/down-survey). 
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Figure 11: The Augustinian Friary or “Red Abbey” (circled) in “Description of the Cittie 
of Cork, with adjacent places hereto,” George Carew (1601) (Manuscripts & Archives 
Research Library, Trinity College Dublin: IE TCD MS 1209/45).
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Richard Boyle’s cousin, Archbishop Richard Boyle. Archbishop Boyle was granted the 
lands held by the Catholic orders, of which Red Abbey was part, and there is reason to 
believe that he set up some apartments in the abbey complex. An account from the 
journal of Lady Fanshawe from 1650 whose husband, Sir Richard Fanshawe, was sent to 
Cork on government business by Oliver Cromwell, states that they were “placed in Red 
Abbey, a house of Dean Boyle’s in Cork” (Caulfield 1908: 34)11. 
Given Gookin Sr.’s financial arrears in 1629, perhaps Sir Richard Boyle’s 
influence secured him residence in Red Abbey through Boyle’s cousin, the Archbishop. 
Cork City was predominantly an Old English trading center, and Gookin Sr.’s cohort of 
merchants and friends resided in Kinsale, Bandon, Newcestown, and Clonakilty, all west 
Cork towns. What is more, as a Puritan, Gookin would have found Catholic Cork an 
unappealing destination.  
Towns, Infrastructure, and Population 
The places Daniel Gookin Sr. owned or leased in Ireland were established estates 
(excepting Red Abbey) that depended upon nearby towns for support. As Audrey 
Horning rightly points out, “the most essential—if often unrealized—element in British 
colonial policy was the town, as both administrative center and cultural reference point” 
(Horning 2007a: 54). In Munster, the larger established towns in the region where 
Gookin settled were Cork, Kinsale, and Clonakilty, all three of which had an Old English 
majority population. Town founding and the establishment of roads to link settlementsled 
                                                        
11Archaeological evidence from Clare Abbey, Co. Clare supports the conversion of monastic structures into 
lodgings. A later 17th century vernacular addition to Clare Abbey’s cloister survives; it had an associated 
cesspit containing c. 1460–1660 finds including a façon de Venise drinking glass and a clay tobacco pipe 
(1660-1690) (Lytteleton 2012: 88). 
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to an increase in newly formed towns, each seeking the right to hold markets, which were 
essential to grounding a New English-controlled economy (Roberts 1996: 65–69). 
Vincent and Daniel Gookin’s role as staple merchants in Kinsale suggest a link to that 
particular port town, and it was likely the outport from which Daniel shipped goods to 
Virginia. Thomas Gookin’s later involvement in shipping and office holding in Kinsale 
further solidify the family’s connection to Kinsale.  
 Though the older towns controlled most of the incoming and outgoing commerce, 
the newly established towns are of particular relevance to the present study, especially 
Bandon-Bridge and Newcestown. Both towns were founded by New English settler 
Captain William Newce, a veteran of the Nine Years’ War and business partner of Daniel 
Gookin Sr. (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 187) Bandon-Bridge was Newce’s first town-
founding attempt, conceived to augment the growth of the New English walled town of 
Bandon and as an important inland port on the River Bandon that linked it to Kinsale. 
Newce commanded a small garrison billeted north of Kinsale, and purchased some of the 
leases from Phane Beecher further north on the River Bandon. By 1605 a small settler 
population was seated on Newce’s land; it was incorporated by 1614 (MacCarthy-
Morrogh 1986: 213). The generous terms of the leases offered by Newce—some leases 
extended for 200 years and included a small house and garden—were the main attraction 
for newcomers and greatly spurred town growth. When Sir Richard Boyle bought up 
Newce’s leases in the late 1610s, he shortened the duration of leases to 21 years and 
raised rents significantly, capitalizing on the settlers Newce had attracted with low rents 
(Maccarthy-Morrogh 1986: 187).  
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 Newcestown was perhaps a more ambitious project than Bandon-Bridge in that it 
was settled in an isolated, forested region of Kinelmeaky (Fig. 12). Here Newce applied 
the same method he had for Bandon-Bridge, offering long-term leases at an inexpensive 
rate.   The choice of location seems to have been calculated on the basis of quickly 
establishing a market town with a ready commodity, timber, that could be easily turn a 
profit. English market towns were supposed to be positioned six and two-thirds of a mile 
apart (Britnell 1993: 83). The approximate distance between Bandon-Bridge and 
Newcestown is 6.9 miles; both towns had been granted the rights to hold markets by 1618 
(Russell and Prendergast 1880: 264). The interconnectedness of the two towns through 
their founder would have facilitated the timber harvesting operations that were the 
mainstay of Newcestown’s economy. Newcestown’s residents focused on providing spars 
and masts for the Royal Navy and fuel for the East India Company’s ironworks located 
south on the Bandon (Nunan 2012b: 9). Newcestown’s products went overland 
southeastwards to Bandon-Bridge and then down river to the ironworks or to Kinsale. By 
1622 the settlement was at its height with at least 25 households enumerated (Treadwell 
2006; MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 174). Newcestown was considered reasonably well-
rooted in 1621 when William Newce and his brother, Thomas, both shareholders in the 
Virginia Company, departed Ireland to begin plantations in Virginia. Despite the 
successes of a few towns that took hold during the Munster Plantation’s reestablishment, 
in The Irish Commission of 1622 Crown observers remarked that first, 
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Figure 12: Kinelmeaky barony map, Down Survey 1655, illustrating locations of Bandon 
(arrow), and Newcestown (circled) (Down Survey: http://downsurvey.tcd.ie/down-
survey-maps.) 
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 the number of English inhabitants upon their lands is greater in show than in substance, 
by reason that one and the same is tenant sometime[s] to three or four undertakers and 
sometime[s] to the same undertake: first as freeholder, next as leaseholder, and lastly as a 
copyholder, yea, and oftentimes one undertaker is tenant to another. Secondly their 
English tenants for the most part build not in villages or towns, which were best for their 
safety and the strength of the country, but severally upon the proportions of land which 
they hold. (Treadwell 2006: 501)  
 Dispersed settlement was a hallmark of Old English and Gaelic Irish land use; 
sizable tracts were allowed to lie fallow and where characterized by New English settlers 
as neglected. These “unused” spaces around the isolated farmsteads more often than not 
were townlands—political and territorial units within the regional landscape—entities 
that pre-dated English plantation and were used to exact taxes and duties on the landless 
tenants by Old English and Gaelic Irish lords (Andrews 2000: 126; Horning 2013: 174). 
Townland composition and size in Munster differed, as each were defined by the number 
of acres of land and cattle that to sustain it economically. Within the townland unit, 
further breakdowns included ploughands and cowlands (among other land terms which 
appear in the planter’s deeds), elements which were retained by New English property 
owners (Andrews 2000; McErlean 1983). The survival of the townland during plantation 
likely provided a reason for slow settlement in towns when pre-existing farms in taxable 
jurisdictions were already in place (Andrews 2000: 152; Klingelhofer 2010: 73). 
 With the worrisome settler trend towards isolation, the 1622 commission’s results 
concluded that there were approximately 2,744 New English households in the escheated 
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Desmond lands (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 295). The households were not enumerated 
by the individual baronies, but there are figures from some of the larger estates. 
Castlemahon during Vincent Gookin’s tenure had 30 New English tenants and 1 Irish in 
1611. By 1622, there were six New English freeholders and 125 leaseholders 
(MacCarthy-Morrogh 1983: 343). When Daniel Gookin purchased Carrigaline, the 
situation differed; in 1611 there were “many Irish on the seignery,” and in 1622 16 New 
English tenants were present, and only “a few Old English and Irish at Carrigaline” 
(MacCarthy-Morrogh 1983: 330). Though arriving at a definitive ratio for the New 
English to Old English/Gaelic Irish population is problematic, historian David Dickson 
suggests that by 1630 there was one New English planter for each eight Old 
English/Gaelic Irish residents (Dickson 2005: 508).12 
Housing in Munster 
 The planters who could afford to either lease or buy land from the original 1584 
undertakers or their heirs usually took up residence in established Gaelic Irish or Old 
English structures, as Vincent and Daniel Gookin had done. On the ample estates and 
elsewhere throughout the province, a variety of housing existed and was similarly 
appropriated by New English settlers and occasionally replicated (Horning 2001: 386; 
Lyttleton 2012: 78; Klingelhofer 2010: 25; Breen 2007: 108). The ordinary houses no 
longer survive on the landscape, with archaeological and documentary evidence 
providing much of what is known of their existence. The reports of the 1622 
                                                        
12Colin Breen suggests that a reasonable estimate for the settler population prior to 1641 is about 20,000. 
He states that “the numbers of so-called Gaelic Irish or Old English are more difficult to determine. This is 
especially true given the significant impact the late sixteenth – and early seventeenth-century upheavals had 
on rural populations. Any calculation here would be spurious and ill considered” (Breen 2007: 194).  
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commissioners classified habitation types as “diverse or sufficient,” “good sufficient,” 
and very rarely as an “English house” (Treadwell 2006: 501; Power 2007: 27).  
 Historical maps provided a visual source for what the native structures would 
have looked like, and these illustrations have proved to be moderately accurate (Jope 
1960: 105). George Carew’s Towne of Corke in Ireland c. 1602 and the maps produced 
by Thomas Raven in 1622 of the company settlements in Ulster depict rectangular houses 
with rounded ends, one-storey “Irish” houses, and two-storey timber-framed structures 
(Figs.13, 14). A description of houses in southern Ireland by Fynes Moryson in during 
the first quarter of the 17th century states that the native inhabitants resembled  
nomades removing their dwellings according to the commodity of pastures for 
their cows, sleep under the canopy of heaven, or in a poor house of clay, or in a 
cabin made of the boughs of trees, and covered with turffe, for such are the 
dwellings of the very Lords among them. And in this manner of lodging, not 
onely the mere Irish Lords, and their followers use, but even some of the English 
Irish Lords and their followers. (Moryson 1908 v. 4: 202)  
These rough houses usually had a central hearth (chimneys appear on the rectangular 
houses in both the Carew and Raven maps), used, according to Moryson to “make a fier 
in the middest of the roome, and round about it they sleepe upon the ground, without 
straw or other thing under them, lying all in a circle with their feete towards it” (Moryson 
1908 v. 4: 202). 
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Figure 13: Excerpt from “Towne of Corke in Ireland,” George Carew (1602). Note the 
oval-shaped, single-storey houses north of Red Abbey, in contrast to the gabled, 
rectangular houses (Manuscripts & Archives Research Library, Trinity College Dublin: 
IE TCD MS 1209/46). 
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Figure 14: “The Buildings of the Company of Mercers,” Thomas Raven (1622). 
Depiction of the Movanagher settlement in the Ulster Plantation illustrating the variety of 
house types (Public Record Office Northern Ireland) 
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  The other “Irish” houses depicted on the maps were one-storey or storey-and-a-
half stone-built houses. These structures were roofed in slate, tile, or thatch with gables 
suggesting the presence of a loft (Robinson 1979: 17). Location of the hearths—as in 
other Gaelic houses—was typically in the center, though some have been noted on the 
gable ends. The walls of these houses had an inner and outer facing of stone, encasing a 
core composed of mortar, cobbles, and small irregular stone.  Lobby-entries were 
common though examples of a direct entry plan have been discovered archaeologically 
(Lyttleton 2012: 82). Evidence for these house forms in the archaeological record is 
scarce, a fact that Lyttleton attributes to volatility and unrest—landlords and tenants in 
17th-century Ireland did not remain on the landscape long enough to sustain continued 
building maintenance over time, and as noted, some of the “homes” were portable 
(Lyttleton 2012: 83; Jope 1961: 11; Power 2007: 25).  
 The last style listed in the 1622 survey and on the maps is the English or timber-
framed house. Timber-framing as an architectural technology was time consuming and 
required artisans, but most importantly required an abundance of wood, a material that 
was lacking in some regions of Cork. Nonetheless, most lease terms to settlers in Munster 
required that they build English-style houses with stone chimneys, slated roofs, and either 
stone or timber walls (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1983: 210–222). When William Newce drew 
up the lease terms for allotments in Newcestown, lessees were each instructed to build “a 
dwelling house with chimmiey after the English fashion” (MS 6139). Despite the desire 
for the timber-framed house to become the prevailing model for settlers to build, the 
uprising of 1641 and eight years of protracted civil war before Oliver Cromwell 
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reconquered Ireland destroyed many of the timber-framed houses that had been built. The 
clearance of woodlands hastened the demise of the timber-frame for the simple reason 
that materials were no longer available (Robinson 1979: 17–19). 
Plantation fortifications 
 The destruction of the late 16th-century Munster Plantation illuminated the 
problems of the incongruous settlement schemes, the inability of planters to defend 
themselves, and undertakers not providing the necessary military support. In this early 
modern period, warfare was changing toward reliance on muskets and artillery, rendering 
some of the late-medieval works throughout Munster vulnerable (Graham 1988; Kerrigan 
1995). Efforts were made to modernize the defenses around the walled cities of Youghal, 
Cork, and Kinsale, in addition to formal coastal fortifications, but these were largely 
state-sponsored initiatives (Breen 2007: 144; Kerrigan 1995; Klingelhofer 1998; Power 
2007: 32-33). Other forms of defense existed on the military level, and Klingelhofer has 
identified eight—the camp, platform or battery, redoubt, sconce, unitary or field fort, 
composite fort, and specialized fortifications (i.e., shore defenses) (Klingelhofer 1998: 8). 
This list of fortification types does not include what he terms the “domestic bawn”; this 
particularly loaded term is inclusive of castles, tower houses, and fortified houses, all of 
which arguably were the main defensive points across the plantation landscape. These 
structures met the para-military and residential conditions in 17th-century Munster, and 
in many cases were sufficient to meet the defensive need (Nunan 2006: 65). 
As with the formal fortifications for the plantations and new settlements, the built 
environment of the second Munster Plantation was mixed. Colin Breen observes, “the 
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levels of engagement that the new settlers took part in is reflective of how they structured 
their settlements and to their perceived sense of threat” (Breen 2007: 146). Gaelic and 
Old English landowners responded by refurbishing tower houses, building bawns, and 
adding defensive elements to existing houses. Of these actions, the bawn was probably 
the most effective, because it could be easily constructed with little skill necessary out of 
stone or timber and be custom-built to surround existing settlements. The bawn provided 
protection from raiders and brigands, but was unlikely to protect against heavy siege 
guns. New English planters in Munster recognized the defensive capabilities of bawns, 
and evidence of their construction survives on the plantation landscape.  
Though stone bawn walls survive on the landscape today, many plantation sites 
were surrounded by wood and earth walls. A wooden palisade was discovered during 
excavation at Blackrock in west County Cork in Bantry; it has been identified as part of 
the New English Beacon/Goldfinch settlement that was established c. 1588–1590 and 
abandoned by the second quarter of the seventeenth century (Breen 2007: 179–80). 
Situated on the grounds of an old Franciscan abbey, Blackrock overlooked Bantry Bay, a 
small but significant port in west Cork. Archaeologically, two structures were uncovered, 
one of a large timber-framed building from the time of the settlement’s establishment, 
and another that partially overlay it, dating to the time of the settlement’s demise (Breen 
2005, 2007). The remains of a 3.2 ft. wide 1.3 ft. deep trench, with squared sides and a 
rounded bottom and evidence for round and split palisades, was found a few feet away 
from the structural remains (Fig. 15). Breen suggests that the palisade was constructed 
before the interior structures; considerable threat from the displaced clansmen of nearby 
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Clandonnell Roe and settler harassment by McCarthy Reagh made the wall a necessity. 
Fill from the palisade trench indicates that the palisade was removed in one episode in the 
early 17thcentury reflecting a renewed sense of security by the New English settlers 
(Breen 2005: 167; 2007: 121).  
The plantation landscape that Daniel Gookin Sr. and Jr. entered in Munster was very 
different from what they would encounter later in Virginia. In Munster colonial processes 
had been in the works for decades prior to their arrival; Gaelic Irish and Old English 
settlers had with deep-seated animosities with one another, but at times found themselves 
aligned together against the interests of the New English. As historian Raymond Gillespie 
has observed, these interactions and negotiations between the groups in Ireland resulted 
in a “creative Irish society (Gillespie 2006: 30).” This society was characterized by  
participatory creativity of many who attempted to solve the problems generated 
by their own worlds. These problems were unique and complex. They resulted 
from the attempts to blend two worlds; the world of Old Europe, with its 
emphasis on monarchy, hierarchy and integrated society, with a colonial world 
associated with migration [and] social fragmentation. The solution to these 
problems were what made Ireland different—a more modern construct, and 
different to many other societies in the 17th century. Ultimately, these solutions 
produced a web of interactions, mutalities, reciprocities and antagonisms that 
comprised a hybrid world (Gillespie 2006: 30). 
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Figure 15: Archaeological plan of the Blackrock site, with the palisade line drawn in 
orange (image courtesy of Colin Breen). 
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The notion of hybrid world was manifest in everything that occurred in Munster, from the 
kingdom vs. colony debate, identity, the types of estates that the New English were 
granted, the sorts of towns they founded, the design of the houses they moved into, and 
their responses to attacks from the indigenous population.  
In Chapter 4 I will focus on the surviving ruins of bawns and fortifications with 
which Daniel Gookin Sr. and Jr. would have been familiar and illustrate the bawn’s 
ubiquity, but here I note that all of these surviving structures were made of stone. This is 
in sharp contrast to the landscape of the Chesapeake (see Chapter 5) where most colonial 
public and private fortifications were constructed out of wood. Timber during the period 
of the Munster plantation was available (Graham 1988) and would have been used to 
make defensive palisades; the evidence for this only survives archaeologically at the 
Blackrock site and a handful of others. I discuss the variability of the fortified plantation 
houses that survive and consider the ways in which Daniel Gookin Sr’s. and Jr.’s 
experiences in Ireland informed their actions in North America. The evidence from 
Ireland reveals the nature of the society that Gillespie describes, and is useful to think of 
both Gookin Sr. and Jr. as having maintained this lifestyle in the Chesapeake and New 
England. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Plantation Fortifications of Munster 
 Many structures from the Munster Plantation fitting the description of being 
fortified exist on the landscape today and have been the subject of archaeological and 
building survey over the past few decades (Leask 1951; Jope 1960; Loeber 1973; Samuel 
1998;Sweetman 1999; Waterman 1961). The ravages of time and conflict have destroyed 
some of the houses built during the 16th and 17th centuries, and these are distributed 
widely throughout the counties that composed the plantation (Nunan 2006; Power et al. 
1992, 1994). A significant number of such sites exist in southeastern and west Cork 
where the Gookin family settled; these are the places where they lived or where they 
carried out their day-to-day business. The residences that New English such as the 
Gookins occupied are classified as castles, tower houses, or fortified houses; each of 
these building types is unique in its own right. Because elements of private fortification 
from these structures were replicated in the North American colonies and provide the 
precedents for Daniel Gookin Sr. and Jr.’s settlements in Virginia, a few representative 
structures from County Cork merit discussion and explanation. 
The castle and tower house 
 The castle and the tower house are closely related forms, and for present purposes 
are defined together. In the archaeological record the ruins of castles and some tower 
houses are often misidentified when not enough of the structure remains to determine 
type (Power et al. 1994: 209; Sweetman 2009: 31). Though the numbers of castles and 
tower houses that once existed in Ireland is up for debate, Terry Barry suggests that 7,000 
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is a reasonable figure, and if this is accurate, it means that Ireland is the most-heavily 
castellated country in Europe (Barry 2000: 119; Lyttleton 2013: 55). Both structural types 
occur in greater numbers in the provinces of Munster, Leinster, and south Connacht, a 
factorLyttleton attributes to a diversity in Gaelic elite settlement in these locales 
(Lyttleton 2013: 55–6).  
 The classification structures in this chapter is taken directly from the 
Archaeological Survey of Ireland for the sake of consistency in discussing building forms 
on known sites. The area where the Gookin family settled is covered in the 
Archaeological Inventory of County Cork: Vol. 1 West Cork (1992) and Vol. 2 East and 
South Cork (1994). The definition of castle is given as  
what remains of Anglo-Norman stone castles….These remains are now in such 
fragmentary condition as to suggest that neither their construction nor subsequent 
maintenance reflected a strong and continuous military need. A recent survey of 
the Anglo-Norman incursion into Cork concluded that by 1185 much of East and 
South Cork was in their possession. However, it seems that this initial occupation 
was effected peacefully by tactical arrangements with the Irish lords, a fact 
reflected in the absence of recognizable motte and bailey castles in the area. 
(Power et al. 1994: 214) 
The precedent set by the Anglo-Norman castle provided the prototype for the tower 
house, a form developed by Gaelic Irish and Old English lords who traditionally resided 
in masonry-built structures (Lyttleton 2011: 26–8). The Inventory describes the tower 
houses of Cork: 
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Built in the 15th and 16th centuries as lordly residences by both Gaelic and Old 
English families. Though not castles in a strict military sense, they belong to the 
same tradition and retain many of the features of ‘true’ castles, like battlements, 
machicolations and narrow slit windows. The majority are tall, rectangular 
towers, 3 to 5 storeys in height, each storey occupied by one room. The outer 
enclosure or bawn with its corner towers on angles, is occasionally preserved and 
was usually abutting the tower house rather than completely enclosing it. Tower 
houses can be divided into two, roughly chronological, groups: a 15th- century 
group built without provision for gun loops, and a later group in which gun loops 
are an integral part of the design. (Power et al. 1992: 321; 1994: 218) 
The tower house represents a point in the continuum of private fortifications, one that 
during the Plantation period became a popular means of defense among both natives and 
newcomers. Adapting older structures allowed local elites to successfully defend their 
households “in a society in which small-scale raiding and intra-family feuds provided the 
modus operandi for political life” (Lyttleton 2013: 95). 
The fortified house 
 Origins of the fortified house in Ireland took root with the influx of New English 
settlers in the late 16th and early 17th centuries. The research of Leask, Jope, and 
Waterman places the fortified house in the context of “bridging the gap” between the 
tower house and the country house or manor house (Leask 1951; Jope 1960; Waterman 
1961). More modern in design than the tower house using styles brought with settlers 
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from England, the fortified manor house provided effective defense and a space of 
political power (Girouard 1978: 2; Lyttleton 2013: 108; Nunan 2006: 67).  
 Distributions of the fortified house (vs. the castle and tower house) are random—
County Tipperary and Cork have significant summing examples (Craig 1989: 133). Two 
conflicting figures exist for the total number of fortified houses built; one estimates 
around 200, with more remains possibly obscured by later construction (Craig 1989: 
133), while another scholar posits a solid number of 448 (Weadick 2009: 78). 
Archaeologist Joe Nunan recently catalogued fortified known archaeologically and as 
ruins in his 2006 Master’s Thesis at University College Cork. Nunan thoroughly explored 
22 of the sites in Cork, several of which have associated bawn walls surviving (Nunan 
2006: 60).  
The fortified houses of County Cork are broadly described in the Inventory as a 
shift in the architectural style….in Munster from the closing decades of the 16th 
century. New ideas were coming in with the Elizabethan Planters and the 
opening-up of the country to outside influences. The old-style tower house gave 
way to a roomier, better-lit, more comfortable fortified house. These retained a 
vestige of defense and machicolations were still used, but new innovations 
included wooden stairs in projecting blocks and a far greater provision for private 
rooms. In East and South Cork these houses were built both by established landed 
families….and also by city merchant families (Power et al 1994: 233). In West 
Cork these houses were not being built by English settlers but by native 
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landowners. This phase of house-building came to an abrupt end with the 
outbreak of rebellion in 1641 when many were burnt. (Power et al. 1992: 331) 
Of interest with this modern building style and the fact that is was used and built by both 
New English and the Old English/Gaelic Irish, Nunan rightly points out that the architects 
and pool of skilled builders were natives and newcomers (Nunan 2006: 50). Vincent 
Gookin Jr. in 1655 makes a clear reference to this in his pamphlet against transplanting 
the Irish, stressing the need for their building skills, stating that there were five or six 
carpenters and masons among every hundred Irishmen, who “were more handy and ready 
in building ordinary houses and much more prudent in applying the defects of 
instruments and materials than English artificers” (Gookin 1655; Loeber 1973: 4). 
Despite this interaction and high number of Irish artisans likely employed in the fortified 
house construction boom, research on this building style in comparison to the tower 
house is quite small. Lyttleton states two possible reasons for this disparity: 1) the 
numbers of fortified houses are much smaller than tower houses; and 2) the colonial 
association with the settler community has not been embraced by modern Irish scholars 
(Lyttleton 2013: 160).  
Field Survey methods 
Prior to conducting field survey in southern Cork in the fall of 2011, I used the 
Archaeological Inventory of County Cork, vols. 1 & 2 to determine extant sites to which 
field visits might provide additional useful information. From West Cork, Vol. 1 the 
breakdown of potential sites is as follows: sites of castles/castles = 38: tower houses and 
bawns = 41: fortified houses = 5; total = 84 sites (Power et al. 1992). In East and South 
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Cork, Vol. 2 the sites totaled:  sites of castles/castles = 39: tower houses and bawns = 29: 
fortified houses = 9; total = 77 sites (Power et al. 1994). Out of the total (161 sites), many 
could be ruled out based on the description of the visible remains or relevance to the 
overall research agenda. Efforts to maintain a balance between sites that were useful for a 
representation of the variability of plantation defenses and those with an association with 
the Gookin family were sought out. What is more, on the basis of some of the Inventory 
descriptions, sites were eliminated. As an example, one entry from West Cork reads: 
“3022 – Ballyourane – OS 132:6:2 (345,401) Ballyourane Castle (site of) (1944). OD 
400-500, 10327,04166. Castle (site of) Though marked clearly as T-shaped structure on 
OS map there are no visible remains of any fortification, nor is there any local tradition 
that one ever stood here” (Power et al. 1992: 317). 
Conversations with Joe Nunan, who has extensive knowledge of the area under 
survey in Cork in addition to the locations of some of the ruins, further helped me to 
narrow down the number of appropriate sites. Following my preparatory research, I 
settled on 12 Inventory sites and 4 locations in towns (Bandon, Cork, Kinsale, and 
Newcestown) for further review. Four of these sites have a known relationship to the 
Gookin family, four are sites owned by individuals with whom the Gookins undertook 
business, or with people Gookin would have known from his travels in the region, and 
the remaining four sites have characteristics that are relevant to the study of private 
plantation fortifications; it could not be discerned, what, if any, relationship these may 
have had to the Gookins (Fig. 16). 
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Figure 16: Locator map of the sites surveyed. 1: Coolmain. 2: Carrigaline. 3: 
Courtmacsherry. 4: Castle Bernard. 5: Ship-Pool. 6: Barryscourt. 7: Castlemartyr. 8: 
Downdaniel. 9: Mossgrove. 10: Coppinger’s Court. 11: Ightermurragh. 12: Ballyannan. 
(map by author). 
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  The data collected include the written descriptions of the sites from the Inventory, 
reports and records of archaeological excavation, measurements and plans produced from 
my 2011 research, current photographs of the site conditions, and any additional 
historical information available. These sites are organized in a GIS database I created to 
for ease in map production and spatial analysis for this dissertation. The following 
summaries illuminate what remains of Daniel Gookin Sr. and Jr.’s Munster Plantation 
landscape. Each summary contains the Inventory site number, site name, type of site, 
relationship to the survey, and a brief description.  
Sites associated with the Gookin family 
3071 Coolmain (Coolmain Castle)13 (Power et al. 1992: 324) 
Type: Tower house 
Relationship to survey: residence of Daniel Gookin Sr. c. 1611–1616. 
 On a bluff overlooking Coolmain Bay directly east of Courtmacsherry is the site 
of Daniel Gookin Sr.’s first leased residence in Ireland. At present it is a greenfield site 
surrounded by a small farm. The castle/tower house is believed to have a construction 
date of c. 1470 as a seat of the MacCarthy Riabhach clan sited to protect a landing place 
and roadway (Power 1992: 324; Samuel 1998: 685). Infighting within the MacCarthy 
clan resulted in the castle changing hands several times during the 15th-17th centuries, and 
was likely in the possession of the Barrys by the time Daniel Gookin Sr. arrived in 
Munster.  
                                                        
13The tower house site is not to be confused with the modern residence known as Coolmain Castle which 
still stands roughly 1500 yards to the north. In 1907 the country house was occupied by the Heard family, 
and until recently was the private residence of the late Roy Disney.  
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 During the 1641 rebellion the castle was taken by the MacCarthys then recaptured 
by English soldiers from Bandon in 1642 (Bennett 1862: 127; Smith 1701: 250). A 
visitor to the site in 1835 described the castle and tower as decayed; portions of the tower 
house were incorporated into a dwelling sometime afterwards, but the premises were 
abandoned by c. 1870 (Hansbrow 1835: 185; Fuller 1907: 17). On Fuller’s inspection in 
1907 the remains of the foundation of the tower house measured 32 × 28 feet and were 20 
feet in height (Fuller 1907: 17). The site is depicted in the 1655 Down Survey as a 
turreted tower house (Fig. 17). Field survey in 2011 revealed the partially robbed-out 
depression (approximately 4 feet deep) where Fuller recorded the remains of the tower 
house. Sections of a fragmentary bawn wall exist, but it is too heavily overgrown to map 
accurately (Fig. 18). The trace of the old road down to Coolmain Bay survives just east of 
the tower house site. Approximately 200 feet west of the tower house depression is an 
intact 10 × 30 foot single-storey gabled outbuilding likely constructed in the late 
16th/early 17th century (Joe Nunan, pers. comm. 2011); it is still in use and roofed with 
corrugated metal. 
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Figure 17: Coolmain depicted in the Down Survey (Down Survey: 
http://downsurvey.tcd.ie/down-survey-maps.) 
 
Figure 18: View from Coolmain site, facing west towards Coolmain Bay (photograph by 
author). 
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Figure 19: Plan of the site of Coolmain Castle and associated features (map by author). 
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Figure 20: Structure 1 at Coolmain, north wall (photograph by author). 
 
Figure 21: Bawn wall section east of the tower house site (photograph by author). 
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5552 Carrigaline East (Carrigaline Castle) (Power et al. 1994: 215) 
Type: Castle 
Relationship to survey: residence of Daniel Gookin Sr./Jr., 1616–c. 1630.  
Located on a limestone outcrop on the north shore of the River Owenboy, 
surrounded by plowed farmland. Four structures are on the site,14 which is surrounded by 
a fence-like barrier composed of iron pipes mortared into square masonry posts; in places 
this is in bad repair (Fig. 22). The site is very overgrown with trees and thick vegetation, 
causing a general destabilization of the ruins, which led to a partial collapse of one of the 
structures in 1986 (Hiram Morgan, pers. comm., 2011)  
The most prominent feature of Carrigaline is the 18 × 12 foot rectangular tower 
(Structure 1), representing the earliest phase of construction on the site, likely from the 
13th century (Power et al. 1994: 215) (Fig. 25, 26) Roughly three feet east of the tower, 
connected by a bawn wall, are the remains of the north and east wall of Structure 2 
measuring 8 × 10 feet; in construction appearance, it is later than the tower, probably 
from the late 16th/early 17th century (Joe Nunan, pers. comm., 2011). Contemporary with 
Structure 2 and connected by a bawn wall to Structure 1 65 feet to the southwest is an 
intact gabled east wall, three storeys in height with a chimney and three fireplaces 
remaining (Structure 3) (Fig. 27). The east gable end and parts of the south wall survive, 
measuring 10 × 16 feet. Structure 3 is the likely candidate for Carrigaline’s “manor  
                                                        
14The Inventory lists two, but there may have been clearing since the date of the assessment in 1986. Joe 
Nunan and I identified at least 4. 
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Figure 22: Plan of Carrigaline and extant features (map by author). 
                        
Figure 23: Drawing of Carrigaline Castle from the Down Survey. (Down Survey: 
http://downsurvey.tcd.ie/down-survey-maps.) 
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house” mentioned in Daniel Gookin Sr.’s 1616 deed. A fourth building contemporary 
with both Structures 2 and 3 is intact with a modern wood and corrugated metal roof 
(Structure 4). This 8 × 10 foot building is approximately 20 feet to the south of Structure 
3, with cut stone and old mortar which in appearance suggests a late 16th-early 17th-
century build.  
The Down Survey map of 1655 for Carrigaline illustrates only the gabled manor 
house (Fig. 23). A sketch of Carrigaline Castle of unknown date illustrates the castle as it 
might have appeared in 1569, showing both the tower and the “manor house.” The 
drawing also depicts a formidable-looking wall surrounding the limestone outcrop; a 
walk around the site in 2011 did not reveal any evidence of such a wall, but it is possible 
that it was removed for later construction (Fig. 24).  
          
Figure 24: Carrigaline c. 1569 – artist unknown – accessed from 
https://corkarchaeologist.wordpress.com/the-good-the-bad-and-the-ugly/ 
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Figure 25: Top: Carrigaline Structure 1 – Anglo-Norman tower, facing south. Bottom: 
Interior of Structure 2, facing north (photographs by author). 
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Figure 26: Top: Carrigaline Structure 1 – tower interior. Bottom: View facing south-west 
from the top of Structure 1 (photographs by author). 
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Figure 27: Top: Carrigaline Structure 3 – manor house facing south east. Bottom: (l-r) 
exterior of Structure 3 facing west, interior facing east (photographs by author). 
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3032 Courtmacsherry (Courtmacsherry Court) (Power et al. 1992: 318). 
Type: Fortified house 
Relationship to survey: residence of Robert Gookin, c. 1650–1667. 
 Due west of the site of Coolmain Castle is the coastal village of Courtmacsherry, 
the location of Vincent and Daniel Gookin Sr.’s fishing operations. After the rising of 
1641, Robert Gookin built a fortified house in c. 1649/50 which was described as 
surrounded by walls and turrets. The home was in possession of the Gookins until 1760 
when it reverted back to the hands of the Boyle family, who purchased the land from 
Robert before his death (Buckley 1913: 126).  
 The 17th-century structure was largely demolished in the 1890s, and is now the 
site of the Courtmacsherry Hotel. A small section of an arched doorway and wall from 
the original fortified house exist on the back of the modern building (Fig. 29).  
                                    
Figure 28: Drawing of Courtmacsherry from the 1655 Down Survey. (Down Survey: 
http://downsurvey.tcd.ie/down-survey-maps.) 
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Figure 29: Top: Modern Courtmacsherry Hotel. Bottom: Remains of an arched entryway 
from Robert Gookin’s fortified house on the west side of the modern building 
(photographs by author). 
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3066  Castle Bernard (Castle Mahon) (Power et al. 1992: 323). 
Type: Tower house 
Relationship to survey: residence of Sir Vincent Gookin, c. 1620–1634. 
 Site of Sir Vincent Gookin Sr.’s main residence in Munster, the former tower 
house of the O’Mahoney clan was part of Phane Beecher’s 1584 seignery. The interior of 
the house was gutted by fire prior to confiscation and presumably rebuilt prior to 
Gookin’s acquisition of it (Power et al. 1992: 323). In 1798 a two-storey country house 
was built on the ruins of Castle Mahon and the new residence was named Castle Bernard. 
Castle Bernard was burned by the IRA in 1921, but the ruins of the house still stand. 
 The ruins are on the grounds of the Bandon Golf Club surrounded by a chain-link 
fence. Access to the site was not permitted in 2011 because of the instability of the ruins; 
Power et al. listed the remains of the tower house were visible during survey in 1986, 
having been used in the foundation of the later country house (Power et al. 1922: 323).  
Sites occupied by individuals known to Daniel Gookin Sr./Jr. 
5552 Ship-Pool (Poulnalong/Polyany Castle) (Power et al. 1994: 231). 
Type: Tower house 
Relationship to survey: residence of Sir Thomas Southwell (1603–1626), Merchant of the 
Staple for Kinsale; residence of Richard Roche Fitzjohn (c.1626–1638), Merchant of the 
Staple for Kinsale. 
 Ship-Pool, situated on the east bank of the River Bandon, occupies an important 
position along the 16th -/17th-century Kinsale-to-Bandon road. This point on the river is 
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the most inland location deep enough for ocean-going vessels to reach, and hence Ship-
Pool may have protected a landing place (Joe Nunan, pers. comm., 2011). Built by Old 
English merchant Philip Roche in c. 1540, the tower house was still under construction in 
1543 (Power et al. 1994: 231). The Roches likely retained ownership of Ship-Pool; 
Patrick Roche was listed as resident in 1602 when he was arrested for high treason, at 
which point the house was occupied by New English settler Sir Thomas Southwell, 
member of the Council of the President of Munster and Merchant of the Staple for 
Kinsale (Fuller 1907: 15; Burke 2002: 97–98).  
 Southwell’s residence at Ship-Pool ended at his death in 1626, and the house 
reverted back to Roche occupancy when Richard Roche FitzJohn, also a Merchant of the 
Staple, took possession (Fuller 1907: 15). At his death in 1638, Patrick Roche 
FitzRichard assumed ownership, but his role as an aggressor against the English 
settlements in the 1641 rebellion led to his pursuit and capture at Ship-Pool by the 
Bandon militia on May 5, 1642 (Bennett 1862: 76). Roche FitzRichard’s assets and lands 
were seized and distributed to a New English settler family, the Herricks, in 1659. 
Edward Herrick, Esq. was resident at the castle in 1741, and by 1787 the tower house was 
abandoned for a new residence nearby, also called Ship-Pool Castle (O’Laughlin 1996: 
94; Power et al 1994: 231).   
 The remains of Ship-Pool are well-preserved given its proximity to a modern road 
and the river bank (Fig. 31). In 2011 chain link fence prevented investigation of the 
structure’s west side, as well as entry into the tower. The tower itself measures 34 × 26 
feet, with two-storeys remaining (likely would have had a third). Two circular towers 
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positioned on the NE and SW corners of the tower house are present; only the NE tower 
remains intact, measuring roughly 13 feet in diameter. Three gun ports for “cannon of the 
mid-16th century type” along with seven slits for muskets are present in the NE tower, a 
feature attributed to a Scottish influence in defensive design (Power et al. 1994: 231). 
This layout—referred to as a “Z-plan”—with rounded defensive bastions on opposing 
corners of a rectangle, is similar to the bawn plan of the Nansemond Fort. On the Down 
Survey Map of 1655, “Poulnalong” is depicted with two battlements and a rounded gable 
(Fig. 30) 
                        
Figure 30: Ship-Pool as depicted on the Down Survey. (Down Survey: 
http://downsurvey.tcd.ie/down-survey-maps.) 
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Figure 31: Plan map of Ship-Pool and photograph of the NE bastion with gun loops, 
facing south (map by author, photograph courtesy of Casey Pecoraro). 
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5566 Barryscourt (Barry’s Court Castle) (Power et al. 1994: 221). 
Type: Tower house and bawn 
Relationship to survey: residence of David Barry—possible landlord of Coolmai— 
prominent landowner in east Cork.  
 Barryscourt is a good example of a tower house and bawn in the study area; it has 
been extensively restored as a house museum by Heritage Ireland. The tower house was 
constructed by the Barrys sometime in the second half of the 16th century; in 1581 the 
castle was “defaced and despoiled” by David Barry (occupant) during the Desmond 
Revolt rather than let it fall into the hands of Sir Walter Raleigh (Pollack 1999: 172). The 
castle was briefly taken, but restored to Barry in c. 1583 and held until his death in 1617. 
Barryscourt seems to have been abandoned and fell out of prominence around this time, 
and the Barry family seat was removed to nearby Castlelyons (Power et al. 1994: 221).  
 The tower house is a central block measuring 45 × 36 feet with three rectangular 
towers on the NE (24 × 16), SW (13 × 13.2) and on the E (6.5 × 11) (Fig. 32). A 
rectangular masonry bawn wall keyed in to the existing tower house encloses an area that 
includes a garden and some associated farm buildings, with three towers on the NW, NE, 
and SE corners of the bawn. Archaeological evidence suggests the bawn’s NW and SE 
towers were repaired in the 16th century (Power et al. 1994: 222). The 16th century 
defensive improvements to the bawn were accompanied by construction of the tower 
house’s SW tower.  
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 Several campaigns of archaeology at Barryscourt revealed evidence of the bawn’s 
enclosedinterior space; as archaeologist David Pollock rightly asserts, the bawn was more 
than an open yard, housing a number of support buildings as well as a garden (Pollock 
1999: 173). The bawn’s defended enclosure closely compares with the division of space 
within the palisaded Nansemond Fort.  
 
Figure 32: Archaeological plan of the 17th-century bawn at Barryscourt (Pollock 1999: 
165) 
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5570 Castlemartyr (Power et al. 1994: 223–224). 
Type: Tower house and bawn 
Relationship to survey: One of the major estates of Sir Richard Boyle, 1st Earl of Cork— 
buyer of Daniel Gookin Sr.’s Carrigaline tract, and later landlord—prominent figure and 
resident in east Cork. 
 The well-preserved tower house and bawn of Castlemartyr combine the elements 
of a five-storey tower house likely built by the Fitzgeralds in the late 15th century with a 
later (16th-/17th-century bawn wall) and a large, 3-gabled 17th-century structure. Conflict 
between England and the Fitzgeralds in the late 16th century led to increased warfare in 
east Cork, with Castlemartyr as the scene for two attacks on the Gaelic Irish stronghold 
by Sir Henry Sidney in 1569 and 1575. Though not part of the Earl of Desmond’s 
escheated lands, Castlemartyr was eventually owned by Sir Richard Boyle in the early 
17th century; after 1641 the site was passed to his son, Lord Orrery (Roger Boyle), who 
occupied the house until his death in 1679 (Power et al. 1994: 224).  
 Presently Castlemartyr is owned by the luxury Castlemartyr Resort, and the tower 
house and bawn wall surround the resort’s health spa (Fig. 33). Access was gained to the 
tower house, measuring 42 × 31 feet at its base. All five storeys of the tower house are 
reasonably stable, with gun loops in interior spaces in addition to loops placed to rake the 
interior and exterior of the bawn wall (Fig. 35). The bawn runs 213 feet NW–SE and 164 
feet SW–NE, 20 feet in height (Fig. 36). A three-gabled structure with intact chimneys 
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lies west of the tower house, with only the S and W walls surviving as part of the bawn; 
this building measures 156 × 40 feet (Fig. 37).  
 
Figure 33: Plan map of the Castlemartyr site (map by author). 
                                  
Figure 34: Castlemartyr drawn on the Down Survey. (Down Survey: 
http://downsurvey.tcd.ie/down-survey-maps.) 
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Figure 35: Castlemartyr tower house, clockwise: exterior of the tower, facing north; east 
elevation; detail of east door with gun loops; interior shot of gun loops (photographs by 
author). 
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Figure 36: Castlemartyr’s bawn wall. Top: wall facing north; middle: west end of wall 
facing north-east; bottom: west wall with modern door and repairs (photographs by 
author). 
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Figure 37: Interior of the 3-gabled structure, overview from 4th-storey of tower house 
facing west, and detail of the west end, with ghost impressions for two periods of a 
gabled roof (photographs by author). 
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3057 Skevanish (Downdaniel Castle) and 3456 Kilpatrick (E. India Co. 
Ironworks (Power et al. 1992:321, 384). 
Type: Tower house/fortified industrial complex 
Relationship to survey: Re-furbished tower house adjacent to c. 1610–1640s East India 
Co. site; prominent position on the Kinsale to Bandon road, and important industrial site. 
 Downdaniel Castle’s location at the confluence of the River Bandon and River 
Brinny is of importance in the 17th-century context because of the nearby ironworks of 
the East India Company. The tower house is thought to have been constructed in 1476 by 
the Barry Og clan, who were displaced by the MacCarthys who repaired and rebuilt the 
structure (Power et al. 1992: 321). Little mention is made of the castle until around 1612 
when the East India Company’s settlement and ironworks were set up; the castle site is 
also thought to have been a yard for the construction of East India Co. ships (Fuller 1907: 
63) (Fig. 38, 39). In the 1641 rising, Downdaniel must have been at least in a serviceable 
enough condition to serve as a fortification by Gaelic Irish rebels commanded by Teigue 
O’Connor. Militia from Bandon marched on Downdaniel in 1642, capturing the site 
along with “considerable treasure” (Fuller 1907: 56).  
 The tower at the time of survey was in considerable ruin with the four-storey NW 
wall surviving. The base measures 44 × 31 feet, with gun loops on the second storey (Fig. 
40). A short distance to the NE are the remains of features associated with the ironworks, 
all earthworks covered in dense vegetation.15 Several of the earthworks likely represent 
                                                        
15Because we were unable to clear the earthworks at the time of the 2011 survey, I have omitted 
measurements in this section.  
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fortifications around a company compound, which may have been palisaded (Joe Nunan, 
pers. comm., 2011).   
 
 
Figure 38: Plan map of Downdaniel and ironworks site (map by author). 
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Figure 39: Downdaniel tower house drawn on the Down Survey.(Down Survey: 
http://downsurvey.tcd.ie/down-survey-maps.) 
                  
Figure 40: Remains of Downdaniel, west elevation (photograph by author). 
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Sites relevant to the study of private Munster Plantation fortifications 
3101 Mossgrove (Garranacoonig) (Power et al. 1992: 332). 
Type: Fortified house and bawn 
Relationship to survey: Built by a New English family c. 1612. Good representation of a 
settler-built fortified house in the study area. 
 Mossgrove’s location slightly north of Bandon and east of Newcestown was in a 
prime area for New English “frontier” settlement in the early seventeenth century, and 
provides an excellent example of a private, fortified plantation. The land where the 
fortified house lies was part of Connor O’Mahoney’s territory, forfeited for his role in the 
Desmond Rebellion. Re-distribution resulted in the tract passing to settler GylesMaskelin 
(c. 2500 acres), although there was no mention of a castle or tower house on the acreage 
(Kermode 2001: 25). It is unknown if Maskelin improved the land or seated tenants on 
his grant, and by 1612 he sold off the property to Walter Baldwin, another settler who 
had come to Munster in 1589 (ibid: 20).  
 Walter Baldwin likely built the fortified house of Mossgrove and enriched himself 
by leasing lands from New English and Gaelic Irish lords, populating his tracts with 
landless tenants involved in harvesting timber. During the rebellion of 1641 it appears 
that he fled with his family to the safety of Bandon and that his home was attacked in 
January of that same year; in a deposition taken in 1652, Walter Baldwin filed a claim for 
compensation for damages at the hands of Irish rebels at Mossgrove, stating that “the loft  
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Figure 41: Plan of the Mossgrove bawn wall (map by author). 
 
Figure 42: Left: rounded bastion, SW corner with bawn wall, facing north-east; right: 
rounded bastion, NW corner, facing north (photographs by author). 
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was robbed.” The destruction at Mossgrove must not have been too severe, for Baldwin 
was back on the property soon afterwards and is listed in the 1659 census with his 
household and 6 English and 24 Irish tenants on his holding (Kermode 2001: 28). Walter 
Baldwin died in 1673 with Mossgrove remaining in the family as a principal seat until 
1798 when it was burned and razed in the 1798 United Irish Rebellion. The family built 
nearby Mossgrove House with stones from the old fortified house, which took “4 years to 
move” (Kermode 2001: 12).    
 The Mossgrove ruins in 2011 were covered in vegetation, obscuring much of the 
two-storey round towers that are at opposite ends of a bawn wall (fig. 41, 42). The towers 
are spaced 78 feet apart, with gun loops. Approximately 78 feet from the N tower is a 
mound of rubble, presumably from the robbed-out fortified house. Power et al. suspect 
the house measured about 62 × 66 feet with a circular tower at the NW corner (Power et 
al. 1992: 332).  
3098 Ballyvireen (Coppinger’s Court) (Power et al. 1992:331-2). 
Type: Fortified house and bawn 
Relationship to survey: Built by a New English family c. 1601. Structure represents one 
of the largest fortified houses in the study area (west Cork). 
 Constructed by New English settler Sir Walter Coppinger in c. 1601, Coppinger’s 
Court is a representation of the fortified house at its height in County Cork. 
The surviving dwelling is a house with three storeys and an attic, composed of a 
main rectangular block 72 × 26 feet with two square corner towers (26 × 26 feet) situated 
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on the northeast and northwest corners (Figs. 43, 44).  The main block is accessed by all 
of the corner-towers through a door at each level.  The house contains several fireplaces 
and nine gun loops at ground level, some of them are double. Four of the original seven 
chimney stacks survive. There are bawn walls keyed out of both the northwest and 
northeast corner-towers; both turn north and form a square enclosed area of 
approximately 82 × 82 feet.  The remains of an ancillary building are located along the 
west wall with surviving traces of a large fireplace with bread oven. The house burned in 
1641 and never reoccupied. 
 
Figure 43: Plan of Coppinger’s Court illustrating the locations of gun loops (plan 
courtesy of Joe Nunan, 2011). 
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Figure 44: Coppinger’s Court plan inclusive of the surviving bawn wall and fortified 
house (map by author). 
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Figure 45: Top: Coppinger’s Court, facing north; Bottom: elevation facing west 
(photographs by author). 
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Figure 46: Coppinger’s Court, central hall; top: facing west; bottom: facing east 
(photographs by author). 
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Figure 47: Coppinger’s Court; top: elevation facing towards the south-east; bottom: 
cleared section of the bawn wall, facing east (photographs by author). 
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5592 Ightermurragh (Power et al. 1994:234). 
Type: Fortified house and bawn 
Relationship to survey: Built by a New English family c. 1640/1. Structure represents one 
of the largest fortified houses in the study area (southeast Cork). 
 Ightermurragh, similar to Coppinger’s Court, was built by New English settler 
Edmund Supple and is one of the best-preserved fortified houses in County Cork. The 
cruciform-style house is built on a limestone outcrop in a gentle sloping pasture land 
north of the Womanagh River.  The main block is 72 feet E-W by 32 feet N-S with a 
central projecting block on the north which is 5m north-south and 6m east-west and a 
projection on the south is 16 feet N-S and 20 feet E-W; all walls stand to full height 
(Figs. 50, 51).  There are four storeys demarcated by a stone belt course on the outside 
elevations.  The main entrance door is at first floor level (there is a basement) in the south 
wall of the front projection. A niche for a plaque is located above this door (Fig. 52). A 
second door within the projection gives access to the main house. It has decorated 
wrought stone jambs. The kitchen fireplace is situated in the west wall of the main block.  
Some of the chimney stacks protrude externally. Defence was provided at first floor level 
by gunloops, and a machicolation is positioned atop the front projecting wall over the 
first floor doorway.  All floors have access to natural light by large rectangular mullion 
and transom windows; these vary from single to one- and two- light divisions, though 
many of the lintels are missing.  There are 12 fireplaces and 6 chimney stacks that 
survive, a 7th stack has fallen.  Many of the fireplace mantels are carved some have 
joggle-arched lintel one has carved detail and another has a Latin inscription: “Edmund 
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Supple and Margaret Gerald, whom love binds as one, built this house in 1641” (Fig. 54).   
The Supples were driven out shortly after the construction of Ightermurragh was 
completed during the rebellion of 1641; the house was not reoccupied after that. 
                        
Figure 48: Ightermurragh as depicted in the Down Survey. (Down Survey: 
http://downsurvey.tcd.ie/down-survey-maps. 
 
Figure 49: Approach to Ightermurragh from the south (photograph by author). 
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Figure 50: Plan of Ightermurragh illustrating surviving bawn wall (map by author). 
 
Figure 51: Plan of Ightermurragh, illustrating locations of gun loops (image courtesy of 
Joe Nunan, 2011). 
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Figure 52: Ightermurragh; top: south tower, main entrance; bottom: interior of tower, 
basement level, facing east (photographs by author). 
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Figure 53: Ightermurragh; top: south side of the house, facing north-east; bottom: north 
tower, facing east (photographs by author). 
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Figure 54: Ightermurragh; top (l): interior facing east; (r): interior facing west; bottom: 
lintel with Latin inscription and construction date of 1641 (photographs by author). 
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5589 Ballyannan (Power et al. 1994:233). 
Type: Fortified house and bawn 
Relationship to survey: Built by a New English family c. 1650. This fortified house has 
attributes of earlier 17th -century examples and is on the continuum of building types that 
formed prototypes for the country house. 
 Ballyannan’s setting is similar to that of Mossgrove, in that it was not on the site 
of earlier Gaelic Irish or Old English habitation. Built by Sir John Broderick, Lord 
Orrery’s (Roger Boyle) provost marshal in the 1650s, the land of Ballyannan was granted 
to him for service to Orrery and was adjacent to Orrery’s Imokilly estate (see 
Castlemartyr). Broderick oversaw some of Orrery’s construction projects and is credited 
with the founding of the nearby town of Midleton in 1671 (Barnard 1993: 18).    
 The ruins of Ballyannan are on a working farm with the main house structure 
functioning as part of the farmyard complex. Strikingly, Ballyannan is a z-plan fortified 
house, one of the few surviving examples in the survey area, and hence is directly 
comparable to evidence from North America. It is a two-storey house with the remains of 
dormer windows at attic level and a semi-basement within the southern third of the 
house.  The house is ruined and roofless—the interior is completely overgrown.  The 
remains of a number of ruined ancillary buildings survive on the NE side of the main 
block.  The house consists of a rectangular main-block measuring 52 × 22 feet, with a 
rectangular stairway projection off of the west wall. There are two circular towers at 
either end of the rectangular block; one is on the south gable at the NW corner and the 
other was at the north gable on the SE corner (Fig. 56).  The diameter of both corner-
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towers is 12 feet. The east and west walls stand to full height except for the northern end 
of the west wall which no longer survives above basement level.  The north gable has 
fallen and no longer survives and a lean-to wall has been erected here.  The front 
elevation faces east and contains: three bays, two-storeys, an attic and a centrally located 
ground floor door.  All window and door surrounds are gone. Both circular towers have 
large rectangular chimney stacks. Two rectangular wrought-limestone jambs remain on 
the fireplace on the southern gable. Both towers have a number of gun loops at ground-
floor level. 
The ancillary buildings to the north and north-east are in a state of ruin.  The west 
walls and gables of these buildings is in line with the west wall of the main house.  These 
buildings extend east towards where the remains of a rectangular one-storey roofed 
building. There is a circular corner-tower (diameter 10 feet) attached to the north of the 
gable, containing the remains of a bread oven. The surrounding fields contain ornamental 
garden features; to the north there is a viewing platform, possibly contemporary with the 
house.   
                                  
Figure 55: Ballyannan as depicted in the Down Survey. (Down Survey: 
http://downsurvey.tcd.ie/down-survey-maps.) 
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Figure 56: Plan of Ballyannan illustrating the bawn wall and modern elements (map by 
author). 
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Figure 57: Ballyannan; clockwise: north side of the fortified house, facing south; (r): the 
front elevation, facing west; view of the bawn wall facing west; rounded bastion, north-
east corner of the house (photographs by author). 
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Figure 58: Ballyannan; top: view of south-west bastion, facing west; bottom: folly keyed 
into the bawn wall, facing west (photographs by author). 
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Chapter Summary 
 The twelve archaeological sites and ruins summarized in this chapter provide an 
overview of the private plantation fortifications in Munster during Daniel Gookin Sr./Jr.’s 
time in residence. Most (if not all) are constructions of a much grander scale than they 
would build and encounter in North America, but the underlying concern for defense on 
all of the sites is very clear. The z-plan tower house of Ship-Pool, the bastioned bawn 
walls at Barryscourt and Mossgrove, and the bawn walls enclosing structures within a 
single, defended compound at Carrigaline and Castlemartyr are all elements that are 
recognizable in the plans of archaeological sites in Virginia that I discuss in Chapter 6.  
 Though largely missing from the archaeological record in the Munster Plantation, 
palisades, earthworks, and timber fortifications were likely features of private plantation 
defense on the landscape. Not everyone had the time or resources to construct masonry 
walls (or even earthworks), and the relative abundance of timber would have made this 
construction an agreeable alternative. The labor force needed to build both masonry 
structures and earthworks was drawn from individuals of all backgrounds—Gaelic Irish, 
Old English, and New English—which as Loeber (1973) and Nunan (2006) have pointed 
out, was a unique attribute in Munster Plantation society, as these works were all “large 
scale undertakings which would have brought economic benefits to the surrounding area.  
Specialised craftsmen and general labours were required, building materials and general 
supplies had to be acquired and transported to the site.  Within this dynamic work 
environment, there must have been active exchanges of ideas between craftsmen and 
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builders” (Nunan 2006: 62). This exchange of ideas amongst builders is manifested in the 
design of the plantation fortifications amongst the sites surveyed in this chapter. Of the 
12 sites, only Courtmacsherry and Castle Bernard lack evidence for some form of 
fortification, and this is only because of later 18th- and 19th-century construction and 
additions to the existing buildings.  
 The bawn wall is one feature that all but Downdaniel, Ship-Pool, Courtmacsherry, 
and Castle Bernard have in common. Of the eight sites with bawn walls four of them—
Coolmain, Carrigaline, Barryscourt, and Castlemartyr—were sites with existing 15th-or 
16th- century tower houses. The other four—Mossgrove, Coppinger’s Court, 
Ightermurragh, and Ballyannan—were built by New English settlers in the 17th century, 
and their bawn walls were constructed at the same time as the fortified houses. These four 
sites were built after the first Munster Plantation was overrun at the close of the 16th 
century, and the number and placement of gun loops (especially at Coppinger’s Court, 
Ightermurragh, and Ballyannan) suggest that there was a clear sense of the need for 
defensive elements to be in place in order to defend one’s plantation. The older tower 
house sites (with the exception of Barryscourt) were all on forfeited tracts that New 
English settlers occupied in the first years of the 17th century, and there is a strong 
likelihood that the new settlers were responsible for erecting bawn walls for defence. This 
New English cohort concerned with plantation defence was the group Daniel Sr. and Jr. 
belonged to, and the Gookins themselves may have had a hand in strengthening 
Carrigaline’s defences and re-edifying the older buildings and castle walls.   
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 Rounded bastions are another defensive element shared by the bawn wall, tower 
house, and fortified house. Ship-Pool, Mossgrove, and Ballyannan have these features, 
and rounded bastions are found on fortifications in the colonial Chesapeake, notably at 
James Fort, the Nansemond Fort, and the Clifts Plantation in Virginia, and at Pope’s Fort 
in St. Mary’s City, Maryland. This is not to say that this is a style unique to fortifications 
in Ireland, but by the early 17th century, fortification design was trending towards 
straight-sided bastions with more complex angles to give the defenders a better edge. 
Following the 1602 siege of Kinsale, weaknesses to James Fort that guarded the harbour 
were rectified by adding rectangular bastions to the main fortification block (Figs. 59, 
60). Despite this advance, colonial fortifications in North America and elsewhere in the 
Atlantic world continued to be built with round bastions constructed based upon what the 
builder knew best.  
 Returning to the root of the bawn’s use as an enclosure for livestock and farm 
defense against cattle raids, it is not surprising that they would be built for similar 
purposes outside of Ireland. With the Gookin family’s involvement in cattle raising in 
Ireland, this form would have been very familiar. What is more, the rectangular Z-plan of 
the Nansemond Fort was a familiar site on the County Cork landscape. Ship-Pool is one 
location that the Gookin’s knew well as the home of their associate Sir Thomas 
Southward, and because of its location on the Kinsale-to-Bandon road. This important 
artery was the main overland route that the Gookin’s would have travelled when moving 
between Carrigaline and points west like Courtmacsherry and Rosscarbery, where Sir 
Vincent Gookin’s family seat was located. While we cannot know how many bawn walls  
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Figure 59: James Fort, Kinsale, facing west. Squared-tower features are the angled 
bastions (photograph by author). 
 
Figure 60: Aerial image of James Fort, Kinsale illustrating the central Z-plan of the 
fortification block (Google Earth, 2013). 
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or fortified houses were built on a Z-plan, and for that matter how many bawns were 
constructed of earth and timber and the plans they may have drawn from, they certainly 
were in use and may have been the inspiration for the Gookins plantation fortifications in 
Virginia. 
An additional point regarding the Munster private fortifications is that most of 
them were overrun during the 1641 rising. The discontinuity of the New English 
occupied leases and estates spread the planters far too thinly to permit themselves to react 
to coordinated settlement attacks, and even the best-defended plantations could only hope 
to hold out long enough for help to arrive. The plantation structure of Virginia in its early 
years was not unlike that of the second Munster Plantation that the Gookins began their 
colonial careers with, and similarly called for experience fortifying plantations, which I 
discuss in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
“The Suburb of the old world a Bridge to the new”: The Cultural Landscape 
of Daniel Gookin Sr. and Jr. in the Chesapeake and Massachusetts 
As Daniel Gookin Sr. and his fellow adventurers disembarked on Virginia’s 
shores from the Flying Hart, the country they entered posed different challenges from 
those they had faced in Ireland. The European settling of Virginia had been in progress 
for 14 years, originating with the Virginia Company’s palisaded fort on Jamestown Island 
garrisoned by 104 men and boys and growing to roughly 50 settlements and a population 
of approximately 3,500 by 1621. Surrounding the fragile toeholds of the new settlements 
in Virginia (and later in the Maryland and Massachusetts Bay colonies) were numerous, 
well-organized tribes of Native Americans, who were often in conflict and negotiation 
with the Europeans living in their midst. One of the major differences between the 
projects in Ireland and North America was that the Irish and English had known one 
another for centuries, whereas the tribes on the east coast that Europeans encountered 
were largely unknown.  
Comparisons between the lifeways of the Indians and native Irish were made in 
the 16th century by English authors in order to defend, justify, and gain support for 
colonial ventures, but 
the two lands shared few commonalities. Instead, what links Ireland with the New 
World is the haphazard character of English attempts to wield control in both 
lands. There was no accepted model, and failure was commonplace. English 
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colonial efforts in Ireland and the New World were marked by uncertainty and 
political intrigue, marred by brutality, and dependent upon greed. (Horning 2013: 
30) 
Because the Irish plantation models did not influence the trajectories of North American 
colonies, in the following pages I briefly outline the state of affairs in Virginia, Maryland, 
and Massachusetts when the Gookins settled there, focusing on their influences on the 
plantation landscapes. While some background information on each colony’s 
development is necessary, I will not discuss the details of the proprietary foundations of 
each unless they are relevant (Fig. 61) 
Virginia (1621–1643) 
 The settling of Virginia and Daniel Gookin Sr.’s involvement in Virginia 
Company affairs and Daniel Gookin Jr.’s entry in to the colony were outlined in Chapter 
2; here I offer a description of the landscape context of the Gookin plantations. Both of 
the land grants that Daniel Sr. and Jr. received were in territories newly open to 
settlement and in places where the threat of Indian attack was high. Engaged in open 
warfare between 1607 and 1614, English settlers and warriors of Tsenacommacah, the 
paramount chiefdom in tidewater Virginia, had experienced seven years of relative 
stability and peace when Daniel Sr. arrived, and some of the outlying settlements had 
either taken down or failed to maintain their palisades or fortifications (Fausz 2010: 44) 
(Fig. 62).  
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Figure 61: Map of the Chesapeake showing locations of the Nansemond Fort and other 
sites referred to in this chapter (map by author). 
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Figure 62: Excerpt from John Smith’s 1612 map of Virginia showing the mouth of the 
James (Powhatan River) and the “Nandsamund” River. The circles with the dots in the 
center mark Indian towns, and the longhouse structures indicate the residences of chiefs. 
Marie’s Mount and is marked with a white triangle (courtesy of the Virginia Center for 
Digital History). 
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Marie’s Mount, Newport News, Corporation of Elizabeth City (Daniel Gookin Sr./Jr.) 
 Daniel Gookin’s Marie’s Mount plantation lay in the Incorporation of Elizabeth 
City, one of the four original jurisdictions created by the Virginia Company between 
1607 and 1618. Strategically located at the confluence of the Chesapeake Bay and 
Atlantic Ocean with the James River, the region was recognized as an important defense 
point, and efforts were made to seat plantations there shortly after the establishment of 
Jamestown. The area at the time of the settlers’ arrival was inhabited by the Kecoughtan, 
a tribe within Tsenacommacah; they had been recently brought into the chiefdom through 
inter-tribal warfare (Rountree 1989: 9–12). Estimates of the warrior strength of the 
Kecoughtan are placed at roughly 30, perhaps the reason for the cordial reception 
extended to the colonists when they arrived (Fausz 2010: 10). The other major tribe in the 
area, the Nansemonds, were centered due south across the James River near the mouth of 
the Nansemond River.  
In contrast to the Kecoughtan, the nearby Nansemond chiefdom could field about 
200 warriors and enjoyed a certain degree of autonomy within Tsenocommacah 
(Rountree 1989: 14–15; Fausz 2010: 8). The first documented mention of the Nansemond 
comes from Ralph Lane, governor of the 1585 Roanoke Colony in North Carolina, who 
explored the Atlantic Coast north from Roanoke Island as far as present-day Virginia 
Beach. Lane did not visit the Nansemond, but learned of them through their neighbors to 
the east, the Chesapeake. The Nansemond king’s territory according to Lane, “lyeth upon 
the Sea, but his place of greatest strength is an Iland situate as he described unto me in a 
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Bay, the water round about the Iland very deepe” (Quinn 1991b: 259)—a location that 
likely is Dumpling Island, several miles south of the Nansemond River mouth.   
The Jamestown colonists’ first encounter with the Nansemond was documented 
by Capt. John Smith, who recorded that while exploring possible locations for a fort site 
in April of 1607 near “the river of Nausamud, a proud, warlike nation, as well we may, 
testified our first arrival at Chesiapiack” (Barbour 1968: 79). Later that month in a 
mission exploring the Nansemond River, Smith and Capt. Christopher Newport were 
fired on with “a torrent of arrows” by a band of Nansemond—the English responded by 
burning some of the Nansemond’s canoes and threatening to destroy a Nansemond 
village (Barbour 1968: 178–9). When supplies at Jamestown reached a critical low in the 
winter of 1609–1610,16 groups of settlers were sent out to purchase corn and to live 
among the native peoples for the winter until Jamestown could be relieved with supplies 
from England.  Capt. John Martin was dispatched with 100 men to Dumpling Island, 
under orders to buy the island from the Nansemond and subsist on the resources in that 
area. Two messengers were sent to the Nansemond werowance (village chief) on the 
island, who did not receive Martin’s offer in the way he had hoped. According to an 
account from George Percy, one of the colony’s administrators, the messengers “were 
sacrifysed And that their Braynes were cutt and skraped outt of their heades with mussell 
shelles” (Haile 1998: 501). In retaliation, Martin ordered an assault on Dumpling Island, 
at which point the English “beate the Salvages outt of the Island, burned their howses 
Ransacked their Temples Tooke downe the Corpes of their deade kings from their 
                                                        
16The winter of 1609–1610 was referred to as the “Starving Time” because 60 of the settlement’s 200 
colonists perished from hunger. (Kelso, Luccketti, and Straube 1999: 8)  
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Toambes And cartyed away their pearles Copper and bracelets.” What is more, Martin 
“did surprise this poor naked King, with his Monuments, houses, and the isle he 
inhabited, and there fortified himself” (Haile 1998: 503). The king was rescued several 
hours later, and in a bizarre turn of events, both Capt. Martin and George Percy, the two 
ranking officers, left to return to Jamestown, leaving a Lt. Sicklemore in charge of the 
English party and the island. Under Sicklemore’s leadership 17 men mutinied, stole the 
small boat Sicklemore had been left with, and attempted to join the nearby English 
settlement at Kecoughtan. While the fate of the mutineers is unknown, Sicklemore and 
the rest of the English contingent were found sometime later when Percy returned to the 
Nansemond, “slayne wth their mowthes stopped full of Breade beinge done as it 
seamethe in Contempte and skorne thatt others mighte expecte the Lyke when they 
should come to seeke for breade and reliefe amongste them” (Haile 1998: 503). 
A small number of colonists survived the winter to receive a new governor, Lord 
De LaWarre, who arrived in Virginia in mid-June 1610. One of his first actions was to 
establish a fort (Fort Algernon) at Kecoughtan near the Indian village, where a handful of 
settlers had lived amongst the natives peaceably during the winter. De LaWarre shortly 
afterwards dispatched Sir Thomas Gates to Kecoughtan to destroy the village, orders 
which he carried out successfully driving the Kecoughtan from the lower peninsula. 
Gates’ men looted then destroyed the village longhouses and erected Fort Charles on the 
site of the village to protect the important corn fields cultivated by the Indians (Fausz 
2010: 30; McCartney 2007: 44). New settlement of small farms began around the forts 
boasting a population of around 20 people by 1616. This was significant enough to merit 
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sending burgesses to the assembly in the summer of 1619, at which point the name 
Kecoughtan was dropped and the area became known as the Corporation of Elizabeth 
City (McCartney 2007: 44). At the same time Governor Sir George Yeardley 
appropriated 3,000 acres of land on the east side of the Hampton River for use by the 
Virginia Company as a return on investment; the tract was to be used for newly arrived 
tenants who would pay the Company rent until they received patents, and for corporate 
farms. The first Company land administrator was Thomas Newce who arrived from 
Newcestown, Ireland in 1620. Newce’s patent was close by on the east side of the 
Hampton River between Johns Creek and the Strawberry Banks at a location known as 
the “fort field” because of its proximity to the Company’s Fort Henry (McCartney 2007: 
45; Brown 1901: 233-4). It appears that Newce fortified the Company Land in addition to 
building two guesthouses for new immigrants and sinking a brick-lined well  (McCartney 
2007: 519).  
Another of Yeardley’s land allocations from 1619 authorized the settlement of the 
land west of Kecoughtan to Newportes News Point (present Newport News). The first 
official patent in this part of Elizabeth City was given to Daniel Gookin Sr. who set up a 
particular plantation (large, self-sufficient settlement backed by private investment rather 
than Virginia Company funds); there is evidence to suggest that acreage adjacent to his 
tract was to be granted to Captain William Newce (McCartney 2007: 519-520).17 The 
total acreage granted by the Virginia Company was 1,300, but a survey taken in 1769 of 
                                                        
17On April 21 1621 Capt. William Newce offered to transport 1,000 settlers to the colony by 1625 in return 
for the position of Marshal of Virginia, which would have given him control of the militia. The Company 
granted his request and offered up 2500 acres to begin his plantation, but sustained illness following his 
arrival in Virginia in October 1621 led to his untimely demise (Brown 1901: 233). 
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the former Gookin tract places it closer to 1,400 (McCartney 2007: 49; Stauffer 1934: 
203). The Maries’ Mount plantation’s advantageous location near the Company forts and 
established settlements and its river frontage of the grant meant it was a prime place for 
planting. Approximations of the tract suggest it stretched for about four to five miles in 
length, no more than half a mile in width; McCartney suggests that the present-day 
location was bounded to the west by Waters Creek (Lake Maury) and to the east by 
Newport News Point (McCartney 2007: 49). Gookin Sr.’s closest neighbor to the west 
(who can accurately be placed on the landscape) was Edward Waters, a planter who 
arrived in Virginia with De LaWarre in 1610. Waters’ plantation of about 100 acres was 
seated just south of Blunt Point, populated by Waters and his wife and child, at least two 
servants, and three tenants.  
The 1622 Indian rising avoided the military works of Elizabeth City and instead 
focused on plantations like Daniel Gookin’s. It is likely that the Nansemonds were the 
tribe that attacked Maries’ Mount, and though they were stopped by Gookin’s men there, 
they fell upon the Waters plantation killing three men and capturing Waters and his 
family and two servants. The family was taken into the Nansemond territory south of the 
James, but they were able to steal a boat and escape to Elizabeth City shortly after the 
massacre (McCartney 2007: 48). The weakening of Maries’ Mount and the desertion of 
the smaller near-by settlements sparked an immediate reaction from the assembly at 
Jamestown, who placed experienced Indian fighter Capt. William Tucker in charge of the 
safety of Elizabeth City’s survivors. Tucker ended up securing a patent for 150 acres in 
Elizabeth City in 1624 on the eastern boundary of Maries’ Mount, which included a 
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fortified compound with three dwellings (McCartney 2007: 703; Whichard 1959; Lutton 
pers. comm., 2008). Though it is unclear what relationship either Daniel Sr. or Daniel Jr. 
may have had with Tucker, Tucker’s role as the regional militia captain and neighbor 
likely would have placed them in daily contact. More compelling is Tucker’s decision to 
leave Virginia in 1642 “for the Kingdome of Ireland,” where he served in the military, 
never returning to the Chesapeake.18 
The settlers who seated patents in and around Elizabeth City, as well as the recent 
immigrants who rented from planters or lived on the Company land were, by 1630, a 
seasoned community who withstood the 1622 rising and aftermath. Diversity amongst 
this group like the individuals that the Newces and Gookins transported were in a 
position to patent their own land, further strengthening community bonds. This played 
out in the 1630s/40s when new land was opened for planting on the southside of the 
James River in the Nansemond territory. After 1623 Daniel Gookin Sr.’s last supply 
reached Virginia, and by 1624 Thomas Newce was dead. Daniel Gookin Jr. and his 
brother John entered into land contracts in a Crown-controlled Virginia, and continued 
residing at Maries’ Mount with some of the original settlers who came over from Ireland 
until 1636/7. 
                                                        
18Tucker went first to London, then to Ireland to fight after the 1641 rebellion. In 1643, “Capt. William 
Tucker, onetime colonist in Virginia, trafficker in unfree colonial labor, and the man responsible for 
massacreing two hundred Powhatan Indians following Opecancanough’s rising, rejoiced in the deaths of 
Irish Catholic men, women, and children of Kilkenny, where troops under Sir Richard Grenville busied 
themselves in killing and destroying by fire and sword all that came in their way” (Donoghe 2013: 207).  
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Nansemond Plantation, Upper Norfolk/Nansemond (Daniel Gookin Jr.) 
Retaliatory English attacks on the Nansemond were mounted by Captain William 
Tucker in 1623; land that had been planted near the Nansemonds territory was reoccupied 
only slowly, as the tribe was highly reactive to English encroachment on the southside. 
Though officially part of the Corporation of Elizabeth City, here few patents had been 
successfully seated prior to 1622, but the rising and the war with the Indians provided a 
good excuse and opportunity to pacify the region. An expedition in 1626 under the 
command of Capt. Nathaniel Basse, an Isle of Wight County planter whose plantation 
was near Nansemond land, was sent to ransom several English prisoners held by the 
Nansemond, and the following year Basse led several retaliatory raids on  native villages, 
pushing the Nansemonds away from their chief village on Dumpling Island (McCartney 
1990: 13). Despite the significant population spike of European settlers to Virginia, the 
Muster of 1624/1625 does not list any persons residing in the Nansemond River basin, a 
testament to the tenacity of the Nansemond tribe, as well as a reflection of why there 
were no land grants made in the region until 1636.  
While the security of the region was uncertain, colonial politics caused a certain 
degree of ambiguity over land ownership that may have been a deterrent to settlement 
expansion as well.  In 1636, King Charles I granted a “competent tract of land in the 
southern part of Virginia, as may bear the name of a county, and be called the county of 
Norfolk, upon conditions found requisite for the general good of the colony” to Henry 
Frederick Howard, Lord Maltravers, son of the Duke of Norfolk (McCartney 1990: 13). 
The property was referred to as the Maltravers Proprietorship, was to “extend for 
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approximately 55 miles on each side of the Nansemond (now Maltravers) River, from its 
mouth to a point approximately 25 miles below New Bern, North Carolina” (McCartney 
1990: 14). The conditions stipulated by the Crown stated that Maltravers had seven years 
to seat colonists (at his own expense), and, in return, those residing within the 
proprietorship had rights to trade with the natives and to import and export 
commodities—Maltravers was required to pay five pounds annually to the Crown for 
these privileges, and was given the authority to make laws and appoint administrators for 
his dominion. Settlers within the proprietorship were exempt from paying taxes to 
Virginia’s government and were only required to perform military service in the event of 
foreign invasion or local rebellion. If the proprietorship’s conditions were met following 
seven years time, Maltravers was eligible for another patent of comparable size 
(McCartney 1990: 14). 
Though it is unknown what efforts (if any) Maltravers made to develop his 
proprietorship, the claim was recognized and he was issued a patent on January 22, 1637 
by Virginia’s governor, Sir John Harvey (McCartney 1990: 15). There are indications, 
however, that Harvey simply ignored the Maltravers claim and issued additional patents 
to Virginia planters within those bounds. Harvey’s choice to ignore the proprietorship 
makes sense from the perspective that, chiefly, a tract of prime land of such a large size 
meant significant revenue loss from taxes and export duties for the colony. 
Correspondingly, Harvey could issue patents to individuals already in Virginia, thus 
populating the region with “warm” bodies rather than waiting for Maltravers’ handpicked 
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group from England—a factor that from Harvey’s viewpoint would increase the security 
of the colony by strengthening the numbers of settlers on the southside frontier. 
Colonial population growth in the 1630s, fueled by the tobacco boom of the 
preceding decade, prompted the creation of new political entities. The land granted to 
Maltravers had been part of Elizabeth City prior to 1636, at which date it was designated 
as New Norfolk County. In 1637, settlement there was significant enough to split New 
Norfolk in to Upper and Lower designations, Upper Norfolk becoming Nansemond 
County in 1646. The earliest patents of land in the study area were made in 1637, but 
there is some discrepancy as to whether or not some tracts were occupied beginning in 
1635, as some patents were issued after residence had legally (or illegally) been taken up 
(Luccketti 2007: 11; McLearen and Harbury 1990: 19).  Some of the first patentees at the 
Nansemond River’s mouth included Thomas Burbage, Daniel Gookin Jr., Francis Hough, 
James Knott, John Parrott (Perrott), George White, and John Wilkins (McCartney 1990: 
16). 
Daniel Gookin Jr.’s plantation patent issuance date was February 25 1634, but it 
was not made official until December 29 1637. The opening up of the southside land 
induced John Gookin to purchase several patents in both Upper and Lower Norfolk, and, 
because of the close relationship of the two brothers and the role of John Gookin’s 
business in Daniel’s trading network, his holdings are worthy of mention. The largest 
tract he purchased was less than two miles south of his brother’s holdings on the 
Nansemond, consisting of 500 acres; for at least the next 26 years it was known as John 
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Gookin’s Landing Place (Nugent 1973: 50, 58, 169, 193, 269, 503).19 One year later he 
took out another patent for 350 acres south of his original tract, due to him for the 
transportation of seven people.20 An advantageous marriage in 1639 to Sarah Offley, the 
widow of wealthy planter Adam Thoroughgood, likely caused him to move his place of 
residence to Lynn Haven (present-day Virginia Beach) (Walter 1994 :97). He purchased 
640 acres adjacent to the deceased Thoroughgood’s land, on the basis of the 
transportation of 13 persons, seven of whom were enslaved Africans (Neill 1886: 126; 
Nugent 1973: 129). John Gookin attained the rank of Captain in the Lower Norfolk 
militia and represented Lower Norfolk in the Assembly in 1639, 1640, 1641, and 1642; 
he died in November of 1643 (Neill 1886: 126).  
At the time of John Gookin’s death, his own landholdings as well as his wife’s 
land totaled 6,840 acres21; Daniel Gookin’s Jr.’s Nansemond plantation and a 1,500 acre 
plantation he controlled on the Rappahannock River came to 4,000 acres. The Gookin 
brothers’ combined holdings of 10,840 acres in addition to their public roles as burgesses 
and captains in the militia placed them in the upper echelon of colonial Virginia society; 
they were among the most prominent figures on the southside of the Lower James River 
from between c.1634 to Daniel’s departure from the region in 1644. These facts—taken 
                                                        
19The original patent was read on October 17 1636, repatented on February 18 1638: “Mr. John Gookins 
500 acs. Upon W. side of Nansamund River alias Matrevers river, Up. New Norf. Co., Beg. At a point 
whereupon the channel of the river abutteth heretofore called by the name of Mossey Point but at present 
Betsanger, downward upon the aforsd. River, E. by N. into the woods, S. by W. &c. Due for the trans of 10 
pers: Thomas Box, Junr., Peter Norman, John Butler, John Burden, Robert Hodges, Walter Carpenter, 
Edward Morgan, John Lowden, William Peasant.” (Nugent 1973: 100).  
20“John Gookin, Gent., 350 acs Up. Co. of New Norf., 23 May 1637. Beg. At Mossey Point, W. upon 
Nansamund river, E. into the woods & S. adj. the Gleab Land. Trans. Of 7 pers: Thomas Box, Junr., Peter 
Norman, Mary Norman, Jon. Butler, John Burden, Robert Hodges, Walter Carpenter.” (Nugent 1973: 58).  
21Adam Thoroughgood’s patent was one of the largest issued to an immigrant planter in the first half of the 
17th century, totaling 5,350 acres. (Morgan 1975: 166). 
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from land grant records, wills, and court books—provide insight into their social status, 
but their position in the community is not captured. Consideration of the people living in 
the neighborhood around the Gookins’ plantations including the Nansemond Fort are 
significant to the study, as some of them came over with Gookin Sr. and survived the 
attack on Marie’s Mount. Others were veterans of the protracted Indian war immediately 
following the 1622 uprising. The likelihood of this group to develop a plantation 
community where a network of fortified settlements is high, and when combined with 
militia leaders like Daniel Gookin Jr. who came from a background in Ireland where 
personal defense was a necessity, indicate they were more likely to focus resources on 
fortification.  
Previous Virginia settlement pattern studies suggest that linking land patents with 
residency can sometimes be problematic, as occasionally land was seated before the 
patent had been drawn up. Correspondingly, patents were bought and sold for speculation 
during the 17th century (Kelly 1979: 185–90). Further confounding property research is 
the nature of 17th-century land-seating strategies. Regardless of how large of a grant one 
was given, all that one had to do, according to English revenue agent Edmund Randolph, 
was  
cut down a few trees and make therewith a little Hut, covering it with the bark and 
turn two or three hogs into the woods by it: Or else they are to clear one acre of 
that land, and to plant and tend it one year: But they fell twenty or thirty trees, and 
put a little Indian Corn in the ground among them as they lye, and sometimes 
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make a beginning to fence it, but take no care of their Crop, nor make any further 
use of their land. (Morgan 1975: 220)  
 
Respecting the regional framework for approaching the documentary evidence, Kealhofer 
suggests that colonial landscape studies should use a two-pronged method of 
interrogation. First, use the documents to envision the region, defining the political and 
social identities of the collective population, and then examine the documents further for 
clues to define the farmstead/plantation boundaries right down to the tenancies. 
(Kealhofer 1999a: 59). Having characterized the general region above, I now turn to what 
is known about the landowners on and in the vicinity of the Nansemond Fort tract. As 
several of the abutters of the site tract have different relationships to Daniel Gookin Jr., I 
have included all of them in a chronological narrative to illustrate how the region 
developed (Fig. 63).  
James Knott and George White 
 While Daniel Gookin Jr. has the distinction of being the first patentee on the west 
side of the Nansemond Rivers mouth, James Knott was the first landowner on the east 
side. Knott arrived in Virginia in 1617 aboard the George and had been a convict in 
London’s Newgate Prison, after which he was transported to Virginia. He was listed as 
residing on Charles Harker’s plantation on the Eastern Shore in the Muster of 1624/5, and 
was a free man by 1625. Knott applied for a 21-year lease in 1632 for a 50-acre tract at 
the mouth of the Hampton River to “operate a house of entertainment”—though it is not 
known if this was approved. In 1635 he secured a 1,200-acre patent in Upper Norfolk and 
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took up residence there. Knott’s affairs on his property and in the county are unclear, but 
it seems he lived there until 1643. He moved to Maryland sometime thereafter, perhaps as 
part of the regional migration to that colony, and died there in 1653 (McCartney 2007: 
449).   
 Abutting Knott’s tract to the northeast was a patent assigned to George White 
who received 200 acres in 1635 (Nugent 1963: 78). White had been one of Gookin Sr.’s 
transportees in 1621, and may have been a free man when he arrived in the colony. The 
wording of the re-patent of his tract in 1638 reads “300 acs. Up. Co. of New Norfolk. E. 
into woods adj. land of John Wilkins, gent., W. Upon his own land, S. upon sd. Wilkins, 
and N. upon land of John Parrott. 50 acres for his wife, 250 for the trans. of 5 persons” 
(Nugent 1963: 95). The re-patent provides the names of John Wilkins and John Parrott, 
better situating landowners in the region. 
John Wilkins 
Of the early patentees in the Nansemond area, John Wilkins was likely the first 
owner of the Nansemond Fort tract.  Wilkins arrived in Virginia at the age of 19 in 1618; 
he was listed as residing on the Eastern Shore in 1625 as the head of a household, “in 
possession of a dwelling, a storehouse, and an ample supply of stored food and defensive 
weaponry” (McCartney 2007: 747). In 1633 he served as a commissioner for the 
Accomack court, and in 1635 he was appointed as a vestryman. The Wilkins patent of 
September 9, 1636 for 1,300 acres was located “On the east side of the Nansamund 
River, beginning on the south side of the first bridge, running Southwest by West along 
the Creek, East Southeast into the woods, Northeast upon land of Mr. White & butting 
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upon land of James Knott.  50 acres for his own personal adventure & 1250 acres for 
transportation of 25 persons” (Nugent 1963: 56). Wilkins likely never occupied his 
Nansemond property, given that he was heavily invested in his land on the Eastern Shore, 
where he served as a burgess in 1641; he was mentioned in court proceedings there until 
his death in 1649 (McCartney 2007: 747).  
John Parrott and Thomas Burbage  
John Parrott’s (Perrott) inclusion in White’s patent brings attention to another 
transportee of Daniel Gookin Sr.; Parrott lived on the Marie’s Mount plantation as late as 
1636 (Nugent 1963: 109). He came to Virginia as a servant in 1623 aboard the 
Providence, the second of Gookin Sr.’s supply vessels sent to the colony. From the re-
patent of Parrott’s land in 1650, important place names better situate his holdings, as well 
as those of White’s and other key figures in the area. Parrott’s tract was slightly north of 
the Nansemond Fort site, encompassing “900 acs. in Nancemond Co. 800 acs beg. at the 
first cr., running parallel to the river until it come to Pig Point, and crossing Burbage’s 
Cr. The residue butteth Mr. White’s second devf. 800 acs. granted unto Mr. Francis 
Hough, 17 May 1637 & purchased by sd. Perrott 16. Aug. 1637; and 100 acs. for the 
trans. of 2 pers.” (Nugent 1963: 197). The reference to Burbage’s Creek relates to Capt. 
Thomas Burbage, who entered Virginia as a merchant in 1628 and became a very 
prosperous planter and was socially connected with Daniel Gookin Jr. when he was in 
Virginia and later in Massachusetts (Aspinwall 1903: 167–169; McCartney 2007: 172). 
Burbage’s initial Nansemond patent was for “600 acs. Up. Co. of New Norf. Upon E. 
side of the mouth of the Nansemond Riv. Adj. land of John Parrott westerly, & Ely. Upon 
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land of Capt. John Sibsey” (Nugent 1963: 91). Though Parrott and Burbage did not reside 
on the land of the Nansemond Fort, they were closely linked, as were other patentees 
around them, to Gookin Sr. and Jr.  
Michael Wilcox 
Though John Wilkins never made use of the property where the Nansemond Fort 
stood, it appears to have been first occupied by 1638 by Michael Wilcox, an Ancient 
Planter22 who arrived in Virginia as a servant in 1610. Wilcox was living on William 
Ganey’s plantation in Elizabeth Cittie in 1624. Upon being granted his freedom in 1624, 
he wrote a petition to Governor Francis Wyatt to enforce the payment owed by Ganey to 
him for building a house, as well as to collect on an outstanding debt. In 1625, though 
still in Elizabeth Cittie, Wilcox was listed as a head of household along with John Slater, 
Wilcox’s wife Elizabeth, and three male indentured servants. The Wilcox-Slater 
household possessed one dwelling, “three peeces, a petronnel (small cannon) as well as 
two swords, two coats of male and 30 pounds of lead” (McCartney 2007: 746). Nothing 
is known of Wilcox prior to 1638, when he acquired what had been the Wilkins’ patent. 
Wilcox was living on the property in 1639 when part of his property was ceded to George 
White, in a rather odd transaction: “142 acs. adj. Land whereon sd. Michael liveth and 
land of John Wilkins dated Oct. 21, 1639. By order of the court dated Oct. 3, 1638, some 
difference having arisen between these parties, the land was equally divided. By this 
instrument Wilcox conveyed all his interest except a tract of 18 ft. by 35 ft” (Nugent 
                                                        
22The term “Ancient Planter” refers to any individual who arrived in Virginia prior to 1616 if they were 
transported or paid their own way. Ancient Planters were entitled to 100 acres for themselves and an 
additional hundred for their heirs (Nugent 1963: xxvi). 
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1963: 125). Given that the Wilkins’ patent was for 1,300 acres, no mention is made of the 
rest of the property, until a re-patent of 800 acres by Samuel Stoughton in 1645. 
Stoughton married Wilcox’s widow, Elinor, and the re-patent was for 
the said 800 Acres of Land being part of a Patent granted unto John Wilkins 
bearing date the Eighteenth day of May 1637 Containing thirteen hundred acres 
and of him sould unto Michaell Wilcoxe decd who bequeathed the same unto 
Ellinor unto the said Stoughton with whome he hath since Intermarried, who upon 
a resurvey thereof hath since found but the said Eight hundred acres. (Nugent 
1963: 162–163) 
This awkward land division may indicate that the remaining 500 acres of the original 
Wilkins’ patent was unoccupied, and therefore escheated back to government control, 
perhaps being granted to someone else, possibly to White, since he is the one who 
disputed Wilcox’s claim (McLearen and Harbury 1990: 14).  
Samuel Stoughton and Thomas Addison 
 Samuel Stoughton was listed as a representative for Nansemond in the House of 
Burgesses in 1646, for Upper Norfolk in 1647–1648, and again for Nansemond in 1654–
1655 (Leonard 1978: 25–32). He was among the burgesses who voted affirmatively to 
allow Dutch traders to operate freely in Virginia in 1646, and he served in the militia. 
After 1655, Stoughton disappears from the records.  
One of the last occupants who might be associated with the site is Thomas 
Addison, one of Gookin Sr.’s transportees in 1621. Addison is listed as a servant in the 
1624/5 Muster for Marie’s Mount, and later served as Gookin Sr.’s manager there from 
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1626–1631 (Gookin 1912: 48).  Addison first patented land south of Daniel Gookin Jr. on 
the west side of the Nansemond River in 1637 (Nugent 1963: 56) and received another 
patent in 1675 for  
two hundred Acres of Land Lying, Scituate 7 being in the Lower pish of 
Nansemond 7 on ye Land of Wm Knott to the westward Northerly Upon the 
Creeke 7 souty into ye woods, Being pt of a patent of 1300 acres formerly Grt to 
Jno Wilkins by patent bearing ye date 10th of May 1673 [probably clerk’s error—
should be 1637] ye 200 acres by after Severall Assignments & Conveyances 
Gradually from ye sd Wilkins comeing & now being in the Possession of the said 
Tho: Addison…dated 22th March 1675/6. (Nugent 1963: 606)     
At the time of Addison’s patent, he would have been a hardened veteran of a small class 
of Virginia adventurers who had little means upon arrival in 1621 aboard the Flying Hart, 
but who eventually acquired land of their own and funds to transport others to Virginia, a 
path to wealth and occasionally public office.  
The landscape of Daniel Gookin Sr. and Jr. in Virginia from 1621 to 1644 was 
one that was considered the frontier of English settlement. Tracts that they patented were 
in regions where other plantations were sparse, and also put them in frequent contact with 
Native Americans whose villages on the southside boasted significant numbers of armed 
warriors. This situation was not unlike their plantations in Ireland and the threat of attack 
by Gaelic Irish or Old English natives was an ever-present reality. Daniel Gookin Sr. and 
Jr. and Thomas Newce all came from fortified settlements and would have recognized the 
vulnerability of their patents in Virginia. 
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Figure 63: Approximate land divisions in the Nansemond Fort vicinity, c. 1640. 
Boundaries and acreage were determined by patent transcriptions (Nugent 1963) and 
using the acreage plotter of ArcGIS 9.3. (graphic by author). 
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Table 1. Landowners around and of the Nansemond Fort tract, 1634–1645. 
Name Arrival in 
Virginia 
Patent 
Description 
Relationship to 
Gookin 
Sources 
Daniel 
Gookin Jr. 
1630 25 Feb. 1634 – 
2500 acres, 
between 
Nansemond River 
and Chuckatuck 
Creek. Patent owed 
to Gookin Sr. (Re-
patent 29 Dec. 
1637) 
 Gookin 1912: 61; 
McCartney 2007: 
333; Nugent 1963: 
78. 
James Knott George, 1617 24 Mar. 1635 - 
1200 acres, east 
side of Nansemond 
River. (Re-patent 
18 Aug. 1637)  
None McCartney 2007: 
449. 
George White Flying Hart, 1621 3 Jun. 1635 – 200 
acres , east side 
Nansemond River. 
(Re-patent 6 Mar 
1638, 300 acres, 
bounded by 
Wilkins and 
Parrott). 
Gookin headright. Gookin 1912: 48; 
McCartney 2007: 
741; Nugent 1963: 
78, 95. 
John Wilkins Marigold, 1618 9 Sept. 1636 - 
1300 acres, east 
side of Nansemond 
River. (Re-patent 
18 May 1637)  
None McCartney 1990: 
19; Nugent 1963: 
420. 
Francis 
Hough 
Unknown 17 May 1637 – 
800 acres, east side 
of Nansemond 
River. (Sold to 
Parrott 16 Aug. 
1637) 
None Nugent 1963: 55. 
Thomas 
Addison 
Flying Hart, 1621 20 May 1637 – 
150 acres, west 
side of Nansemond 
River, bounded N. 
by Daniel Gookin. 
Gookin headright. 
At Marie’s Mount 
plantation, served 
as manager there, 
1626-1631. 
Gookin 1912: 48; 
Nugent 1963: 56, 
78. 
John Parrott Providence, 1623 16 Aug. 1637 – 
900 acres, east side 
of Nansemond 
River, on Pig 
Point. (Re-patented 
2 Jul. 1650). 
Gookin headright. 
Identified as a 
servant at Marie’s 
Mount in 1625.  
Gookin 1912: 47; 
McCartney 2007: 
536; Nugent 1963: 
109, 197. 
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Name Arrival in 
Virginia 
Patent 
Description 
Relationship to 
Gookin 
Sources 
Richard 
Bennett 
1628 19 Aug. 1637 – 
2000 acres, east 
side of Nansemond 
River, neck of land 
between river and 
creek. 
Burgess.  McCartney 2007: 
126; Nugent 1963: 
66. 
Thomas 
Burbage 
1628 7 May 1638 – 600 
acres, east side of 
Nansemond River, 
bounded by Parrott 
and Sibesby. 
Militia officer, 
tobacco factor. 
Manager of 
Gookin’s 
Rappahannock 
holdings. 
Gookin 1912: 65; 
McCartney 2007: 
173; Nugent 1963: 
91, 98, 180.  
Michael 
Wilcox 
Prosperous, 1610 Unknown date, 
1638 – 1300 acres, 
former Wilkins 
patent. 142 acres 
ceded to White, 
1638. Rest of 
patent possibly 
escheated, 1639-
1645. 
None McCartney 2007: 
746; Nugent 1963: 
125. 
Samuel 
Stoughton 
Unknown 10 Mar. 1645 – 
800 acres, 
bordered by Knott 
and White. Former 
Wilkins 
patent/Wilcox 
patent. 
None Nugent 1963: 162. 
 
Table 2. Landowners of the Nansemond Fort tract and occupancy status. 
 
Patentee 
 
Dates Held/Occupancy 
 
Sources 
John Wilkins 9 Sept. 1636–1638. Not resident McCartney 1990: 19; Nugent 
1963: 420. 
Michael Wilcox 1638–1645(?). Resident McCartney 2007: 746; Nugent 
1963: 125. 
Samuel Stoughton 1645–1655(?). Resident Nugent 1963: 162. 
Thomas Addison 1675–1685. Resident McCartney 1990: 22; Nugent 
1963: 606 
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 Daniel Gookin Jr. and John Gookin’s inheritance of Marie’s Mount gave them 
solid footing in Virginia to expand their own landholdings when the territory south of the 
James River opened for settlement in the 1630s. Both Gookin brothers attained 
prominence in the colony, and took the lessons learned from Ireland and from Marie’s 
Mount when they set up their own estates. The granting of new patents on the southside 
enabled at least three of the Marie’s Mount cohort—George White, John Parrott, and 
Thomas Addison—to set up their own farms. Whether by coincidence or choice, these 
three men all settled near Daniel Gookin Jr.’s estate on the Nansemond, and were within 
his militia jurisdiction. Both White and Addison came to Virginia in 1621 with Gookin 
Sr., and Parrott arrived in 1623 on the Providence with Daniel Jr. and John Gookin.   
 The path of many immigrants to Virginia is cloudy, they either are from England 
directly, or in the case of the Gookins, by way of England’s other plantation projects. 
George White and John Parrott likely followed a similar route. The National Library of 
Ireland’s holdings include the Lismore Castle Papers, a collection related to the Boyle 
family’s business in Counties Cork, Kerry, Limerick, and Waaterford, include lease 
books and rent rolls for territory they controlled. Two of the primary areas for settlement 
in the second Munster Plantation were Bandon and Newcestown, and the leases are 
recorded in A Rentall booke for Sr. Lewis Boyle knight. Barron of Bandonbridg, and lo: 
Viscount Boyle of Kimalmeaky, part of the Lismore series. George White appears as a 
lessee in Bandonbridge in 1608, and John Parrot as a lessee in Newcestown in 1619 (MS 
6139, Lismore Castle Papers, National Library of Ireland). The likelihood that these are 
the same men who show up in Virginia in 1621 and 1623 is quite distinct, and suggests 
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that the other number of transportees on Daniel Gookin Sr.’s two voyages came through 
Ireland rather than directly through England.  
 Prior to his migration to Maryland, Daniel Gookin Jr. was an important military 
and civic leader, and his role as a figure in Virginia’s Puritan community (discussed in 
Chapter 2), and he continued this interaction with the Nansemond region well into the 
1670s.   
Maryland (1643–1644) (Daniel Gookin Jr.) 
 Daniel Gookin Jr.’s Maryland plantation is significantly less well known than his 
holdings in Virginia, caused in part by Maryland’s proprietary system of land grants and 
the tumult of the colony’s nascent years of settlement. Gookin’s arrival in Maryland nine 
years after the founding of the colonial capital of St. Mary’s City came during a period 
when settlers were desperately needed, and the Calverts, the Catholic proprietors of 
Maryland, were specifically seeking out Protestants who might have the wealth and 
means to make the venture a success (Carr and Papenfuse 1983: 20).  There is reason to 
believe that Gookin Jr. was perhaps one of the men of character whom Cecil Calvert, 
Second Lord Baltimore, hoped to recruit for his colony. 
 The situation in Maryland was quite different from that in Virginia. Instead of a 
joint-stock company venture as Virginia had been prior to the Crown’s revocation of the 
Company’s charter in 1624, Maryland was a proprietorship under the governance of a 
single family. George Calvert, First Lord Baltimore, was given his colonial grant after 
close to a decade in unsuccessfully attempting to seat plantations in Ireland, New 
England, and Newfoundland, drawing from these places the precedent for Maryland’s 
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colonial charter (Menard and Carr 1982: 176–178; Carr and Papenfuse 1983: 9). George 
Calvert’s vision for Maryland was of a feudal society, with his laws enforced by lords 
who would rule of manorial estates. As Carr and Papenfuse point out, Calvert’s plan was 
an antiquated vision of what might succeed in North America. 
Such plans faced two major problems. The first was that of any high-risk land 
development project, then or now—how to attract investors and settlers. The 
second problem was tied to the first—how to create social order, the foundation of 
profitable enterprise, in a wilderness settlement thousands of miles and many 
weeks away from England. Plans familiar to George Calvert saw the solution in 
offers of large land grants, political power, and special titles of honor to induce 
men with capital and capacity for leadership to settle in a new colony. These 
leaders were expected to bring servants or tenants to develop the land. By this 
means, the familiar hierarchy of English Tudor-Stuart society could be 
transplanted. Prospective investors could foresee orderly settlement in which land 
development would bring profits. (Carr and Papenfuse 1983: 12) 
 
Before Calvert could set up his vision on the ground, he died in April of 1632, before his 
grant was read; the land passed to his son Cecil who took up governance officially on 
June 20, 1632.  
 The brief introduction of Gookin’s involvement in Maryland related in Chapter 
Two placed him in the upper Potomac in 1632 with Capt. Henry Fleet. Fleet and Capt. 
William Claiborne (and likely Gookin) were two successful Virginia overland fur traders, 
quite familiar with the territory that was to become the Calvert’s domain (Hatfield 2007: 
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185). Claiborne would have been a figure well-known to Gookin, as both of them were 
burgesses and commanders of regional militia, in addition to Claiborne and Gookin’s 
neighboring patents in Elizabeth City. This relationship and the offer of a more tolerant 
stance towards religion may have impacted Gookin’s decision to move to an area of 
Maryland that had not yet been incorporated into a county. With Claiborne in the 
equation, the case is strengthened for Gookin’s settlement choice.   
 Prior to Maryland’s conception, Claiborne operated a trading post on Kent Island 
(middle Chesapeake Bay, roughly 19 miles from present-day Annapolis), settled by 
Virginians in 1627. Claiborne’s enterprise was financially backed by London merchants 
Maurice Thompson, William Cloberry, John de la Barre, and Simon Turgis, who supplied 
Claiborne with items to barter with local Indians and arms to maintain a small garrison 
(Brenner 2003: 122–124). Claiborne vehemently opposed the establishment of Maryland 
as he was evicted from Kent Island in 1637; despite this setback, he went on a brief hiatus 
to the Bahamas, returned to Virginia in 1642, and retook Kent Island in 1644 (Brenner 
2003: 167). Though Claiborne ultimately lost Kent Island for good in 1649, he was 
aligned with Puritan interests in Virginia and London, and the presence of his post may 
have been thought of as an extra layer of security for Gookin’s chosen Maryland grant. 
 An additional point that aligns Gookin’s Maryland plantation with Kent Island are 
the written descriptions of his holdings that survive in Maryland’s Court and 
Testementary Business, 1653. In July of 1653 Gookin’s plantation was attacked by four 
Indians who were later captured and tried in court. Resident on the plantation were three 
slaves: Jacob and Mary Warrow and their young son. The Warrows had lived with 
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Gookin in Virginia, and Jacob appears as a headright in the land grant for the Nansemond 
tract from 1637. The court document reveals several details that help narrow down the 
location of the plantation, as well as what it may have looked like. First, the scene of the 
attack is noted as being “upon the South River in Annarundell County” (Anon. 1653: 
293). One structure is named in the deposition, and appears in the document three times, 
referred to as “the house of Capt. Daniell Gookins,” where the Warrows were at the time 
of the raid. The Indians fell upon Jacob with a tomahawk killing him instantly, and Mary 
was struck unconscious while protecting her son, who also perished from tomahawk 
blows. Mary pretended to be dead, and lay near the doorway while the Indians set to 
“pillaging or robbing the said house” carrying off “three Gunns Some Good quantitiy of 
powder and Shott and divers wearing Clothes and bed Clothes Some pewter and three 
hatts to a good Value” (Anon. 1653: 294). Two of the Indians were caught shortly 
afterwards and identified by Mary as “Skigh-tam-Mongh and Couna-weza two 
Piscatoway Indians” (Anon. 1653: 294).  
 From the deposition, the location on the South River narrows the plantation 
location to approximately 56 square miles of river frontage between its headwaters a few 
miles west of Annapolis and the mouth at the Chesapeake Bay, due west of Kent Island. 
It appears that the plantation had at least one substantial enough building to be termed a 
house (as opposed to “quarter” or “cabin,” noted in other court records), and that the list 
of items carried off as plunder indicate was reasonably well stocked. The document also 
suggests Gookin’s ownership of the property as well, and since Gookin’s arrival date of 
1643 predated Anne Arundel County’s formation in 1650, no land records would likely 
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be found within the County holdings. This strongly suggests that Gookin was given his 
land directly from the Calverts, who under the conditions of plantation were permitted to 
grant proprietary tracts, some of which were never recorded (Joe Leizer, pers. comm., 
2013). Gookin’s grant was not one of the many manors that the Calverts granted outside 
of county jurisdictions, as only one was established in the region under study, Anne 
Arundel Manor, in 1669 (Stiverson 1977: 6).  
 Daniel Gookin’s grant predated an influx of Virginia Puritan settlers from the 
Nansemond who established themselves on the Severn River, just east of present-day 
Annapolis. Led by one of Gookin’s close associates, Richard Bennett, the Puritans 
formed a settlement called Providence in 1649 (Luckenbach 1995). The founding of 
Providence predated the establishment of Anne Arundel County by one year and post-
dated Gookin’s seating in Maryland by six years; the timing suggests that Gookin was not 
directly involved with the Providence community and that he maintained his plantation 
outside of its jurisdiction and affairs. Research within the Maryland State Archives 
yielded no land warrant, patent, or land ejectment records for Daniel Gookin; from the 
court record he was still considered as the owner of the property in 1653.  
 In sum, Daniel Gookin’s short residence in Maryland was probably granted to 
him by the Calvert family on land he chose and may have been familiar with from his 
past trading ventures or interactions with William Claiborne. He possessed a well-
provisioned house and farm on the South River, and this land after his departure would be 
surrounded by people he may have known from his time in Virginia. The Puritan 
settlement at Providence near his plantation is an interesting element of Gookin’s 
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migration story; it was a community he kept in contact with after his move to 
Massachusetts.  
The Massachusetts Bay Colony (1644–1687) (Daniel Gookin Jr.) 
 Daniel Gookin’s removal to Massachusetts in 1644 took him into a colony where 
his religious beliefs were the accepted norm unlike the opposition he faced in the 
Chesapeake. Though the Bay Colony had gone through a period of instability and 
survived several schisms within the church and government, it was a relatively stable 
society that welcomed his family. Gookin’s rapid ascension into Massachusetts politics 
had everything to do with religion, as did his acquisition of land within the colony. Here I 
provide brief description of how this was made a reality by the colony’s charter is 
necessary, and I discuss the three residences where Gookin lived in Boston. Though none 
of these are extant or known through archaeological excavation, the neighborhoods were 
important spatial elements of Daniel Gookin’s New England experience. 
 The settlement of the Massachusetts Bay Colony was sponsored financially by a 
joint-stock company, much like the Virginia Company’s venture in the Chesapeake. 
Where it differed was in the corporate makeup and the mission from its parent 
organization, the Dorchester Company, “to give religious instruction to fishermen in 
America, and to provide a refuge to which Churchmen [Puritans] could flee” (Raab 1967: 
87). At the first meeting of the Massachusetts Bay Company in 1628, at least 25 of the 41 
members were Puritan investors who had also contributed financially to other Puritan 
settlements; by 1629 the Company’s membership grew to 121, where Puritans were in the 
majority (Raab 1967: 87; Seidman 1945: 214). The Company had aims for trade and 
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profit, but these were left in the hands of London investors. It was generally 
acknowledged that religion held primacy. As economic historian Theodore Raab notes, 
Even the settlers themselves noticed the difference from previous English 
undertakings. One of them wrote in 1633 that whereas Virginia had been settled 
for profit, emigrants went to Massachusetts ‘some to satisfy their own curiosity in 
point of conscience, others, which was more general, to transport the Gospel to 
those heathen that never heard thereof.’ The colonists did try to recompense the 
London investors, and they even took along a man ‘skillful and experienced in the 
discovery and finding out of…mines’. But as the immigrants poured into New 
England in the 1630s it became clear that the company was primarily concerned 
with the establishment of a colony ‘where the Church of God [was] being seated 
in sincerity.’ (Raab 1967: 88)  
An estimated 3,000 immigrants to the Massachusetts Bay Colony in 1635 
constituted a diverse group, some of whom came for religious reasons, but many others 
who did not. Migrants were not encouraged to join the church, but if one wanted to 
improve social status, hold public office, or vote in elections, church membership was a 
necessity. The process to join the church was often difficult and required a substantial 
time commitment, a public profession of faith, and private examinations of understanding 
of doctrine by ministers (Games 1999: 139; Seidman 1945: 221). Furthermore, to join a 
church, one had to have the status of freeman, and it was up to the General Court (all 
church members) to choose and admit freemen (Seidman 1945: 221).  
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Daniel Gookin’s arrival in Boston on May 20, 1644 must have initiated a busy 
time for him; on the 26th, he was admitted to the First Church in Boston, and he was 
designated as a freeman on the 29th (Gookin 1912: 72). His wife Mary was not admitted 
to Church until October 12. Poised to hold office almost immediately after his landing in 
Boston, he had a significant advantage even over established residents and merchants 
who had not joined the church. Rev. John Cotton presided over the First Church, which 
the Gookins attended until their move to Cambridge in 1648 when they joined the church 
there.  
An additional consequence of becoming a church member and freeman was the 
opportunity for land ownership. The system of land acquisition in the Massachusetts Bay 
Colony differed from Virginia and Maryland; in New England, one applied for a patent in 
allotments that were made within town boundaries and were voted upon by town 
proprietors. The town proprietors had the ability to prevent individuals they determined 
to be undesirable from entering towns, and land grants were usually less than 10 acres. 
Larger grants could be attained through civil service, which is how Gookin acquired 
much of his New England property (Martin 1991: 23). 
Gookin’s first residence in Roxbury remains unknown; no records could be found 
regarding his ownership of land in that town, and it assumed that he rented a house there, 
though no rent roll survives. FW Gookin’s assessment of the period spent in Roxbury that 
Gookin Jr. was often away on business is likely accurate; and nothing has been found to 
suggest otherwise (Gookin 1912: 75). The Roxbury interlude did not provide him with 
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land, but at the very least it is an important place in this study because of the friendship 
he formed with the Roxbury church’s minister, Rev. John Eliot. 
Despite his friendship and work with Eliot, Gookin was enticed to leave Roxbury 
in 1648 for Newtown (Cambridge) under the provision that if he bought a house in town 
he would be given a tract of farmland on the Shawshin River a few miles to the north. 
Gookin bought a house in Cambridge on the east side of Crooked Street (Holyoke Street) 
from Edward Collins and about 100 feet south of Braintree Street (Harvard Street). His 
farm grant for 500 acres on the Shawshin came through in April of 1649 (Gookin 1912: 
79) (Fig. 64). The reasons for Newtown’s attempts to attract new residents is made clear 
given the tumult of its past decade. Rev. Thomas Hooker had split with the Boston 
church’s teachings and left to begin a new settlement at Hartford in 1635; as Newtown’s 
minister, he encouraged his parishioners to go with him. This left in the town “many 
houses empty and many persons willing to sell,” and perhaps growth was slow in the 
wake of the de-population (Games 1999: 163). Despite this initial setback, Newtowne 
seems to have differed from other communities founded by the Massachusetts Bay 
Company not only in its fortified character but in its well-ordered appearance, which 
probably reflected its early status as the capital. Whether the grid of streets laid out for 
the “Towne” was the product of conscious planning, or simply a logical adjustment to a 
compact fortified site, the result was the earliest ordered urban plan in New England 
(Sullivan 1999). 
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Figure 64: Map of Newtowne (Cambridge), 1635. Daniel Gookin’s 1648 purchase is 
marked by the black triangle; the 1680 purchase is marked by the black pentagon (image 
courtesy of the Cambridge Historical Society). 
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Organization of the settlement constituted 64 house lots ranging from 1/8 to 3/4 of an 
acre, large enough for a house and small barn. A municipal act for public safety in 
January 1633 stipulated that no houses were to be built outside of the palisade, nor could 
any new construction take place until all lots or houses from the original layout were 
occupied. Another order of 1633 required that all houses within the limits of the town be 
covered with slate or board; thatch was forbidden, likely as a preventative measure 
against fire (Sullivan 1999).  
This environment in which Gookin re-settled was an established town where he 
formed close bonds with his neighbors. Nearby was Rev. Thomas Shepard who took 
received Gookin’s confession of faith and admitted him to the church shortly after his 
arrival. Another close associate was Thomas Danforth, one of the few public servants 
supporting the Praying Towns and Gookin and Rev. Eliot (Martin 1991: 17). Lengthy 
historical research enabled a close approximation of the Newtown/Cambridge landscape 
prior to 1650, which changed little prior to the turn of the 18th century. 
Following the end of King Philip’s War and Gookin’s return to public favor, he 
sold off his Shawshin parcel to Robert Thompson so he could build a new house in 
Cambridge in c. 1680 (Martin 1991: 24). The new house and land extended from the 
corner of Bow and Arrow Streets south to the banks of the Charles River; the description 
of the house and land comes from his will dated March 31, 1687, which he bequeathed to 
his wife Hannah Tyng Gookin: “my Dwelling house, barne and out houses, orchard & 
gardens appertaining to it, & the use of three commons belonging to it for wood and 
pasturage (my house lyes adjoining to the back lane in Cambridge)” (Gookin 1912: 190). 
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His son Samuel received his first Cambridge house: “the Dwelling house, barne, 
outhouses and yard, gardens & orchards where he now Dwelleth & all to it belonging wth 
two Commons, and although I changed this house &c wth him for that wch I now Live in 
unto wch house he built addition & barne yet forasmuch as he never had from me any 
assurance or convayance thereof so had no Legall Right to that house therefore I thought 
it Expedient to bequeath this to him in my will that he may have as full & Legall 
assurance thereof as if 1 had given him a deed, and I order yt all ye writeings, and Deeds 
yt I had of M' Collins for ye said house & Land be Delivered my sonn Samuell” (Gookin 
1912: 191). Historian Frederick Martin suggests that Daniel Gookin’s two Cambridge 
lots in addition to a few smaller undeveloped tracts that he held elsewhere in 
Massachusetts accounted for 77 percent of his total recorded wealth listed in probate 
records (Martin 1991: 24).  
Approaching the colonies where Daniel Gookin Sr. and Jr. settled in North 
America through a cultural landscape framework accomplishes several things. The first is 
to recognize the differences in the ways that the charters of Virginia, Maryland, and 
Massachusetts Bay sought to control land ownership and population composition. In each 
colony the Gookins held military and public offices, receiving land in payment for 
services, gaining a following of other settlers who sought their protection or influences. 
The focus on the landowners around the Nansemond Fort clearly illustrates how this 
worked to a regional advantage; and several its residents were headrights of Gookin Sr. 
and may have migrated from Ireland, constructing a community in the nansemond of 
like-minded individuals. In this aspect, religious beliefs were central to the Gookins 
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migrations and actions in each colony. It is likely, as will be discussed in Chapter 7, that 
group adherence to the Puritan faith influenced the artifact assemblages on sites 
associated with the Gookins in Virginia and Maryland, and holding together a trade 
network that Daniel Gookin Jr. ran from Massachusetts.  
A second point is the recognition that the Gookins were able to adapt to varying 
landscapes, using strategies they learned from prior ventures. Alison Games points out 
that this fact was not unrecognized in the process of re-settlement as a result of 
migrations—“New plantations required more than brave hearts and strong backs; they 
demanded unceasing optimism, preparation to make peace or some type of 
accommodation with new neighbors, and a vision of the future that could picture shelter 
and a cultivated field along English models where there stood forests cluttered with brush 
and fields crowded with rocks” (Games 1999: 163). In the Chesapeake, had the political 
climate been more conducive, town founding might have taken place much as it did when 
Gookin Jr. played a role in the foundation of Worcester, Massachusetts, or his 
involvement as a proprietor of Southertown (Martin 1991). Along these same lines, 
fortifying the landscape to protect personal holdings as well as those of their communities 
was taken seriously. The fortified estates that the Gookins rented or owned and those of 
their peers in Munster likely emphasized this need; as Daniel Sr. fortified Marie’s Mount, 
Daniel Jr. ordered the palisading of the Nansemond settlements, and took an active role in 
fortifying towns in New England, including the defenses for Cambridge. Many of their 
neighbors in Virginia who failed to fortify their holdings prior to the uprisings of 1622 
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and 1644; in New England many settlements were caught off-guard when King Philip’s 
War broke out in 1675.  
Lastly, the lands occupied and owned by the Gookins in the Chesapeake and New 
England represent artifacts in their own right, and the descriptions from primary sources 
and secondary historical research anchor them in space and time. For both Daniel Sr. and 
Jr., the parcels they owned became the commodities that made them and their offspring 
wealthy, enriching their heirs long after their respective deaths, and they remained known 
figures within the communities of which they were a part. While archaeological evidence 
may not exist (or remains to be uncovered) in the locations the Gookins called home 
these landholdings I consider part of the archaeological record. 
I discuss he Nansemond Fort site (44SK192) that Daniel Gookin Jr. was 
responsible for constructing and that was occupied by individuals who were transported 
by him or his father in Chapter 6 and further expand upon Gookin Jr.’s shaping of the 
landscape in the Nansemond region of Virginia. This particular fortified settlement 
bridges the gap between the Gookin’s known Munster plantation landscape to what he 
encountered in Virginia.  
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CHAPTER SIX 
The Archaeology of the Nansemond Fort (44SK192) 
 
At the time of the first construction on the Nansemond Fort site, c. 1635, English 
settlers resident in the area were few in number. Land patents on the west side of the 
Nansemond River in Isle of Wight County as well as those on its east bank in Upper 
Norfolk refer to thickets, many small creeks and marshes, and Indian fields (Nugent 
1963). The site may have been cleared of trees and thick vegetation by Native Americans 
when the patent was issued, and there is the reference in Wilkins’ patent to a bridge that 
presumably spanned Bennett’s Creek (Nugent 1963: 420). Topography of the region is 
very flat, and the branch of Knott’s Creek just north of the site terminates in a small 
marsh (Fig. 65). The Nansemond River and the streams that drain into it are in the 
saltwater zone of the lower James. Settlers at the Nansemond Fort would have had to 
either get water from natural springs, collect rainwater, or sink a well, for which there is 
no evidence on the site.  
It is somewhat puzzling that a small frontier settlement in a region where Native 
Americans were known to be hostile was located in what appears to be an isolated place. 
If we consider the archaeological plan of the site in the context of regional development 
and the economic pursuits of the people living there, a picture emerges of a settlement 
planned around farming, in this case, cattle raising. I describe the Nansemond Fort from 
the archaeological work completed in 1988 in this chapter, charting the site’s growth and 
development from c. 1635–1650. 
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Figure 65: Aerial photograph of the Harbour View tract, 1988. Star marks location of the 
Nansemond Fort site (courtesy James River Institute for Archaeology). 
 
Though Englishmen occupied the Nansemond Fort site continuously from c. 1635–1680, 
the present study focuses on the first 15 years of occupation. The tight chronology 
established for the 15-year span can be further broken down into three phases, discerned 
during post-excavation analysis based on stratigraphic sequences, cross-mends, and 
artifact densities. Archaeological evidence suggests that the site was occupied by settlers 
almost immediately after its first patent, or perhaps a little earlier. This is the likely 
situation with the Nansemond Fort site, as it seems that the first patentee, John Wilkins, 
never occupied the tract, but may have placed servants on the property to maintain his 
land claim. The re-patent of the tract in 1638 suggests Wilkins did not sufficiently 
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improve the land (an action that incurred tax penalties) escheating it back to Virginia, and 
then patented by Michael Wilcox.  
Phase 1A, c. 1635–1637 
  Building on the site began during Phase 1A, c. 1635–37, with the erection of a 
small dwelling, very crude in plan and layout (Fig. 66). Characterized by an irregular 
plan, Structure 1 measured roughly 16 × 21 feet, possibly with a small chimney in its 
center. An additional factor in assigning an early date to this structure is the near absence 
of European artifacts in the postholes, in addition to the fact that the holes much smaller 
in size than others on the site—an indication that Structure 1 was  “hastily raised, 
primitive, and without any thought of longevity,” the type of shelter that could be 
occupied during the construction of the rest of the buildings on site (Luccketti 2007: 18) 
(Fig. 67). 
In contrast, Structure 2 was a much better built, three-bay dwelling with 
dimensions of 18  × 34 feet (Luccketti 2007: 18–9) (Fig. 68). With two fireplaces, the 
plan included a wood-floored hall and a dirt-floored room further partitioned for a small 
chamber. Architectural material from a pit nearby that was a cellar associated with a later 
lean-to addition yielded turned lead for casement windows, as well as daub. Structure 2 
had two entries; one on the north wall of the west 12-foot bay, and the other located on 
the south wall of the center 12-foot bay. An external wood-and-clay chimney stood in the 
southeast corner of the building, with a footprint measuring 4 × 7 feet. The postholes for 
the chimney were cut by repair postholes, and the fill for these four repair posts was 
composed of burned daub and charcoal, further validating the chimney interpretation 
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(Luccketti 2007: 20). A 4-post, 10-foot square addition was built off of the northwest 
corner, although no diagnostic artifacts were recovered that provided a precise date of 
construction. The construction methods used in this building have been suggested by 
architectural historian Willie Graham to reflect a higher standard in building emerging in 
the Chesapeake—paired tie-beam  
 
 
 
 
Figure 66: Plan of the Nansemond Fort, Period 1A, c.1635–1637.  (map by author) 
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Figure 67: Archaeological plan of Structure 1. (map by author) 
 
Figure 68: Archaeological plan of Structure 2. (map by author) 
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assembly, and no earthfast stud evidence for the floor—two characteristics that he 
believes to be experimentation in building (Graham 2003: 182). 
Approximately 180 feet west of Structure 2, a three-bay, 18ft 6in × 30ft building 
barn was uncovered. Structure 3 was probably divided into two dirt-floored rooms with a 
narrow passage in between (Luccketti 2007: 22) (Figs. 69, 70). There were three entries 
for the building—a 5-ft doorway on the south wall of the center bay, a roughly 4-ft entry 
on the north wall in the northwest corner, and a 3-ft opening on the west wall on the 
south corner (Luccketti 2007: 22). Structure 3 was the only building constructed on the 
west side of the compound, suggesting that during the site’s lifespan the west end of the 
site served as the barnyard. Having a detached barn for livestock and grain would have 
been a Chesapeake adaptation, as in England and much of Europe, farm outbuildings 
were uncommon. As architectural historian Donald Linebaugh (Linebaugh 1994: 4) has 
pointed out, in 17th-century England, people desired to have all activities under one roof. 
The multiple repair posts speak to the barn’s longevity, spanning the site’s occupation 
range.  
 Running east-west, a palisade line approximately 147ft long with two openings 
for gates ran between Structure 3 and to Structure 2. This palisade may be interpreted two 
ways at this early stage of the site’s development, as either defensive in nature, or as an 
attempt to demarcate the landowner’s claim. Given the hostile environs surrounding the 
settlement, it is likely that the palisade was a temporary measure until a more substantial 
work could be erected. The positioning of the palisade indicates that Structures 2 and 3 
predated it, since neither were oriented on a straight line to correspond to palisade 
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construction. Since there was no corresponding palisade line to the south, the individuals 
who built the palisade may have stopped before completing an enclosure of the three 
buildings on the site. As an alternative, the palisade may have been a method of 
organizing the settlement’s agricultural and domestic space; other divisions in the form of 
worm fences or wattle barriers might have further defined specific activity areas on the 
site.   
 
 
 
Figure 69: Archaeological plan of Structure 3. Slot trenches were added shortly after 
construction, likely corresponding with the palisade wall during Phase 1B.  (map by 
author) 
 
Slot trench 
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Figure 70: Plan view of Structure 3 prior to posthole excavation. (courtesy of James 
River Institute for Archaeology). 
 
 
Figure 71: Plan of the Nansemond Fort, Period 1B, c.1636–1646.  (map by author) 
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Phase 1B, c. 1636–1646 
 During Phase 1B, c.1636–1646, the defensive palisade was dismantled to make 
way for a more substantial fieldwork that enclosed the entire settlement (Fig. 71). 
Increased conflict with the Nansemond and other tribes in the region was sporadic 
throughout most of the 1630s, resulting in a two-year war that began in 1644. At this 
time, Michael Wilcox and his family were living on the tract; they either built the 
enclosure themselves or with neighbor support under orders from Capt. Daniel Gookin Jr. 
in his capacity as Upper Norfolk’s militia commander. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 72: Aerial view of excavated palisade and Period 1B features (courtesy of James 
River Institute for Archaeology). 
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Figure 73: East wall palisade postmolds (courtesy of James River Institute for 
Archaeology). 
 
Figure 74: Excavated NE bastion. (courtesy of James River Institute for Archaeology) 
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Figures 75: Excavated SW bastion. (courtesy of James River Institute for Archaeology) 
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The enclosure was shaped roughly like a trapezoid with two rounded bastions, at 
opposing corners, made of split logs.  The palisade enclosed an area of 222ft × 98ft x 
224ft × 75ft; the split logs were seated in a 1-ft wide by 2-ft deep slot trench and stood 
upright, forming a wall that was more like a breastwork just tall enough to allow one to 
shoot over (Kelso, Luccketti and Straube 1999: 29; Luccketti 2007: 25) (Figs. 72, 73). 
This type of configuration bears striking resemblance to a bawn enclosure, which was in 
use prior to and during the English colonial projects in Ireland. According to George 
Hill’s history (Hill: 1877: 82) of the Ulster plantation, in Ireland  
it was customary amongst the ancient Irish to construct their bawns or cattle 
enclosures near their residences in times of peace, and adjoining their 
encampments in times of war. These enclosures were always formed on a certain 
well recognized plan, of trenches and banks strengthened by stakes, or most 
frequently by growing hedges, to guard against the attacks of wolves and other 
ravenous animals, as well as the assaults of hostile tribes.  
 
Folklorist Robert Blair St. George’s study of the bawn in a North American context 
(1990: 242) also characterizes the bawn as a fortification incorporated into the English 
defense system in Ulster, becoming  
a defensible courtyard, whose walls—built most often of stone, but also of brick, 
clay, timber (both earthfast and silled) wattle and daub, and sod—protected the 
house, family, and personal property of the plantation’s principal landlord. The 
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houses could be free-standing in the center of the bawn, or placed against one of 
the peripheral walls.  
These characteristics led people to call such structures forts even though they are more 
properly thought of as fortified settlements. I use the term “fort” here but caution the 
reader that this does not mean I am discussing a formal military installation erected at 
government expense or even by trained military engineers. Rather, this sort of enclosure 
fits the pattern of private forms of protection of a vernacular sort that were common in 
colonial contexts.  
The two-bastioned plan and the lengths of the fort’s sides strongly suggests that 
whoever planned the fort had an understanding of the limitations of the musket. Firearms 
of the period were notoriously inaccurate, but the placement of the bastions at opposing 
ends of the fort allowed for enfilading fire. The 17th-century English matchlock weighed 
about 16 lbs. and had a bore size roughly equivalent to a modern 10-gauge shotgun. Its 
maximum effective range was about 100 yards, and beyond this the trajectory of the ball 
was unpredictable (Peterson 1956: 14). To compensate for musket accuracy, a 2-ft right-
angle jog in the palisade line 138ft from the northeast bastion was present, and on the 
south wall 112ft from the southwest bastion (Luccketti 2007: 25). These protective 
features would afford a musketeer inside the palisade the cover needed to protect against 
enemy advances on all sides of the palisade walls. 
The trapezoidal form of the Nansemond Fort palisade has been interpreted as 
somewhat of an anomaly; drawn plans of Irish bawns depict them straight-walled and 
regular, yet a bawn dating from 1619 on the site of Martin’s Hundred near present-day 
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Williamsburg also had a trapezoidal plan. Archaeologists felt that the irregularities 
probably resulted from a lack of trained surveyors in the colony (Noël Hume 1982: 254), 
but a likely explanation in the Nansemond case is simply that the existing structures 
needed to be enclosed. By taking advantage of the surroundings rather than creating and 
attempting to apply an entirely new plan, the builders rendered the issue of regularity a 
moot point.  
Inside the palisade there were two buildings, Structures 4 and 5. Structure 4 was 
much like its predecessors from Period 1A in its three-bay frame and exterior dimensions 
of 14 × 26 feet, with a hall and chamber plan (Fig. 76). This building lacked a hearth and 
chimney and had a rectangular storage pit, or “root cellar” located about 2ft from the 
north wall. Excavations at James Fort have revealed several storage pits associated either 
with lean-to structures against the fort wall or with small, free-standing, temporary 
shelters (Kelso and Straube 2008: 20–25), indicating that this practice was not all 
together unknown. Linebaugh suggests that underground storage pits may have been a 
common feature on Chesapeake sites and that they “continued to be used at lower status 
Euro-American dwellings into the eighteenth century” (Linebaugh 1994: 11). The 
absence of a hearth and chimney is perplexing as this structure certainly has the 
indicators of being lived in—the hall and chamber plan and the rectangular pit for 
storage. Structure 5, measuring 10 × 16ft 9in, lacked a hearth and any indication for room 
divisions, and was aligned with Structure 2 (Fig. 77). This alignment suggests the two 
were built at the same time, and its size suggests it might have been used as storehouse. 
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Storehouses of similar size were found during Kelso’s excavations at Kingsmill at the 
Littletown Tenement site, which dated to 1645–1665 (Kelso 1984: 59). 
 The large space within the fortified compound shows no signs of being sub-
divided while the palisade stood. At Structure 3, however, two slot trenches that ran from 
the northeast and northwest corners to the palisade wall were uncovered, providing for a 
small enclosed space off the rear of the house, perhaps serving as an animal paddock 
(Charles Hodges, personal communication, 2010). On the west side of the building was a 
semi-circular slot trench with an opening in the center. Animals may have been housed 
primarily on the western side of the site, corroborated by “a gap in the just north of the 
southwest bastion [which] provided not only a fortified entrance, but a funnel-like barrier 
for driving animals” (Hodges 1993: 202). This feature is an important one in further 
bolstering the interpretation of Structure 3 as a barn, and resembles annexes on English 
medieval barns where cows are milked (Beresford and Hurst 1972: 111). During the 
period of the palisade’s existence, it was likely a necessity to keep cattle herds inside an 
enclosure at night as well as during periods when danger of attack was high. Cattle could 
have been separated from the rest of the buildings within the enclosure by worm fences, 
or other temporary barriers that would leave no archaeological trace (Neiman 1980b: 92). 
Phase 1C: 1646–1650 
Following two years of warfare with the tribes of the Powhatan Confederacy, Virginia 
Governor Sir William Berkeley signed a treaty with the tribes in October of 1646, which 
gave the Nansemond region territory to the English (McCartney 1990: 9). Feelings of 
relative security are reflected in the post-1646 archaeological record at the Nansemond  
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Figure 76: Archaeological plan of Structure 4. (map by author) 
      
Figure 77: Archaeological plan of Structure 5. (map by author) 
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Figure 78: Working shot of Structure 4 during excavation. (courtesy of James River 
Institute for Archaeology) 
 
 
 
Figure 79: Excavated postholes of Structure 5. (courtesy of James River Institute for 
Archaeology) 
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Figure 80: Animal enclosure on the west end of Structure 3. (courtesy of James River 
Institute for Archaeology) 
 
Fort, which provides evidence of the dismantling of the palisade, a hindrance to 
movement in and outside of its walls, between 1646–1650, Phase 1C. The erection of 
Structure14, a small 10 × 10ft storehouse, and the inclusion of Garden 1, demarcated by a 
roughly 40ft long fenceline, may indicate expanded agricultural practices resulting from 
the opening of more land after the treaty (Luccketti 2007: 29). Off the northwest corner 
of the garden enclosure, another fenceline, oriented N–S, ran almost directly down the 
center of the former open area in the compound. The fenceline extended for 
approximately 101ft, with a 3ft 6in opening 40ft from the garden enclosure, effectively 
separating Structure 3 from the rest of the former compound. This division is perhaps 
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representative of changes in land ownership, from Wilcox to Stoughton, and may reflect 
another household’s presence on the site.  
Other features dating between c. 1635–1650 consisted mainly of borrow pits and a 
feature interpreted as an exterior cellar. The exterior cellar dates to either Period 1B or 
1C, as it lay in between Structure 2 and the north wall of the fort, cutting neither one. It 
measured 15 × 4 ft with straight sidewalls and a flat bottom and was a little over 2 ft in 
depth (Luccketti 2007: 37). Small postholes (less than 10 inches square) were in each 
corner of the cellar (total of four), suggesting support for a plank covering indicating that 
the cellar was board-lined, with a soil stain  representing a sill along the north side. No 
evidence of feature erosion or heavy organic concentrations were found, ruling out the 
possibility that it was a processing feature, such as a saw pit. This feature was the second 
greatest artifact- producing feature on the site; the deposit suggests it represents a period 
of clean-up and re-ordering following the dismantling of the palisade wall. Perhaps was 
part of a lean-to addition off of Structure 2.  
A feature that yielded the most finds on the site, referred to as the Large Borrow 
Pit, roughly 16ft in diameter, probably was dug shortly after the palisade came down, and 
pre-dates the fence around Garden 1. The feature bottomed out at a depth of 8ft, tapering 
in width from 6ft to 4ft. Ninety-six percent of all finds from this feature came from the 
top two layers, suggesting that the pit was open for a short time, and that the top deposits 
were intentional. 
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Figure 81: Plan of the Nansemond Fort, Period 1C, 1646–1650.  (map by author) 
 
Figure 82: Archaeological plan of Structure 14. (map by author) 
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Though the feature was first thought to be a well, this was ruled out as it lacked the 
hallmark signatures of having a discernible builder’s trench, nor did it have any traces of 
brick or barrel lining, either of which should have been present at a depth of 8 ft. This 
feature could be evidence of an attempt to sink a well, a project that was abandoned for 
unknown reasons.  
 A single, extended burial oriented east-west was found on the western half of the 
site; may date to the study period. The grave shaft was rectangular, measuring 6ft 10 in 
long and 2ft 3 in wide, with remains encountered at a depth of 2ft 3in (Luccketti 2007: 
44). Poor preservation meant that only fragments of the left and right humeri, left and 
right femora, left and right tibiae, minute fragment of the cranium, part of the left 
temporal, and one tooth; the presence of a completely formed 3rd molar suggests that the 
individual was at least 12 yrs old. It was not possible to determine sex, race, disease, 
trauma, or cause of death of the individual (Luccketti 2007: 44). The burial’s location, 
squarely within the fortified compound, indicates that the individual may have been 
interred during a period of threat at a time when confinement within the walls was 
necessary. 
 
Comparative Evidence 
 The 15-year time span represented by the archaeological features described above 
correlates with the experiences colonists faced upon arrival in Virginia and reflects the 
learning process for adapting to the new environment of the Chesapeake. Household 
clustering, for example, took place on the site before the construction of the Nansemond 
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Fort’s protective palisade walls. Though the logical explanation for the construction of 
the enclosure is defense related, St. George (1990: 244) offers an alternative.  
Part of the calculated growth of England’s nascent market economy thus was 
rooted, paradoxically, in the retention of an enclosed, protective, and defensive 
settlement pattern that looked back to the fixed, known security of feudal social 
relations at the same time that commodity relations were loosening the parameters 
of social place. In this system the role of the bawn and the importance of defense 
from “cultural others” has eclipsed the key role played by classical agricultural 
theory—which similarly championed the pastoral image of the enclosed 
farmstead as a means of efficiently organizing aristocratic concepts of fixed social 
rank while protecting the commodities of individual land owners—in English 
economic and social reform.        
In the framework of the English colonial practices for demarcating personal space, the 
symbolism of the palisade’s dual role for defense as well as for optimization agricultural 
is important for interpreting the Nansemond Fort. The internal divisions within the 
fortified compound clearly demarcate areas of use, with the west portion of the 
compound for cattle, and the east used for dwellings and probably some gardens. 
Structure 3’s specific use for cattle and the large open space within the compound may 
have allowed two or more households participation in animal husbandry. Since it seems 
likely that most of the landowners in the neighborhood of the Nansemond Fort were 
raising cattle and that at least three of them once lived on Daniel Gookin Sr.’s Marie’s 
Mount plantation (and perhaps on his lands in Munster), this may not have been the only 
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palisaded enclosure on the wider landscape that was not open to archaeological 
investigation.   
One building inside the enclosure that could be a representation of an Irish form 
of vernacular architecture that housed both people and animals is Structure 4. Work by 
archaeologist Audrey Horning at one of the Ulster Plantation settlements in Movanagher, 
Northern Ireland, uncovered the remains of a Gaelic-style house in the English settlement 
not dissimilar in size and layout to Structure 4. Movanagher was allotted to the Mercers’ 
Company of London in 1611; it occupied a prime tract of land with rich timber and 
fishing resources. By 1619, the settlement had grown to the size of a small village; an 
assessment of the Mercers’ Company settlement states that it was composed of 
a very large bawn, 120ft. square, 4 flankers, of good stone and lime. Near the 
bawn are six houses of cagework, some covered with shingle, others thatched and 
inhabited by such poor men as they could find in the country, and these pay such 
dear rates for the land they are forced to take Irish tenants to pay their rent. 
Diverse other houses of slight building, but far off, and dispersed in woods, where 
inhabitants are forced to relieve such woodkerne as go up and downe the country. 
(quoted in Horning 2001: 383) 
The remains of the “houses of cagework” near the bawn were uncovered, with a 
rectangular plan in shape, measuring 14 × 24ft (Horning 2001: 385). There was strong 
evidence for a central hearth consisting of an ash deposit surrounded by rocks. Absence 
of interior posts nearby implies that the building had a smoke canopy rather than a 
chimney stack (Horning 2001: 389). In the center of the southern half of the house was a 
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small pit, interpreted as being used for under-floor storage, much like a root cellar.  
Postholes for this structure were shallow, suggesting that they were maul-driven 
puncheons—a feature shared by early Virginia buildings at James Fort and at the Maine 
(Deetz 2002: 31). Horning suggests that the house was occupied by English tenants, and 
that this Gaelic house form found favor with Ulster settlers, who brought the construction 
technique to North America. Edmund Plowden, an English adventurer who spent time in 
Virginia, Maryland, and Massachusetts wrote in 1650 “that a commonly available 
structure was an Irish house of posts walled and divided with close wattle hedges, and 
thin turfed above, and thick turfs without below” (cited in Horning 2001: 389).    
 The similarities of the Movanagher house to the Nansemond Fort’s Structure 4— 
dimensions, lack of chimney base, placement of underground storage pits—provides 
compelling evidence that suggests that other vernacular building technologies were 
transferred from English colonial projects in Ireland to Virginia.  Before moving on to a 
summary of research on bawns in a North American context I address the enclosure wall 
of the Nansemond Fort through comparison of two other fortified sites in Virginia. The 
circumstances through which the Nansemond Fort was palisaded is not dissimilar to 
Jordan’s Journey (44PG302), a 1620–1635 village on the upper James River near 
present-day Richmond (McLaren and Mouer, 1993), and the Clifts Plantation (44WM33), 
a c. 1670–1740 fortified plantation on the Potomac River (Neiman, 1980b). Both of these 
settlements, like the Nansemond Fort, were enclosed because of the threat of Indian 
attack, and in each case the palisade line resulted in demarcated interior work spaces.  
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 The settlement at Jordan’s Journey was composed of several dispersed 
farmsteads; it was attacked during the March 1622 uprising. Samuel Jordan, master of 
one of the plantations, organized the survivors and fortified his plantation, but was dead a 
year later (McLearen and Mouer 1993: 6). According to the Muster of 1624/5, William 
Farrar married Jordan’s widow and assumed control of his property. Within the fortified 
compound lived William Farrar, his wife, their three children, and 10 servants, all males 
between the ages of 21 and 26. The muster also records that 16 “neat cattle” and 20 
poultry made up the animal complement within Farrar’s household (McLearen and 
Mouer 1994: 7). The site, archaeologists McLearen and Mouer suggest, was the 
administrative center for the greater Jordan’s Journey settlement; they describe Farrar as 
being able to walk “out of the gate of his fort and down the lane, encountering the houses 
and palisaded compounds of his tenants,” which suggests that other small, private “forts” 
existed nearby (McLearen and Mouer 1993: 7) (Fig. 84). 
 The Clifts Plantation, though occupied for a longer period of time than the Farrar 
settlement at Jordan’s Journey, was fortified from at least c. 1675–1680 (Neiman 1980b : 
105). The tract was situated on Pope’s Creek, a short distance from the Potomac, owned 
by Nathaniel Pope from 1650 to 1660 and passed on to his son Thomas, who held it until 
1685. Thomas likely did not occupy the site while it was fortified, probably leasing it to 
tenant farmers (Neiman 1998: 1). From the period c. 1670–1680, the site consisted of a 
large, 3-bay “manor house,” and a small quarter. In 1675, a war erupted between English 
colonists in the counties along the Potomac and the Susquehannock, a neighboring tribe. 
It is likely that the site was fortified at this time by being enclosed by a split-log 
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rectangular palisade measuring 55ft × 60ft (Fig. 85). The configuration was not dissimilar 
to that of the Nansemond Fort; each had rounded bastions at opposing corners.   
 Though the palisade surrounded the manor house, the west wall ended when it 
reached the corner with the south wall, extending southwards for a few feet, linking up 
with the quarter. This extended palisade raises questions in terms of the palisade 
enclosure at the Nansemond Fort. The two “appendages” that seemingly disappear may 
have led to other outbuildings that were not discovered, but were still part of the larger 
settlement. Correspondingly, worm fencing at Clifts, though discussed in the context of 
the Nansemond Fort as likely interior divisions for cattle, could have also protected 
gardens or corn fields outside of the enclosure. 
Following the end of the Susquehannock War and Bacon’s Rebellion, the palisade 
wall at Clifts came down as it was no longer a necessity. This private fortification existed 
only as long as needed, escaping documentation in the county records.  Some 
documentation does exist that “wealthier planters in Westmoreland and adjacent Northern 
Neck counties erected such fortifications around their homesteads during the 1675 Indian 
scare” but few names are given, and the fortifications are not described (Neiman 1998: 
3). When the Nansemond Fort is considered in this context, it may not be extraordinary 
that it escaped notice. 
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Figure 84: Archaeological plan of the enclosed compound at Jordan’s Journey. Note 
Structures 15 and 16, and rounded fence; Structure 15 is a barn incorporated into the 
enclosure wall, and likely used for cattle (McLearen and Mouer 1994: 7). 
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Figure 85: Plan of the Clifts Plantation, c. 1675–1685.  Dotted line indicates the palisade. 
Compare the extension of the palisade west wall to the plan of the Nansemond Fort, p. 63 
(Neiman 1980a : 15). 
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 The examples of the enclosed compound at Jordan’s Journey and the fortified 
house at the Clifts Plantation serve to illustrate two points about the Nansemond Fort. 
First, private fortification was not uncommon, but specific details were not recorded 
about fortified settlements, likely because the enclosures stood for only a few years, when 
external threats loomed. Even though the records related to 17th-century Nansemond 
County are gone, the Nansemond Fort may have escaped documentary recording in any 
event.   Second, both Jordan’s Journey and Clifts encompassed buildings and features 
outside of the enclosures, for different purposes. Jordan’s Journey appears to have been 
the administrative center for a small village that was surrounded by other privately-
maintained fortifications. Clifts, on the other hand, was the site of the main plantation 
house, but during the time of danger had all buildings on the site enlcosed by worm fence 
or palisade. This raises the question about how best to characterize the Nansemond Fort 
site—as part of a larger complex, like a particular plantation, or as an administrative 
center may have had additional establishments associated with it?  
 There is at least one other site near the Nansemond Fort that is contemporary and 
that may been part of it. Lying 1,500 ft south of the enclosed compound, a site known as 
44SK194 was tested in 1990, revealing traces of a palisade wall and multiple posthole 
patterns (Fig. 86). Among the finds were second quarter 17th-century artifacts including 
many lead bandolier caps, leading archaeologists to interpret the palisade as another 
fortification for a compound or house (McLearen and Harbury 1990: 36). The implication 
of the site’s proximity to the Nansemond Fort may be that multiple palisaded residences, 
or a larger particular plantation existed within this landscape. 
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Figure 86: Plan of features uncovered at 44SK194, with palisade. (McLearen and 
Harbury 1992: 36) 
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My discussion of the Nansemond Fort thus far has focused on the historical and 
archaeological contexts that when taken together provide an interesting scenario for site 
interpretation. One topic of concern that has not been addressed in detail is the 
Nansemond Fort’s enclosure plan. If the Nansemond Fort is to be considered a military 
fortification, there were multiple parallels that an English adventurer to North America 
could choose from.  Many settlers to Virginia were veterans of wars in Ireland and the 
Low Countries, where triangular and square fieldworks were used, constructed to 
withstand assaults from musket fire and artillery. Evidence suggests that the site was not 
a formal military installation, but instead a private fortification, built for the purpose of 
self-preservation in the event of an attack by Native Americans. Distinctions of two types 
of defense methods used by settlers to Virginia, noted by the Virginia Company of 
London in 1620; “one for the induringe of assaults and Battery [and] the other of 
chusinge and taking some place of Advantage, and there to make some Pallysadoes” 
(Kingsbury 1, 1906: 317).  
Archaeologists of the colonial Chesapeake have evaluated the two types, formal 
and private, for interpreting early fortifications in the region. Primary documents confirm 
contemporary notions along the same lines. Archaeological evidence for formal 
fortifications come primarily from James Fort at Jamestown Island, while evidence for 
private works has turned up at Jordan’s Journey, Martin’s Hundred, Flowerdew Hundred, 
and the Clifts Plantation (Kelso, Luccketti, and Straube 1999: 21–33). What are the 
characteristics of the private works, and does the evidence from the Nansemond Fort site 
fit best? With Daniel Gookin Jr.’s and others in the Nansemond region backgrounds in 
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English colonial projects in Ireland, I suggest looking towards the Irish bawn as the 
precedent for the Nansemond Fort’s plan. Scholars have attempted to situate the bawn in 
a North American context, but not always considered the people behind the plan. The 
following presents the breadth of historical and archaeological research on bawn 
enclosures and their significance in English colonial America.   
Historian Howard Mumford Jones was one of the first scholars to draw 
connections between English colonizing efforts in Ireland and Virginia, citing 42 
individuals who were shareholders in both the Virginia Company of London and also 
plantations in Ireland (Jones 1942: 450; Rabb 1967). The approach Jones took was to 
examine the primary historical documents surrounding English colonization, their 
purposes, and intended audiences. He clearly stated the pitfalls of one-to-one 
documentary colonial comparisons, emphasizing that 
American historians have also naturally arranged documents having to do with 
colonies in an order convenient for the understanding of American development, 
just as they have frequently interpreted these documents from a cis-Atlantic point 
of view. Provided the omissions of such an approach are clearly understood, no 
harm is done, but, the omissions not being understood, a false order of importance 
may be imposed upon history, from which misleading conclusions may be drawn 
regarding the transit of civilization from the Old World to the New. (Jones 1942: 
459)   
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In the same vein, Jones pointed out the fact that the Gaelic Irish and Native Americans 
were portrayed in English colonizing literature as being similar, alien, cultures (Jones 
1942: 451–455). The primary documents studied by Jones, however, should not be taken 
at face value, for they served the purpose of “familiarizing” a new landscape and people 
to the English venturers to Virginia—rendering the unfamiliar familiar for English 
audiences. 
David Beers Quinn recognized the potential uses of the biographies of English 
colonizers and their impacts in Ireland and Virginia, first linking the similarities between 
Native American and Irish forms of warfare (Quinn 1991a). He further expanded on how 
this was perceived by the English, tracing the individuals who colonized Roanoke as a 
starting point—Sir Walter Raleigh, Richard Grenville, Ralph Lane, Thomas Hariot, and 
John White were all involved in speculative claims during the Munster Plantation of 
1584—all of whom may have transferred lessons learned in Ireland to the Roanoke 
attempts. Quinn also recognized that during the Virginia Company Period, planters in 
Ireland sought to diversify their investments and establish plantations in Virginia as well. 
Two cases he cites are those of Daniel Gookin Sr., and Capt. Thomas and Sir William 
Newce,  Munster planters who were amongst the first patentees in Elizabeth Cittie (Quinn 
1991a: 16–28).  
Quinn’s examples of Gookin Sr. and the Newce brothers fit nicely into the 
historical and archaeological discussion of bawns, as they both would have been familiar 
with them, and even built them in Virginia. William Newce and Gookin Sr. were friends 
and business associates in Ireland, and both brought cattle from their plantations there to 
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Virginia. Newce had experience in colonial administration as well, in the planning and 
settlement of Bandon, one of the few towns that the English established in Munster that 
endured (Gookin 1912: 39; MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 187). One of Newce’s final 
Munster improvements was the establishment of Newce’s Town, a suburb of Bandon, 
from which he transported colonists to Virginia in July of 1621. Newce, like Gookin Sr., 
was given a large land patent in Elizabeth Cittie. Since he offered to “transport at his own 
costs and charges 1000 persons to Virginia betwixt this and midsomer 1625,” Newce was 
given the title of Marshall of the Colony, and was knighted by King James I prior to his 
departure (Gookin 1912: 39). During the Massacre of 1622, like Gookin Sr., Newce was 
instrumental in defending his plantation at Newport News (as that area of Elizabeth Cittie 
had become known), gathering survivors at their plantation (Gookin 1912: 41). William 
and Thomas Newce also built two “guest-houses” to receive new immigrants to the 
colony, improving the land with palisades and a brick-lined well. Thomas perished 
sometime in the fall of 1622, and William was dead by the spring of 1623 (McCartney 
2007: 519–520). The fortification that both Newce and Gookin undertook may have 
closely resembled what Samuel Jordan erected at Jordan’s Journey. 
My endeavors to look historically into cross-colonial connections led me to other 
avenues of inquiry to enhance my knowledge of such connections. As Horning has 
pointed out, the comparisons of primary documents and colonist biographies can result in 
“a closely matching manipulation of the physical landscape in North America and 
Ireland” (Horning 2007: 53). Looking towards other research that has treated the bawn as 
a device for controlling the landscape, scholars Anthony Garvan and John Reps drew 
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comparisons between English North American colonies and Ireland from the perspectives 
of  architecture and town planning. Garvan focused on colonial towns in New England, 
and postulated that English colonial plans for settlement had Classically-inspired 
underpinnings, ideals seen in the plans of town layouts in Ulster (Garvan 1951). From 
17th-century descriptions of James Fort and modern depictions of it, Garvan noted that it 
“closely resembled an Ulster bawn erected a short distance from the town”—which he 
attributed to Capt. Edward Maria Wingfield, James Fort’s first governor, who had seen 
military service in Ireland (Garvan 1951: 38–39).  
 Like Garvan, Reps recognized the Classical and Renaissance elements in English 
colonial planning in North America, but emphasized (more than Garvan had) the 
importance of cross-colonial comparisons. Successful assessment of choices made during 
the settling of North America requires knowledge of the English colonial project in 
Ireland. 
One cannot understand English colonization in America, including the 
development of town planning theory and practice and the role that towns were 
expected to play, without some knowledge of the earlier overseas colonial 
ventures. The real frontier for English colonization in the latter part of the 
sixteenth century and the first decades of the seventeenth lay in nearby and 
familiar Ireland rather than on the strange and distant shores of North America. 
(Reps 1972: 8)  
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Figure 87: Drawing of the Fishmonger’s Company settlement and bawn at Ballykelly, 
Ulster, 1622. Note the variety in housing types depicted—the rounded-rectangular 
buildings represent traditional Gaelic houses. (Reps 1972) 
 
 
Figures 88:  Drawing of the Draper’s Company settlement and bawn at Moneymore, 
Ulster, 1622. (Reps: 1972). 
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To illustrate his point, Reps used drawings of plans of the Ulster Plantations (Figs. 87 and 
88), which constituted reductions of larger, Renaissance fortified settlements that in the 
colonial context met the needs of an administrative center without the baggage of a town.  
He further solidified his point by referencing descriptions of James Fort (1607–1624) and 
Henricus (1611–1622), commenting that when the settlers began to move outside of the 
protective walls, these communities “must have closely resembled these linear Ulster 
villages” (Reps 1972: 16).  
Following the research of Reps, Robert Blair St. George’s (1990) sees bawns in 
North America as having precedent in the Ulster Plantation. St. George provides a case 
study of the c. 1652–1660 Bray Rossiter Farm in Guilford, Connecticut, in which the 
bawn fulfills not only a defensive role, but a symbolic one as well. 
The Ulster bawn played a role in the defensive design of early New England 
settlements, [but] it did so as part of a larger cultural system of imperial expansion 
which linked the imperatives of protecting fixed capital to a complex system of 
beliefs that drove God’s Englishmen to defend the church militant against infidels 
while also attempting their wholesale conversion to the Protestant faith. (St. 
George 1990: 244) 
The plan of the Bray Rossiter Farm (Fig. 89), like those Garvan and Reps presented, is 
descriptive; St. George’s plan of the farm is an interpretation based on a 17th-century 
document; he compares it to drawings of Ulster bawns (St. George 1990: 241). St. 
George also uses documentary evidence of English views that Native Americans and 
indigenous Irish were analogous in all manners and barbaric, and that English settlers in  
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Figure 89: Plan drawing of the Bray-Rossiter bawn (St. George 1990: 244). This plan 
resembles the drawings of Ulster plantation bawns, but was likely a single farmstead, like 
the fortified house at Clifts. 
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both colonial projects needed to protect themselves from hostile “others” (St. George 
1990: 264). This assumption that there were similar native to newcomer cultural relations 
in both Ireland and North America that resulted in hostility is problematic; in reality, one 
is hard-pressed to draw such straightforward comparisons between the Irish and Native 
Americans (Audrey Horning, pers. communication 2009).   
Archaeologist Ivor Noël Hume familiar with both Garvan and Reps’ assessments 
of Ulster plans, recognized that the archaeological evidence at Martin’s Hundred revealed 
a fortification much like a bawn in 1978 (Noël Hume 1988: 234, 236). This “Irish 
Connection,” he states, “was valid not only in terms of village design, but throughout 
every facet of contemporary colonial life” (Noël Hume 1988: 236). Drawing from his 
interpretation of the fort at Martin’s Hundred Site C, known as Wolstenholme Towne 
(Fig. 90), Noël Hume further remarked that the fort plan, as “transported” by English 
venturers, became part of the “colonizing kit”—one that was universally transferable, 
making no difference where they settled, because what the colonists did, “and what they 
had to do it with, remained the same” (Noël Hume 1988: 237). This notion was bolstered 
not just by the archaeological plan, but also by the drawn plan of the Ulster village of 
Macosquin, c. 1610 (Fig. 91). Comparing the Martin’s Hundred Virginia Company 
period site with Ulster plans, Noël Hume was comfortable in making the connection, and 
he referred to the fortification at Martin’s Hundred as a bawn. 
In the decade following Noël Hume’s work at Martin’s Hundred, remains/evidence of 
other colonial fortifications were discovered in Virginia, all of which differed in plan 
from one another. Other archaeologists similarly were drawn to the conclusion that these 
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enclosed settlements could be said to draw upon precedent from Ulster  Plantation 
village plans. The excavation of Jordan’s Journey led to the discovery of a c. 1622 
palisaded compound, that was conceptualized like 
the Vintners settlement at Balleague in Ulster, Northern Ireland, as it appeared in 
1622. At the head of the village plan lay the master’s fortified manor house 
compound, a combination of public and private space wherein church services were 
held, court was convened, and the public business of the community was conducted. 
Extending from a gate in the fort was probably a lane which defined the town 
commons, and another road to the landing on the river. Along the main lane were 
individual house lots: croft, toft, and yard complexes of individual tenants and their 
servants. Some of these were also enclosed with defensive palisades. (McLearen and 
Mouer 1994: 6) 
Though the comparison of the Jordan’s Journey site to Ulster plantation villages may be 
apt, it is imperative to recognize that English colonial efforts in Virginia predated the 
establishment of Ulster, and one should be cautious when applying a direct comparison to 
Ulster as a model for early sites that are contemporary in date. Charles Hodges explored 
what he termed “private” colonial Virginia fortifications (Hodges 1993, 2003), 
suggesting that while some plans might owe allegiance to works in Ulster, attention 
should be given to colonial works of the French, Dutch, and Spanish for a more holistic 
comparison (Hodges 2003: 27). 
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Figure 90: Archaeological plan of c. 1619 Wolstenholme Town, Martin’s Hundred. The 
bawn’s location at the “head” of the settlement is flanked by other structures, like the 
drawings of Ulster settlements. Of note is the Corral, which is enclosed on three sides, 
with a gap in the bawn wall that goes into it. Much like the Nansemond Fort, the Martin’s 
Hundred bawn was designed for livestock   (Noël Hume 1988). 
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Figure 91: Drawn plan of the village and bawn at Macosquin, Ulster c. 1610. Similar to 
Martin’s Hundred, the bawn is the anchor from which the rest of the site is laid out (Noël 
Hume 1988).  
 
He recommends moving away from the Ulster model for plantation and fortification 
strategy underpinning colonial settlement in North America, and that in interpreting a 
privately fortified site, the researcher look towards the Roman, Medieval, and 
Renaissance ideology that would have informed 17th-century plantation ideals and 
methods of controlling the landscape (Hodges 2003: 31). These earlier notions of 
dividing land for the dual purpose of farming and defense broadens one’s perspective 
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when examining private fortifications, and gets beyond an Ulster-centric comparative 
scheme (Charles Hodges pers. communication 2010).  
The handful of archaeologically excavated private fortifications in the 
Chesapeake are a small, but incredibly rich data set for informing us about how English 
colonists organized themselves to optimize agriculture and for defense, but can the term 
“bawn” be used accurately to describe any of the sites that have been discussed? I find 
that the term bawn does have much utility in a North American context, but that one 
should carefully evaluate the form and function of the site before applying this term. 
From my own research and intensive review of the evidence, I consider the 
characterization of the Nansemond Fort enclosure as a bawn to be appropriate and the 
most reasonable interpretation. Perhaps in evaluating the bawn one should consider that 
they were used by the English in quasi-military functions in the Munster Plantation as 
well, which predated Ulster and Virginia in English colonization. As archaeologist Eric 
Klingelhöfer notes, fortifications from the late 16th to early 17th century in Ireland were 
increasingly complex and specialized; some rooted in Italian and French Renaissance 
designs, others were based on Dutch siegeworks, yet others were indigenous in form. 
Throughout the Plantation Period, several modern and outmoded forms were in use, but 
the “rectilinear enclosure was obsolete except for the ubiquitous residential bawn, which 
took no other shape” (Klingelhöfer 1998: 8).  
 A further reason for using the term bawn in the Nansemond Fort’s regional 
context is that it may have been the word that the colonists used to describe the 
enclosures that they built. Though the word bawn may not appear directly in the records, 
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the term “barne-fort” does—three documents from 1647 relating to events in Lower 
Norfolk County, Nansemond’s neighbor, use that word to describe plantation structures 
resembling bawns (LNC Minute Book B, 1647–1651, 41a, 42a). The Lower Norfolk 
connection is particularly interesting. Daniel Gookin Jr.’s brother, John, resided in Lower 
Norfolk County, and like Daniel was present at his father’s Marie’s Mount plantation, he 
was also a district militia captain. Several of Gookin Sr.’s transportees from 1621 and 
1623 settled in the region, and as Canny suggests may have been Irish or English settlers 
who were in Munster before coming to Virginia, hence the construction of a familiar 
agricultural and defensive fieldwork may have been the preferred defensive measure. 
Chapter Summary 
 To summarize the Nansemond Fort site from the archaeological and historical 
evidence presented thus far, it appears that Michael Wilcox was the first occupant and 
probably lived there when the enclosure was built. During the enclosure’s existence, at 
least two households occupied two domiciles within the walls, and a substantial portion 
of the site was allocated for cattle. Following the removal of the palisade, the site was 
divided down the center, probably when it changed hands from Wilcox to Stoughton. The 
presence of the two dwellings on the site, Structure 2 and Structure 4, pose interesting 
opportunities for comparison, given that a parallel to Structure 4 may be a Gaelic house. 
 The palisade walls of the Nansemond Fort, Jordan’s Journey, and the Clifts 
Plantation were all constructed after the main dwellings on each site were built. This 
response is not unlike what we find regarding construction of some of the bawns found 
on sites in the Munster Plantation; the construction of the bawn walls at Barryscourt and 
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Castlemartyr result from new occupants moving to these sites while facing the specter of 
warfare and raids. The life span of the bawn as a fortification measure in Ireland and 
North America varied depending on threat levels, and the archeological evidence from 
the Nansemond Fort and the Clifts indicate that the walls were removed when no longer 
needed.  
 The results of survey in Ireland presented in Chapter 4 combined with the 
archaeological evidence from the Nansemond Fort site in this chapter re-affirm that the 
bawn label is applicable to describe the fort’s palisade. At the time of the palisade wall’s 
construction at least four individuals residing nearby—Daniel Gookin Jr., George White, 
John Parrott, and Thomas Addison—came to Virginia from Ireland. The form was one 
that was entirely familiar and useful in raising cattle. Acknowledging that the erection of 
bawn walls is a big undertaking (as evidenced in Chapter 4); it would have taken the 
community support to build and maintain. I argue that the shared background of the 
Gookin cohort mustered a workforce in the Nansemond region to build palisades, much 
as did the survivors of the attack on Jordan’s Journey. The Clifts Plantation is better 
compared to the individual fortifications in Ireland, like Ship-Pool and Ballyannan (and 
consequently, all three share the z-plan fortification), but biographical information for 
Nathaniel Pope does not elucidate where the origins of his palisade plan may have come 
from. 
 This physical impression on the landscape in Virginia of fortifying the 
Nansemond region is one significant impact that the Gookin’s can be credited with, and 
Daniel Gookin Jr.’s role in the Virginia and New England Puritan community is another. 
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Chapter 7 explores his role in a network of Puritan-dominated trade that helped him move 
into Massachusetts and set himself up as a leading figure in society. His Chesapeake 
plantations were vital in this capacity, gaining him entry into the provisioning trade like 
what Daniel Gookin Sr. had done for the Virginia Company. Artifacts from the 
Nansemond Fort assemblage flesh out what the Gookin’s impact in Virginia was from a 
material perspective, and link his actions to the Puritan network in which he was 
enmeshed. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
Comparative Assemblages 
To date analysis of the Nansemond Fort site has been restricted to the attributes 
and meaning of the palisade and the dimensions of the structures for comparison against 
other 17th-century Chesapeake sites (Deetz 2000; Hodges 1993, 2006; Luccketti 2009; 
Mallios 2000). Lacking a formal report, the artifacts are known through oblique 
references in gray literature. Work to create a digital catalogue as part of my Master’s 
thesis in 2009 rectified this enabling comparison with other sites in the region that 
produced contemporary artifacts. 
Trade activities in which both Daniel Gookin Sr. and Jr. played active roles were 
intercolonial and international in scope, but the extent and nature of how this might be 
reflected archaeologically poses a challenge. What such an assemblage might look like is 
a topic that has in some ways been addressed in Chesapeake archaeology, but ascription 
to specific trade networks has not been determined. Supplying planters and shipping the 
tobacco crop was an enduring problem in the colonies for much of the 17th century. 
Following the successful cultivation of tobacco as a cash crop, an elite quickly emerged 
who not only gained control of the Virginia-to-London exchange network, but of the 
colonial government as well. Several important socio-economic events such as the 
tobacco depression of the 1630s, the English Civil War (1642-52), and the passage of the 
Navigation Acts (1651) challenged the system of the established elites and gave rise to 
others who operated outside of that system. This critical period of Virginia’s colonial 
development encompasses not only these events but also the rise of race- based slavery, 
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social diversification, and a shift of identity from English to Virginian and can likely be 
fleshed out when archaeological materials are queried; artifacts should be considered the 
paramount source for interpretation in the absence of documentary evidence. Artifact 
assemblages from archaeological sites in Virginia dating between the second to third 
quarters of the 17thcentury are diverse in their composition, which has led to 
considerations of what causes the variations and how artifact studies should be 
approached.  
I discuss five sites contemporary in occupation range in this chapter, summarizing 
spatial layout and focusing artifact analysis on ceramic vessels and tobacco pipes (Fig. 
92). The production origins of these two classes of artifacts elucidate patterns of trade 
occurring in the second and third quarters of the 17th century when Daniel Sr. and Jr. 
owned property in the Chesapeake. Because artifact data from sites that have 
relationships to the Gookins are scarce or non-existent, I have selected the assemblages 
from four contemporary sites in Virginia to present here along with the data from the 
Nansemond Fort. 
I charted origin points for the vessels and pipes from the comparative sites in 
general terms. Minimum vessel counts were used in all collections to derive the numbers, 
and ceramic designations are enumerated under Continental Europe, Europe Unknown, 
England, China, and Local (meaning settler manufacture as opposed to Native 
American), to capture the production locations of the different wares. Vessel forms and 
function, though listed in the site reports, are not included in my site artifact summaries;  
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Figure 92: Locator map of the comparative sites. 1: Nansemond Fort (44SK192); 2: 
Knowles site; 3: Sandys (44JC802); 4: Hampton University (44HT55); 5: Pentran 
(44HT44). (map by author) 
 
instead I focus on the production points. Clay tobacco pipes are charted similarly, 
categorized as Europe Unknown, English, Dutch, and Local. Counts of both bowls and 
stems compose the totals, and differentiations between English and Dutch pipes were 
made on the basis of makers marks found on bowls and stems.  
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Nansemond Fort – 44SK192 (c. 1630–1680) 
Relationship: Built by Daniel Gookin Jr.; part of a neighborhood of individuals closely 
associated with him. 
 Archaeology of the Nansemond Fort took place from 1988 to 1992 as part of a 
total excavation for the construction of a business park, resulting in a removal of the 
plowzone and a focus on the sealed contexts (Luccketti 2007: 1). Lacking funds for post-
excavation research, the excavators never produced a formal report, but the artifacts were 
washed, catalogued, and labeled, enabling preliminary conclusions about the site to be 
made.  
 Following the cataloguing of the artifacts in 1992, four periods of site occupation 
were identified based on artifact date ranges and stratigraphic relationships (Luccketti 
2007: 48). Site chronology begins with Period 1A, from ca. 1635–1637, 1B from 1637–
1646, and 1C from 1646 –1650. Period 2 lasted from 1650–1680, when occupation 
ceased on the site (Luccketti 2007: 31). Pipe-stem diameter dating based on European 
tobacco pipe stems for all excavated features places the median date at 1656.77, but 
locally made tobacco pipes are more numerous than imported varieties (Luccketti 2007: 
45). Within the local pipe assemblage, at least two types can be potentially identified with 
a specific maker, including 19 “RP” (Richard Pinner) pipes, and 13 “Bookbinder” 
examples (Straube 1992; Luckenbach and Kiser 2006: 164-5). Ceramic wares present on 
the site come from several different points of origin, composed of Dutch coarseware, 
slipware, and delftware, Italian slipware, Frechen and Westerwald stoneware, North 
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Devon fine gravel, coarseware, and sgraffito, Spanish olive jar, Iberian costrel, and local 
coarsewares (Luccketti 2007: 45).  
Based on the ceramic finds, the excavators concluded that the wares reflected a 
high-status occupation, but that the artifact assemblage in total was unusually low 
(Luccketti 2007: 50). Two households occupied the site for a little over 40 years, and the 
vessel count is the lowest of the four sites under comparison.  
 
 
 
Figure 93: selected artifacts from the Nansemond Fort, clockwise: Dutch tin-glaze plate, 
Dutch delftware charger, group shot featuring an Iberian costrel, locally-made chafing 
dish, North Devon balustrade, Dutch coarseware milk pan, and a Dutch coarseware 3-
legged pot (photographs by author). 
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Figure 94: Counts of vessels from the Nansemond Fort (chart by author). 
 
Figure 95: Counts of clay tobacco pipes from the Nansemond Fort (chart by author). 
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The Knowles Collection (c. 1625–1650) 
Relationship: Part of Daniel Gookin Sr.’s Marie’s Mount Plantation 
 The location of Marie’s Mount is approximately known (see Staufer 1934; Fausz 
1971), but because of its location on the banks of the James River, it is lost to erosion and 
development. Gookin Sr.’s plantation now lies mostly under the freight yards and coal 
piers of the Norfolk and Southern railway. Before present-day Newport News was 
extensively built up, a physician named Jerome Knowles dug a large trash pit eroding out 
of the river bank between 1928 and 1935 (Pawson 1969: 115; Ivor Noël Hume, pers. 
comm., 2011). Dr. Knowles’ collection was given to Colonial Williamsburg; former 
director of the Department of Archaeological Research Ivor Noël Hume recalls that  
it was found in the 1930s washing from the river bank at Newport News in an 
area subsequently occupied by coal wharfs or piers. Mr. Knowles stored it in his 
attic and it remained there after he went blind. After his death a relative brought 
the collection to me and I gave it a home in my department at CW. The majority 
of the colonial material dated from the second quarter of the 17th century and 
includes the finest group of Pisa marbled slipwares that I have seen or heard of 
from any site (Ivor Noël Hume, pers. comm., 2011). 
 Colonial Williamsburg curated and catalogued the collection, and to date, only the 
tobacco pipes within the assemblage have been analyzed, by Michael Pawson in 1969. 
Pawson published an article on the pipe collection in TheQuarterly Bulletin of the 
Archaeological Society of Virginia (Pawson 1969). From what Pawson could gather, “the 
Colonial material (when not washed out) lay two to three feet under the surface, directly 
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above and separated by a rust-colored streak and a layer of Indian oyster shells. This has 
since been verbally confirmed by Mr. T. Patterson Knowles, the son of Dr. Jerome 
Knowles, who added that it was recovered from the oyster shell layer; the bulk of the 
Indian material was picked up along the north shore of the James River between Point 
Breeze and the mouth of the Warwick River” (Pawson 1969: 115).  
 Despite the lack of scientific excavation of Knowles pit feature, when the 
collection was accessioned by Colonial Williamsburg curator Audrey Noël Hume 
completed the original cataloguing and was able to roughly determine the artifacts that 
came from the “colonial layer.” The ceramic vessels from the collection were re-
catalogued and digitized by former Colonial Williamsburg curator Bill Pittman, who also 
completed the minimal vessel counts. Though the material represents only a single 
feature and the recovery methods are not comparable to the other four sites, it is to date 
the only archaeological deposit associated with the Gookin’s occupation at Marie’s 
Mount. The assessment of the collections value by Noël Hume and the expert cataloguing 
of the artifacts by Audrey Noël Hume and Pittman lead me to conclude that the artifacts 
have a context for comparison amongst the other sites. 
 The numbers of vessels form the Knowles collection is quite high (Fig. 96) 
considering that it represents one feature. However, because Marie’s Mount likely had at 
least 30–50 people living on the plantation from between 1621–1625; I base these figures 
on the list of passengers from the Flying Hart and the Providence, as well as the Muster 
of 1624/5 (Dorman 2005: 99). The location where Knowles found the trash pit closely 
matches David de Vries historical description of his anchorage and landing at “Goegens” 
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plantation, and the temporal range of the artifacts support Daniel Gookin Sr. and Jr.’s 
residence on-site.  
 
Figure 96: Counts of vessls from the Knowles collection (chart by author). 
 
Figure 97: Counts of clay tobacco pipes from the Knowles collection (chart by author). 
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Sandys Site – 44JC802 (1630–1650) 
Relationship: Occupied by John Wareham, burgess in council sessions with Daniel 
Gookin Jr.  
 The discovery of the Sandys Site by James River Institute for Archaeology crew 
during Phase I survey in 1992 prompted two years of complete excavation of the site 
from 1996–1998 (Mallios 2000:7). The site was occupied from c. 1630 to c. 1650—the 
period following the dissolution of the Virginia Company and the depression of the 
Chesapeake tobacco market. In December 1624, George Sandys, the colony’s resident 
Treasurer (he was also brother of Company Treasurer Edwin Sandys), patented a 400-
acre tract 8 miles east of Jamestown Island on a bluff overlooking the James River. 
Sandys may never have lived on the site; he probably seated some of his indentured 
servants on the property, on which was found a well, one dwelling, a storehouse, and an 
additional structure, all partially enclosed within a palisade (Fig. 98). Sandys sold his 
tract to Edward Grendon sometime before 1628. The probable occupant of the property 
was a merchant, John Wareham, who came into possession of the tract in 1628. Wareham 
was listed as a representative to the House of Burgesses for 1632/3; other court records 
associate him with the site until at least 1638. The presence of a storehouse, as well as the 
site’s close proximity to the navigable waters of the James, would have made this an ideal 
location from which to ship tobacco to Europe in either English or Dutch ships, while 
also serving as a distribution point for European goods. 
 The Sandys site inclusion among the comparative sites has relevancy to the study 
because of its occupation range, size, and also its location further up the James River  
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Figure 98: Plan map of the Sandys site illustrating excavated features (Mallios 2000: 24). 
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Figure 99: Counts of vessels from the Sandys sites (chart by author). 
 
Figure 100: Counts of clay tobacco pipes from the Sandys site (chart by author). 
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from the other sites. The vessel count is reasonable for a small settlement, and like the 
Nansemond Fort and Knowles Collection, the production points of are predominantly 
from Continental Europe. The numbers of English-manufactured vessels from the 
Nansemond Fort (9) and local wares (10) correspond with the Sandys site numbers—12 
vessels of English origin, and 11 made locally (Fig. 99).  
Hampton University Site – 44HT55 (c. 1620–1660) 
Relationship: Early Elizabeth City patent; glebeland controlled by the Second Church of 
the Elizabeth City Parish. 
 An agricultural field owned by Hampton University within the corporate limits of 
the city of Hampton was subject to pedestrian survey in 1979 prior to a highway 
expansion project, leading to an open-area excavation by Colonial Williamsburg’s 
Department of Archaeological Research from October 1987–May 1988 (Edwards et al. 
1989: xi). A domestic complex made up of five structures, five refuse pits, one well, one 
boundary ditch, and 10 slot fences was uncovered, temporally spanning c. 1620–1660 
(Edwards et al. 1989: 64) (Fig. 101). The internal divisions created by the slot fences 
within the site resemble those of the Nansemond Fort, again suggesting that there were 
several households on the tract (Edwards et al. 1989: 65).  
 Historical land ownership on the site began shortly after the Kecoughtans were 
driven from the area by Sir Thomas Gates in 1610; period estimates suggest the Indians 
had cleared about 2,000–3,000 acres that were readily habitable for English settlement. 
The land 44HT55 occupied lay within 3000 acres set aside for use by the Virginia  
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Figure 101: Plan map of the Hampton University site (44HT55) (Edwards et al., 1989: 
66). 
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Company, which was overseen by Capt. Thomas Newce in 1621 (McCartney 1983). At 
least five patents near the project area were made between 1626–1628, but little has been 
learned about the patentees. The most likely scenario for the site’s occupancy is that it 
became part of the glebelands of the Second Church of the Parish of Elizabeth City. The 
exact location of the parish church is unknown; Rev. Jonas Stockton was one of its early 
ministers, and in 1627 his leasehold was listed as formerly part of a large tract of some 
1,500 acres of common land reserved for the Virginia Company (Nugent 1979: 9). As the 
report on the site points out, “although Stockton died in the summer of the next year 
[1628], the parcel of land he leased is apparently referred to as “the gleab land” for many 
years afterward. The description of this holding places it adjacent to the Second Church 
site, although the legal relation between the two is still unclear. (Edwards et al.: 249)” 
The Second Church was active until 1667, when another church was established on the 
west side of the Hampton River. A devastating hurricane struck the lower tidewater area 
on September 6, 1667, which may be a reason that settlement terminated ceased to exist 
by the end of the 1660s (Holt 1985: 180).  
 Given the conditions for the patents issued around 44HT55 and the land’s 
European history of having a common use rather than a single owner, the parallel to the 
situation of the Nansemond Fort is quite strong. Patents in early Elizabeth City were 
escheated frequently, and few settlers remained in the area very long. Though more 
artifacts were recovered from 44HT55 than from the Nansemond Fort, the origin points 
for ceramics favor those produced in Continental Europe. A major difference is the high 
number of local wares (38), and a spike in English-produced vessels. 
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Figure 102: Counts of vessels form the Hampton University site (chart by author). 
 
Figure 103: Counts of clay tobacco pipes from the Hampton University site (chart by 
author). 
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Pentran Site – 44HT44 (c. 1630–1670) 
Relationship: Residence of William Claiborne; later owned by merchant Thomas 
Jarvis. 
 Excavations by the William and Mary Center for Archaeological Research 
(WMCAR) in 1996/1997 for an expanded public transportation hub within the City of 
Hampton uncovered a large 17th-century domestic complex similar to that at 44HT55. 
The multi-component Pentran site (44HT44) contained seven structures, one well, 17 
refuse-filled pits, and 16 slot fences (Fig. 104) associated with two early Elizabeth City 
ship captains and merchants, Capt. William Claiborne and Capt. Thomas Jarvis (Higgins 
et al. 1999: 119). Occupation ended at the site upon the death of Jarvis in 1684, 
coinciding with the tobacco depression of 1680–1700.   
 European settlement around the site began in 1620; the first patents issued on the 
east side of the Hampton River along the shoreline. The location of 44HT44 is believed 
to have been occupied first in 1624 by Capt. William Claiborne, who patented a 150-acre 
tract on the west side of the Hampton River (Higgins et al. 1999: 117). Claiborne’s 
involvement in the Virginia Company as the colony’s surveyor (1621) and then as the 
head of Council of State (1623) garnered him wealth and influence prior to the 
Company’s demise. After dissolution he was named Secretary of State, holding the post 
from 1625 to 1635 (McCartney 2007: 205). Martha McCartney (McCartney 2007: 205–
206) suggests Claiborne was active in a variety of trade activities from his Elizabeth City 
plantation. 
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Figure 104: Plan map of the Pentran site (44HT44) (Higgins et al.,1999: 34). 
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By the mid-1620s William Claiborne’s interest in Indian trade and exploration 
had become evident. He paid boat-builder John Wilcox to construct a shallop, and 
he attempted to patent a method he had devised for keeping Indians as guides. 
Governor George Yeardley and Deputy-Governor John Pott successively 
authorized Claiborne to explore the Chesapeake Bay and trade with the Indians, 
and in 1629 he received permission to trade with the Dutch and other English 
colonies. 
Claiborne’s residence in Elizabeth City likely ended in 1661 after an eight-year term of 
service as a representative of the Commonwealth; he moved his seat to a new tract on 
“the frontier” of Pamunkey Neck, continuing trade with the Indians until his death in 
1677 (Higgins et al. 1999: 117; McCartney 2007: 206).  
 Ownership of the property between 1661 and 1680 is unclear. In 1680, Captain 
Thomas Jarvis owned a 200-acre “trading plantation” that probably included all of 
Claiborne’s former acreage (Higgins et al. 1999: 117; Tyler 1922: 28). That same year, 
50 acres of Jarvis’ property were condemned by the General Assembly for the purposes 
of laying out a town—this was to become Hampton (Tyler 1922: 29). It is possible, and 
indeed likely, that Claiborne retained ownership and control of his Elizabeth City tract 
until the time of his death, operating it as a trading plantation under the oversight of 
servants or a trusted factor. Patent records from the three years between Claiborne’s death 
and Jarvis’ acquisition of the land do not reveal a sale, and other primary sources from 
the period 1660–1680 are very sparse. The archaeological report for 44HT44 suggests 
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that the occupation by the Jarvis family began in c. 1661, but nothing else is known about 
Thomas Jarvis aside from the facts that 1) he was a ship’s captain; 2) he served as a 
burgess for Elizabeth City in 1682 and 1683; and 3) he operated a “trading plantation.” It 
cannot be determined when he came to Virginia, or if he owned land in the colony before 
1680. With shaky details related to Jarvis’ ownership of the property excepting the 
reference from 1680, there is a distinct possibility that Claiborne controlled the property 
until his death in 1677. Simply because Claiborne moved in 1661 does not imply he sold 
his Elizabeth City property, especially if it was a trading plantation and bringing in 
money and goods.  
  
 
Figure 105: Counts of vessels from the Pentran site (44HT44) (chart by author). 
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Figure 106: Counts of clay tobacco pipes frm the Pentran site (44HT44) chart by author). 
European wares at the Nansemond Fort 
At a glance, the minimum vessel list is skewed more towards wares produced in 
Europe rather than those made locally (Fig. 107). While it should not seem unlikely that 
this would be the case, given the site’s location and occupation at a time when many 
household items were imported to the colony, the question of how the residents of the 
Nansemond Fort obtained the wares remains unanswered. Sites occupied during the same 
period, such as the Boldrup Site (1636-1650) in present-day Newport News, and the 
Buck Site (1640-1660) near Jamestown Island, have an almost completely different 
assemblage composed of locally made wares (Luccketti 2007: 49; Mallios and Fesler 
1999: 21-5). Given this situation, it becomes necessary to look at sites on a case-by-case 
basis, gathering as much documentary evidence as one can about the people and their  
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Figure 107: Totals of vessel counts from all five sites and origin points of production 
(chart by author). 
 
Figure 108: Totals of clay tobacco pipes from all five sites and origin points of 
production (chart by author). 
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biographical backgrounds to determine why differences exist among the excavated 
collection. As Games (Games 2006: 687) has pointed out,  
attention to people reveals the repeated efforts of the English to transport models 
of cultural interaction devised in one ocean basin to another. By looking at the 
global visions of participants in different schemes, historians can see the 
unlimited imagination and ambition with which merchants and others pursued 
paths to profit. Scholars can also recapture the intertwined relationship between 
history and geography: the chronological order in which the English encountered 
different parts of the world mattered, encouraging men to transport models from 
one place to another and often hindering new settlements as a result.  
By identifying the likely site occupants and their background, as well as ceramic 
distribution trends in England, the supply situation to Virginia, local production catalysts, 
and regional differentiation, one can begin to better understand the Nansemond Fort’s 
ceramic assemblage.  
 Construction of the Nansemond Fort began in c. 1635 at a time when the 
southside of the James River was beginning to open up to English settlement. Having 
established that Daniel Gookin Jr. provided the impetus for the fortification of the 
Nansemond Fort site and that those who were already near the tract or residing on it were 
seasoned veterans of other colonial ventures it is possible to make interpretations of the 
ceramic assemblage.  
  Daniel Gookin Sr.’s plantation of Marie’s Mount in Newport News was settled 
during a period in when the Virginia Company teetered on the verge of bankruptcy and 
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internal factionalization (Brenner 1993: 1995). Individuals who undertook voyages of 
supply to Virginia at their own expense were awarded with sizable land grants, which is 
precisely how Gookin Sr. was able to enrich himself and future generations of his family 
(Gookin 1912: 43). Supplying the colony in the way that the Virginia Company had 
planned to do through the establishment of a Company-controlled magazine had failed to 
live up to its promise; the shareholders who controlled the “Magazine” sold items at 
inflated prices, leaving small planters in the Tidewater with little choice in their 
purchases (Brenner 1993: 98). Gookin’s plantation may have operated somewhat 
differently, as it was a “particular plantation” not under the direct control of the Virginia 
Company; Gookin may have been able to supply his venture through alternate means.  
 Born and raised in Kent, England, Gookin Sr. came from a family of modest 
means before his migration to Ireland in 1610 at the age of 25 (Gookin 1912: 29). 
Beginning in the 15th century, a commercial revolution took place in England and the 
Continent which led to “dramatic changes and innovations in the English household” 
(Gaimster 1999: 216). Merchants and artisans migrated from the Low Countries and 
German states, arriving in English cities and towns, and bringing with them varied 
products that were readily adaptable to English use. This took place first along the 
southeast coast (of which Kent is the southernmost county), causing  
the emergence of an urban middle class which became increasingly 
cosmopolitan—indeed Continental or ‘Hanseatic’—in its taste, purchasing habits, 
religious beliefs and lifestyle. It is no accident that excavations in towns with 
significant alien populations, including Norwich and Colchester, which are not 
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sea-ports, have produced some of the most substantial assemblages of imported 
ceramics and other Continental style goods. (Gaimster 1999: 216) 
By the time of Gookin Sr.’s birth, this would have been a well-established system, and 
perhaps one that he had been brought up with, and applied to his Irish ventures. When 
Gookin Sr. set off from Ireland to Virginia aboard the Flying Hart in April of 1621, he 
brought with him 40 cows; little else is mentioned of the cargo he elected to bring 
(Gookin 1912: 66). Since this was his initial planting venture, however, it is likely that he 
brought ceramic wares as well, perhaps of a mixed collection as Gaimster suggests.  
 The likelihood is strong that Gookin Sr.’s cohort was equipped with ceramic 
vessels of a cosmopolitan sort, and the vessels that survived the initial years in Virginia 
were brought to their new patents during the first phase of settlement at the Nansemond 
Fort. Though this is one explanation, other factors may have shaped the Nansemond Fort 
site assemblage as well. A study by historian Frederick Fausz of regional trends during 
the first half of the 17th century in Virginia led to the identification of three areas as the 
“marrow” of English settlement, including Elizabeth City/Newport News, Jamestown 
Island, and Charles City/Bermuda Hundred (Fausz 1971: 58). There may have been a 
stronger Dutch presence in the Lower James area (Elizabeth City/Newport News) than 
elsewhere, and this can perhaps be seen in site artifact assemblies. As early as 1620, the 
Dutch Company of Merchant Adventurers of Middelburg (Netherlands) had been plying 
the Virginia waterways, negotiating contracts to ship tobacco to Europe. Dutch trader 
David Pietersz de Vries remarked on the difficulties of operating in this manner, 
commenting “there is no trade for us, unless there be an overplus of tobacco or few 
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English ships” (Pagan 1982: 486). By 1630, a flourishing Dutch tobacco trade operated in 
the Chesapeake, and in the holds of Dutch vessels coming to Virginia to pick up the 
annual crop, they carried much-needed household items to exchange for merchantable 
leaf (Schaefer 1998: 101). The Nansemond Fort’s settlement fits nicely in this period 
when trade with the Dutchwas well established, and could perhaps be why much of the 
site’s assemblage consists of Dutch utilitarian coarsewares and finer Continental items 
that were supplied to the English market by the Dutch.  
 Before declaring that the site’s assemblage is a unique by-product of the region’s 
association with Dutch tobacco factors, mention must be made of what a typical Dutch 
colonial assemblage may have looked like. In the Netherlands, domestic pottery 
production developed out of a need; “much of Europe [had been] ravaged by politico-
religious strife the United Provinces was the only European country with a manufacturing 
base capable of providing consumer goods to its own domestic market and overseas 
colonies, in addition to supplying other overseas colonies as well” (Wilcoxen 1987: 79). 
The Dutch enthusiastically filled the void in the carrying trade following the decline of 
the Hanseatic League in the 16th century moving the ceramic wares of Europe further 
abroad (Wallerstein 1980: 79).  Therefore, it should be expected that a middling Dutch 
assemblage included local coarsewares suited for food preparation, in addition to 
“yellow-and/or green glazed white earthenwares, slip-decorated vessels, gorgeously 
decorated stoneware, many tin-glazed wares, and even a small amount of porcelain” 
(Schaefer 1998: 102). Assemblages from sites in New Netherland, while reflective in 
many ways of life in the Netherlands, are strangely lacking in utilitarian items that were 
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essential for food preparation and storage. Similarly, Dutch earthenwares are heavier and 
bulkier to transport than the more refined tin-glazed flatwares (Schaefer 1998: 102).  
 Despite this observation, Dutch coursewares have been found in great abundance 
on many colonial English sites in the Chesapeake, so if the Dutch were not unlikely to 
transport their own utilitarian earthenwares, perhaps others were. A brief look into the 
ceramic redistribution modes in England during the 17th century indicates that it is likely 
that Dutch utilitarian wares reached Virginia’s shores in English bottoms. With London 
serving as the major center of redistribution to other ports, evidence from Exeter on 
England’s west coast provides a compelling argument. 
Stonewares found in Cornwall, for example, regularly passed through the hands 
of at least three different merchants by the time they reached their home ports: 
first “alien” (usually Low-Countries) or London merchants shipping stonewares 
in bulk to London, second Exeter or other Devon merchants buying in London 
(typically in batches of a few hundred pots) and sending these back to home ports; 
third, local Cornish merchants buying a basketful or two of stonewares in the 
Devon ports for sale at home. Similar patterns of sale and resale in the American 
trade serve to remind archaeologists working on American sites that their Rhenish 
finds may reflect direct contact with the Low Countries or supply from London, 
or alternatively supply from one of the various English provincial ports engaged 
in the Atlantic trade. (Allan 1999: 286–7) 
Allan cites an entry from an Exeter port book documenting that merchant Roger Prowse, 
engaged in the colonial trade, repeatedly assembled his stock this way to “supply the 
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American market, sometimes obtaining his goods at Rotterdam, otherwise presumably 
buying locally” (Allan 1999: 284).  
   Considering this trade dynamic in assessing the Nansemond Fort’s assemblage, 
the presence of both Dutch and English North Devon utilitarian wares in the same 
features becomes easier to understand. Examining trading patterns and site-to-site 
comparisons confounds the notion that we can ascribe only one system of trade and 
supply to Virginia.  
A discussion of the local ceramic wares and the large quantity of local pipes could 
perhaps offer more insight into regional developments than treating them on their own. 
Three ideas of how the wares in Virginia may have arrived at the site have been offered 
above: earlier shipments from Daniel Gookin Sr.’s ventures; acquisition through Dutch 
trade; and English redistribution and transshipment. To treat each one adequately in 
assessing its plausibility, knowledge of who resided at the site provides the key. In an 
earlier work (Pecoraro and Givens 2006), I speculated that in the Lower James drainage 
Dutch tobacco factors likely were responsible for the Continental European ceramic 
assemblages in the region, but I now consider it likely that the assemblage is a result of 
local redistribution, perhaps through riverine or coastal trade by planters who owned 
shallops or pinnaces, including the Gookins. This is largely because of Daniel Gookin Jr. 
and nearby planters affiliated with him and who were all Puritans; this supposition is 
reinforced by the fact that he continued his merchant activity from Virginia to 
Massachusetts (Hatfield 2007: 120).  
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 Gookin Jr.’s strategic move to New England may have been easily facilitated 
through Gookin Jr’s. inter-colonial trading network and religious ties. Hatfield has noted 
that “Puritans who migrated and maintained connections between the Chesapeake and 
New England often made their initial contacts through trade; his quick admission to the 
church and community suggest that Gookin’s earlier trade to New England had made him 
well known in the colony” (Hatfield 1999: 205). Furthermore, Gookin Jr. did not divest 
himself of his Virginia plantations, immediately but continued to administer them 
through trusted overseers. Evidence exists that he maintained relations with other Puritan 
elites, including Richard Bennett, who later became Virginia’s governor, and Nathaniel 
Utie, assisting him during Utie’s time as a student at Harvard (1651–1654) (Levy 1960: 
109–110).  
  Tobacco grown on Gookin Jr’s. plantations, as well as on those of his friends in 
Virginia, was likely transported by vessels that sailed out of Boston.  Compelling 
evidence of this emerges from William Aspinwall’s Notarial Records of 1644 to 1651. 
Aspinwall’s first reference to Daniel Gookin Jr. is on October 7, 1646, acknowledges a 
debt owed to a fellow merchant. This date appears shortly after Gookin’s move to 
Boston, and after this first appearance in Aspinwall’s record, there are 23 others relating 
to the shipping of Virginia tobacco to Boston, with Nansemond appearing as the point of 
origin place; the Virginia factor was Capt. Thomas Burbage. The relationship between 
Burbage and Gookin Jr. was long-standing; both served as militia officers in Virginia, 
occupied adjacent plantations, and Burbage served as Gookin Jr.’s trustee for a 2,500 acre 
tract he owned on the Rappahannock River on Virginia’s Northern Neck.   
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 Burbage’s Boston counterpart was David Selleck, whom Aspinwall describes as a 
soapboiler and merchant; Selleck continued to negotiate contracts with other planters in 
Virginia, primarily in Nansemond and Upper/Lower Norfolk. The link between Gookin 
Jr. and Selleck is through Thomas Savage, one of Gookin Jr.’s business associates and 
fellow member of the Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company. While the documentary 
evidence suggests Gookin Jr.’s influence on the trade between the Nansemond and New 
England, material evidence from the Nansemond Fort site, when interpreted within the 
framework of Allan’s proposed redistribution network, suggests that re-exported of 
Dutch coarsewares and North Devon products may have constituted a portion of the 
cargoes of ships involved in Gookin Jr’s. intercolonial trade.  
The Nansemond Fort and the hinterland: Comparative Discussion 
 The five assemblages of ceramic vessel and clay tobacco pipes studied here share 
the common attribute of containing a higher percentage of items produced in Europe than 
of those made in England or locally, with the exception of the Hampton University site 
(44HT55). The artifact presence of greater numbers of more local and English wares, as 
well as of local pipes at Hampton seems at odds with what we see in the Knowles 
collection, at the Nansemond Fort (44SK192), and Pentran (44HT44), but these three 
sites lie in the same geographic area at some distance from Hampton. Upon reviewing the 
artifacts from 44HT55, archaeologists debated whether it was best interpreted as a 
frontier settlement, versus a more cosmopolitan one such as Jamestown (Edwards et al. 
1989: 113). Authors of the report on 44HT55 anticipated,  
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that the HT55 artifact assemblage should differ from assemblages retrieved from 
settlements further along the James River in terms of quality, quantity, and point 
of origin. This initial supposition seemed plausible until comparisons were made 
with other assemblages, specifically the material recovered at the College 
Landing site (44WB49), Jamestown Island, and the Causey’s Care (Walter Aston) 
site near the modern-day city of Hopewell. Direct comparisons with these 
assemblages revealed a striking similarity in the quality of the objects recovered. 
Perhaps the most striking comparisons occurred between HT55 artifacts and exact 
or similar parallels found at the Causey’s Care site some eighty miles west, above 
the mouth of the James River. The finds at this location are so similar to those of 
HT55 as to call into question the original premise that proximity to the mouth of 
the river and immediate access to foreign shipping would be reflected in the 
quality and quantity of goods. The fact that the same kinds of ceramic wares and, 
to a lesser extent, artifacts from the same diverse foreign origins suggests not only 
trans-Atlantic trade networks, but some means of local distribution along the 
James River. (Edwards et al. 1989: 113)  
This assessment calls into question why archaeologists approach early sites in the 
Chesapeake with pre-formed assumptions about why sites such as Jamestown would 
produce assemblages deemed “cosmopolitan” while ones on the “frontier” would not? 
This is because of how archaeologists and historians interpret the likely impact of laws 
passed by the General Assembly aimed at regulating where ships entering the colony 
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could unload their cargoes. Behind such measures was Governor John Harvey who 
proposed an act that the Assembly passed in 1631/2 stipulating that 
Every shipp arriving in this colony from England, or any other parts, shall, with 
the first wind and weather, sayle upp to the porte of James Citty, and not unlade 
any goods or breake any bulke before she shall cast anchor there, upon payne that 
the captayne and mayster of the sayd shipp shall forfeite the sayd goods or the 
value thereof, and shall suffer one mounthes imprisonment (Riley and Hatch 
1955: 23).  
If this act had worked as Harvey intended, the assemblages of sites further away from the 
market point at Jamestown might have out-of-fashion and well-used objects for the 
simple fact that getting to Jamestown required a considerable investment in time, which 
the average tobacco planter simply did not have. Locally-made wares would also 
constitute a greater percentage of the sites material assemblage, because the need would 
arise for utilitarian items that tended to break or wear out with more frequency to be 
made nearby. A last point is that we would expect to see the numbers of artifacts decline 
on sites further from Jamestown as a result of one centralized, “urban” market.  
Despite the act’s passage, opposition by influential Virginia planters with strong 
ties to London and Parliament, chief amongst them, Capt. William Claiborne, saw to it 
that the law was never enforced. As Horning points out, though the measure would have 
been effective to promote town growth and centralize trade at Jamestown, the easy 
navigation of Virginia’s waterways made it impossible to regulate, and locations like 
Elizabeth City and the Nansemond region provided much better access for mariners 
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(Horning 1995: 149). This fact has been ignored by Chesapeake archaeologists far too 
often, and the assumption derived through the historical record of the law working is a 
major pitfall, rather than basing interpretations on the recovered material evidence. 
 The preponderance of European wares on assemblages from the other four sites in 
the study can also be correlated to known owners who either had ties to international and 
intercolonial trade, or who were themselves closely connected. At 44HT55, where the 
site occupants remain unknown and perhaps were tenants on land controlled by the 
church, their position outside of a trade network controlled by local elites (like 
GookinSr/Jr. or Claiborne) might account for a mix of European and locally produced 
items. In contrast, 44HT44, with its large numbers of European-produced ceramics and 
tobacco pipes and very few English or locally-made wares could represent an assemblage 
expected on a “trading plantation” operated by Claiborne. With known trading ties to 
Dutch mariners and the London-based Clobberry and Co. (which was made up of several 
former Virginia Company investors) it is highly reasonable to suggest a scenario 
reflecting his direct involvement in trading activities and ownership or shares in vessels 
active in the Virginia trade.  
 The importance of Elizabeth City/Kecoughtan to the Dutch tobacco trade is a key 
element for understanding the ceramic assemblages; during the decade of the 1640s, the 
region was frequented by Dutch mariners and was the residence of a few factors who 
went so far as to purchase a plantation in “Kecoughtan” (Enthoven and Klooster 2011: 
100). Brothers Dirck and Arent Corstenstam arrived in Virginia in the late 1630s and 
patented an 860-acre plantation in Elizabeth City and a lot in Jamestown. In 1640 they 
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shipped at least 60,000 pounds of tobacco from Virginia to the Netherlands, and the next 
year they sent 100,000 (Enthoven and Klooster 2011: 104–105). Another of the active 
Dutch traders residing in Elizabeth City and Lower Norfolk was Capt. Simon Overzee, 
and his connections in local trading networks were aligned with Daniel Jr. and John 
Gookin.  
“RP” tobacco pipes and local trade networks 
To illustrate what such a trade network might look like from a material 
perspective, I offer the example of locally-made pipes. Earlier local pipe studies have 
examined the rise of local production to plantation economies (Henry 1979: 14–37; 
Mouer 1993: 105–145), and more recently discussions of local distributions (Luckenbach 
and Kiser 2006; Agbe-Davies 2004) and those involved in pipe production or controlled 
the trade. The remains of three archaeological sites in Virginia associated with the 
Gookin family are known, with the largest of these being the Nansemond Fort site. 
Among the significant finds from the site are 19 locally made tobacco pipe bowls with 
the initials “RP” surrounded by a heart (Figs. 109, 110) This distinctive maker’s mark has 
been found on pipes from three other Chesapeake sites—the Chesopean site (44VB48), 
St. Mary’s City (St. John’s), and Patuxent Point (18CV271) (Fig. 111). The maker of the 
“RP” pipes is identified as Richard Pinner, a resident of Lower Norfolk County from 
between at least 1640 to 1663 (LNC Book A: 170; LNC Book D: 232; Luckenbach and 
Kiser 2006: 164). 
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Figure 109: Drawing of one of the 19 “RP” pipes recovered from the Nansemond Fort 
(drawing courtesy of Jamie E. May). 
 
Figure 110: Photograph of one of the “RP” pipes illustrating makers mark and fabric 
color (photograph courtesy of James River Institute for Archaeology). 
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Figure 111: Map of sites where “RP” pipes have been found. From top to bottom: 
Patuxent Point (18CV271), the St. John’s site, St. Mary’s City, Nansemond Fort 
(44SK192) and the Chesopean site (44VB48) (map by author). 
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Limited distributions of locally-made pipes in the Chesapeake are the norm, and as 
Luckenbach and Kiser suggest, “colonists adopted an existing Native American model 
similar to that of early postmedival potters in England. Typical English country potters, 
like a local tobacco pipe maker, produced quantities intended for a limited regional 
market. Examples of long-distance distributions are rare, but significant when they 
occur” (Luckenbach and Kiser 2006: 151). In the case of “RP” pipes, the sites and 
temporal contexts in which they appear fit within the time frame of a civil and economic 
unrest in the Chesapeake colonies (1640s to 1660). Disruptions caused by the outbreak of 
the English Civil War (1642–1651), Ingle’s Rebellion (Maryland 1644–1646), and 
Fendall’s Rebellion (Maryland 1660) fragmented the colonies along religious lines, with 
radical Puritans gaining the upper hand. The leading citizens and merchants in the 
Nansemond region where Pinner produced his pipes were Daniel Gookin Jr., Richard 
Bennett, Cornelius and Edward Lloyd, William Stone, and Simon Overzee: all of them 
were Puritans—Overzee excepted—with intercolonial trading ties (Hatfield 2004: 123).  
As a trader, Gookin Jr. owned several ships, and trafficked between Virginia, 
Maryland and Massachusetts frequently during mid-17th century. Three of four sites 
where the “RP” pipes are known can all be tied to Daniel Gookin Jr. either through 
family relationships or the possibility that his ships were the vehicles for their 
distribution. The Nansemond Fort, with the largest assemblage of pipes, was built by 
Gookin Jr., and used (and maybe lived in) by individuals who had come from Ireland 
with his father or were transported some years later (Pecoraro 2010: 35). A few miles east 
of the Nansemond Fort site, the Chesopean site has been linked with planter Adam 
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Thoroughgood, whose widow Sarah Offley married John Gookin in 1641. The daughter 
of Adam Thoroughgood and Sarah Offley, Sarah Thoroughgood Gookin, married Simon 
Overzee, and upon John Gookin’s death in 1644, Overzee used his wife’s inheritance to 
expand his shipping business. In 1653/4 Overzee moved from Virginia to Maryland, 
where he owned the St. John’s site in the colonial capitol of St. Mary’s City until his 
death in 1660 (Henry 1979: 19). One “RP” tobacco pipe heel found in plowzone at the 
Patuxent Point site is the outlier in this study, but the site’s earliest occupation of c. 1658 
and its location in close proximity to St. Mary’s City and the shipping lanes of the 
Chesapeake Bay could be a reason for the local pipe’s occurrence on the site.  
Of the eight “RP” pipes from the St. John’s site in St. Mary’s City, four are from 
contexts dating between 1638–1665, one is from a 1665–1685 stratum, and the other 
three are plowzone finds. According to St. Mary’s City Curator of Collections Silas 
Hurry, “given potential for redeposition, RP pipes are arguably early at St. John’s, most 
likely from the first two generations of occupants (Lewger and Overzee). Given 
Overzee’s involvement with Nanjemoy (site of one of his plantations) a Potomac River 
association seems likely in terms of distribution networks. However, he was also 
connected with Accomack on Virginia’s Eastern Shore, not far from the Nansemond as 
the pinnace sails” (Silas Hurry pers. comm., 2013). With 19 “RP” pipes from sealed 
contexts at the Nansemond Fort and eight from the Overzee occupation at St. John’s, a  
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Figure 112: Counts of all known “RP” pipes in Virginia and Maryland with 
archaeological contexts (image by author). 
 
plausible link between Daniel Gookin Jr. and Simon Overzee through social and familial 
bonds allows me to suggest that they operated a trade network on an intercolonial scale. 
The presence of the “RP” pipes on sites associated with Gookin and Overzee (and found 
nowhere else in the Chesapeake) indicate that the pipes were moved via a tightly-
controlled network.  
I provide the site and artifact summaries in this chapter in an attempt to 
demonstrate several points. Chief among them is that there is much to be learned by 
linking the historical record of Daniel Sr. and Jr. and their activities on the landscape with 
the material record in the Knowles collection and from the Nansemond Fort site. A 
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second consideration is that while the artifact counts from the Nansemond Fort as a 
whole are low in comparison to those from the other sites examined here, the composition 
of the collection is not unusual for the region; this bolsters my hypothesis that Dutch 
traders operating in the Lower James area might have been responsible for bringing 
European wares into the colony as part of the tobacco exchange network. A third point is 
that Elizabeth City/Kecoughtan provided the region with a vibrant port that by-passed 
Jamestown (break-of-bulk point) as a place to acquire items needed to sustain farms and 
plantations before they were “retailed” into the local economy by regional traders is also 
supported. This is related to a fourth factor, that local pipes might provide a data source 
through which we can examine the nature of these intercolonial networks by providing a 
material dimension to what has been hinted at in historical documents. 
Determining the material signature of regional, inter-regional, and intercolonial 
trade and exchange is a significant contribution that historical archeology makes towards 
understanding colonial development in the 17th century. My research suggests an 
alternative to comparing site artifact assemblages, and I reject the notion of a “one size 
fits all” assessment of artifact variability in the Chesapeake. While more comparative site 
data and more biographical research on site occupants can strengthen my argument, I 
provide an important first step towards testing this theory. The data that I gathered from 
the artifacts found at the Nansemond Fort, the Knowles collection, the Sandys site, 
Hampton University, and the Pentran site combined with what is known biographically of 
the site occupants and the European settlement history of the Lower James region leads 
me to propose a different interpretation of the variation amongst Chesapeake artifact 
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assemblages. This does not discount the likelihood that Dutch traders in the Chesapeake 
brought in items produced in Europe, but I think their roles in supplying Virginia 
plantations directly is overstated. Dutch trader David De Vries wrote specifically on the 
difficulties of being “an outsider” in the Virginia tobacco market in 1635: 
I consider, in regard to this tobacco business, that anyone who wishes to trade 
here must keep a house here and continue all the year, that he may be prepared, 
when the tobacco comes from the field, to seize it, if he would obtain his debts. It 
is thus the English do among themselves; so there is no trade for us, unless there 
be an overplus of tobacco, or fewer English ships. After spending the winter here, 
I was compelled to leave, as were almost all the ships, without tobacco, and to let 
my debts stand. (Parr 1969: 247)  
De Vries comments as one out-of-the-network strengthen the plausibility that Gookin Jr. 
and others like him controlled the regional trading network.  
Considering the number of Puritans living in the Elizabeth City/Nansemond and 
Norfolk counties (Games 1998; Hatfield 2007; Levy 1960) and the shipping records of 
Puritan merchants from Boston regularly trading with the Virginia Puritans (Aspinwall 
[1903] 1644–1651), I suggest that a Puritan-dominated network was responsible for the 
trans-shipment of marketable items to plantations within this network in the Chesapeake. 
The signal artifact bolstering this argument is the presence of the “RP” pipes, found only 
on sites associated with Daniel Gookin Jr., John Gookin, and Simon Overzee—all three 
owned sailing vessels and are historically known to have been merchants or traders. 
Daniel Gookin Jr.’s leadership role in the Puritan community in Virginia enabled his 
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movement to Massachusetts, but his business as a trader was equally as important to his 
success. Historically we know that Gookin maintained his trade networks with the 
Chesapeake until the 1670s, but this is overshadowed by his involvement with the New 
England Praying Towns and King Philip’s War. When Gookin’s networks are considered 
with his biography, his story has a greater bearing on colonial development in the broader 
Atlantic world. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
Conclusion 
 
At the close of Daniel Gookin Sr.’s life he requested a land patent from King 
Charles I, basing his claim on his experience in settling new lands. In Gookin Sr.’s own 
words his career exemplified that he 
Hath for manie yeers beine not only a great affecter and well-wisher to all the new 
Plantatons in ye late discovered Lands and Continents in and beyond ye Seas, but 
also a Planter and Adventurer in the most of them himself; Holding those workes 
to bee of great consequence and tending both to ye glorie of God for ye 
propogating of Christian Religion in places where for the most savage and 
heathen people did live and inhabit. (cited in Gookin 1912: 52) 
This was a sentiment Daniel Gookin Jr. clearly shared. My dissertation work stemming 
from a study of just the Nansemond Fort site is broadened by a multi-sited strategy to 
fully understand the colonial projects in which the Gookin family operated. The 
biographies of the people on and around the sites studied in this dissertation, their 
interactions with the land, and the society they sought to construct and maintain can be 
identified across space and time through sites site and artifacts, but standing alone do not 
reflect any fixed pattern or agenda.  Anthropologist Alfred Gell has alluded to the human 
mind and experience played out in the archaeological record:   
A person and the person’s mind are not contained to particular spatio-temporal 
coordinates, but consist of a spread of biographical events and memories of 
events, and a dispersed category of material objects, traces, and leavings which 
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can be attributed to a person, and which, in aggregate, testify to agency and 
patienthood during a biographical career which may, indeed, prolong itself long 
after biological death. (Gell 1998: 222) 
Gell’s statement is particularly appropriate to the life of Daniel Gookin Jr., which I 
reconstructed using the analytical methods of microhistory, archaeological biography, 
and mulit-sited archaeology to develop a wholly novel approach of comprehending 
colonial projects, capitalist expansion, placemeaking, and constituting the colonial 
subject.  
Applying the label of multi-sited archaeology to my dissertation is unique and a 
term that few have self applied. To illustrate why the label is appropriate, I revisit 
Marcus’ routes—follow the people, follow the thing, follow the metaphor, follow the 
plot, story, or allegory, follow the life or biography, and follow the conflict—applying 
the archaeological and historical data compiled in my research. Instead of following just 
one of these routes, I can place my research into all of these, with strong connections and 
data linking them together. The formatting of the table below I borrow from Ryzewski’s 
evaluation of a multi-sited strategy (Ryzewski 2011: 257), which serves to illustrate how 
the routes, relationships and mediating data coalesce to form the multi-sited archaeology 
of the Gookin family (Table 3). Though elements of my dissertation research routes are 
closely related to Marcus’ directions on formulating a multi-sited strategy, it is not 
enough to say that what I undertook is a multi-sited archaeology. As Ryzewski notes, 
“multi-sited ethnography clearly cannot be a copy-and-paste application in archaeology” 
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(Ryzewski 2011: 241); Beaudry writes that in order to use the multi-sited method 
effectively in archaeology, “we need to develop sets of comparisons, or better yet,  
multiple sites of study, based on genuine connections that once existed, by reconstructing 
the network and the nodes or points of contact” (Beaudry 2005: 309). The main 
difference between a multi-sited ethnography and a multi-sited archaeology is that 
archaeological routes do not rely solely on research imaginaries as Marcus advocates 
(Marcus 1998: 6); archaeological data provide the validity of the routes the archaeologist 
proposes. 
 To illustrate the validity of the workings of the archaeological and historical 
record in a multi-sited archaeology as Beaudry suggests, I return to my primary research 
question posed in Chapter 1: could the Nansemond Fort represent a transplanted 
settlement form used by the English settlers in the Munster Plantation? To answer the 
question, I first analyzed the Nansemond Fort plan and contemporary bawn forms in 
Ireland comparatively (see Pecoraro 2010), providing a departure point for further study 
because there were similarities between fortifications in the two places. It required a more 
detailed investigation to associate sites in the region of County Cork, where the Gookin 
family was most active, with bawn forms of neighboring New English and Old English 
planters who were part of their social network. After a review of property ownership 
amongst the Gookin’s network of family and business relations, I was able to limit extant 
archaeological sites and ruins to Daniel Sr. and Jr. These had not been previously 
connected to the family, yet some share striking characteristics with the z-plan layout of  
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Table 3: Marcus’ routes applied to mediating sources to follow Daniel Gookin’s career. 
Routes Relations Mediators 
People Daniel Gookin Sr., Daniel Gookin Jr. 
 
 
 
 
 
Extended Gookin family in Ireland 
 
 
 
Gookin cohort 
Primary historical documentation and 
biographies 
Genealogy 
Archaeological excavation/site 
survey 
Landscape survey 
 
Primary historical documentation and 
biographies 
Genealogy 
Landscape survey 
 
Primary historical documentation and 
biographies 
Archaeological excavation/site 
survey 
Landscape survey 
 
Things Fortified plantation sites in Ireland—
fortified plantation sites in Virginia, 
Maryland, and Massachusetts 
 
 
Ceramic vessel and pipe assemblages 
Primary historical documentation 
Maps/deeds 
Archaeological excavation/site 
survey 
Landscape survey 
 
Primary historical documentation—
mostly shipping records 
Archaeological site reports 
 
Metaphor Puritan expansion/British empire 
building 
Primary historical documentation 
Maps 
Landscape survey 
Archaeological assemblages 
 
Story/Plot Puritan network—international/inter-
colonial relationships 
Primary historical documentation and 
biographies 
Archaeological assemblages 
 
Life/biography Historical careers of Daniel Gookin 
Sr. and Daniel Gookin Jr. 
Primary historical documentation and 
biographies 
Genealogy 
Archaeological excavation/site 
survey 
Landscape survey 
 
Conflict Interactions with Native Americans 
 
Puritans vs. other groups (ie 
merchants, Anglicans, non-
conformists) 
Primary historical documentation and 
biographies 
 
Primary historical documentation and 
biographies 
Archaeological excavation/site 
survey 
Landscape survey 
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the Nansemond Fort (see Chapter 4—Ship-pool, Mossgrove, Ballyannan). 
Archaeological evidence from sites in County Cork that had occupation ranges 
contemporary with the Gookins, specifically Blackrock, added further examples of the 
use of wooden palisades to defend plantation residences.  
 Through using the multi-sited routes of following the people and following the 
thing and then re-establishing the connections between the Gookin’s involvement in the 
Munster Plantation and their network of fellow planters, I have established the 
importance of the bawn plan as a settlement form transported from one colonial project to 
the next. Comparing like settlement forms across space and time divorces them from their 
context with people and place; conversely the multi-sited strategy is critical in 
establishing legitimate relationships and contexts. From this perspective, the bawn 
becomes a product of English expansion into new places; those who made use of it in 
multiple locales can be linked to previous settlement ventures in a more meaningful way.  
 The research I conducted for my dissertation on the Gookin family connects 
places—Ireland, Virginia, Maryland, and Massachusetts—with things like the bawn 
settlement form, ceramic and tobacco pipe assemblages, and Puritan expansion in a 
narrative supported by genuine, traceable, archaeological and historical evidence. 
Methods that I used to construct the narrative were multi-sited in nature, drawn from 
Marcus’ work with refinements appropriate for its application in archaeology proposed 
by Beaudry and Ryzewski. The colonial context of the Gookin family’s engagement 
within the Atlantic world requires that their trajectory from one place to another be 
recognized, as Cobb and DePratter (2012: 447) suggest, “we cannot understand 
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settlements without a panoramic sense of where immigrants came from, how their 
lifeworlds were constituted, and how they interacted with one another and with European 
colonial outposts.” I found that tracing the Gookin family’s past colonial projects and 
viewing them as points on a “learning curve” was essential in developing an 
understanding of the decisions that Daniel Gookin Sr. and Jr. made during their careers. 
The connections and linkages made among locations and the archaeological record fit 
within the strategies of multi-sited research, and when I evaluate how I organized my 
dissertation, I believe that it represents a faithful example of what can be termed a multi-
sited archaeology. 
If we consider that Daniel Gookin Sr. and Jr. had backgrounds in other colonizing 
ventures before coming to America, chiefly the Irish Munster Plantation, the site plan of 
the Nansemond Fort has a greater role to play in the interpretation of 17th-century life in 
the Chesapeake, on a trans-Atlantic and inter-colonial scale. I make the case that those 
who settled on the Nansemond Fort tract came to Virginia with similar backgrounds and 
experiences, and thus were likely to have produced settlements along lines similar to 
what the Gookins did in Ireland and at Marie’s Mount, Virginia. In other words, I posit 
an “Irish Connection” among nearly all of the early European residents of the 
Nansemond territory.   
 In Chapter 1 I proposed three questions about the Nansemond Fort site and early 
colonial projects in the Atlantic World, which were: 1) Could the Nansemond Fort 
represent a settlement form used by the English settlers in the Munster Plantation project? 
2) How much influence did Daniel Gookin Sr. and Jr. have on Virginia’s colonial 
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development? 3) How did group and regional identities influence migrations and other 
colonial adventures?  
 The first question, related to the Nansemond Fort’s palisaded design, clearly has 
influences from Ireland if Daniel Gookin Jr.’s upbringing and military background, a 
point strengthened by examination of those who settled in the Nansemond region with 
him. The Nansemond Fort’s bawn enclosure was a form familiar to colonists who had 
spent time in Ireland and likely became a feature that they adopted to suit individual 
homestead and plantation needs. From a defensive standpoint, it has been demonstrated 
that in Munster and Ulster, English planters were encouraged to construct bawns around 
new settlements. As the district militia commander, Daniel Gookin Jr. was familiar with 
the bawn’s use in Ireland, perhaps providing the support and organizational means to 
construct them on farms in regions that were lacking defenses when the threat of Native 
American attack in the late 1630s/early 1640s was a reality. Thomas Addison, John 
Parrott, and George White, all of whom settled in Gookin Jr.’s military district, were 
present at Gookin Sr.’s Marie’s Mount Plantation when it was fortified, and Michael 
Wilcox was a resident of a fortified Elizabeth Cittie plantation prior to his move to the 
Nansemond. All of these men were at least familiar with such defenses in Virginia, and 
perhaps from previous experience in English colonial ventures elsewhere.  
 The settlement’s plan and the buildings within its walls are reflections of how the 
English were adapting to life in the Chesapeake. By the 1640s, English settlers coming to 
Virginia had been a part of or were aware of English colonial projects around the globe; 
they had “adapted successful models in different and new environments and had 
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accumulated the knowledge and expertise that shaped those endeavors” (Games 2006: 
692). In that context, Daniel Gookin, Jr. and the others who settled in and around the 
Nansemond Fort can be seen as mediators between the first and second generations of 
English colonists in Virginia. The enclosure plan can be said to reflect, albeit indirectly, 
the legacy of Daniel Gookin, Sr. and Jr.’s colonizing endeavors in Ireland and Virginia, 
and beyond, to Maryland and Massachusetts. 
 My second question of how much influence Daniel Gookin Sr. and Jr. had on 
Virginia’s colonial development is slightly more difficult to answer. The Gookin family 
represents the second wave of English settlers to Virginia during the period when the 
Virginia Company struggled to remain solvent, resulting in the Company giving grants 
similar to what Gookin Sr. received for his Marie’s Mount plantation—a large tract in 
unsettled territory allotted to him not because of his wealth or title but because he 
transported in the form of cattle and indentured servants sustainable commodities the 
colony so desperately needed. This was an experience Daniel Gookin Sr. had had before 
when he made the decision to migrate to Ireland at the time the Munster Plantation was 
revived after the 1589 rising, and although Virginia was a less familiar place, some of the 
dangers were the same. While that may be the case, the reality is that the one of the goals 
of the Munster Plantation was to populate the countryside with English planters and 
tenants, with little regard for the indigenous Irish. Colonial experiences are composed of 
human action, material culture, and theoretical underpinnings, all of which are tied to a 
parent power (Gosden 2004: 3)—English-supported troops suppressed Desmond’s revolt; 
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English undertakers carved up Desmond lands and populated them with English settlers. 
In Virginia, this was the desire, but it took decades to implement. 
 By placing Munster and Virginia in comparative colonial context, we can see that 
the early English plantations in the Nansemond and in Munster share similar traits. 
Considering the land in Munster and southside Virginia, both were settled in 
circumstances that arose from discontinuous plantation ideals. In Munster, the escheated 
Desmond holdings were fragmentary, making property distinctions difficult and 
incongruent (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 144).  When land on the southside of the James 
opened up to settlement in a similar fashion, lands that appeared uninhabited were still 
within the domains of the region’s Native American tribes, confounding the division of 
land. An added factor in the Nansemond region was the Maltraver’s Proprietorship, 
issued by the Crown and not by Virginia’s Governor, who had a better idea of the 
problems behind issuing and settling such a large tract.  The characteristic of dispersed 
settlement is a shared element, as in the first Munster Plantation “it had been thought 
good policy to scatter the Irish among the English newcomers hoping they would become 
Anglicized” (MacCarthy-Morrogh 1986: 145). The plan for settlement dispersal in 
Virginia following the 1622 uprising was, in practice, designed to have a similar effect, 
buffering the Native American population, while minimizing the potential for casualties 
that larger settlements might induce. Although at the time of the Munster Plantation’s re-
establishment in 1602 threat from the invasion of a foreign power was considered, 
internal risks from the native Irish were not. In Virginia this was also a fear, but the 
granting of patents to individuals on land south of the James following several years of 
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warfare with Native Americans suggests that the colonists felt that the Native Americans 
had been pacified. Both colonies experienced indigenous risings, in Munster in 1641, and 
in Virginia in 1644. Both were also subject to foreign invasion—the Munster coastal city 
of Baltimore was sacked in 1631 by “Turks” (Dutch pirates operating out of Algiers), and 
the southside Virginia plantations were harassed and suffered destruction by the Dutch 
navy in 1675.  
 The experience of English colonial rule in Munster was one that Daniel Gookin 
Sr. and Jr. practiced in Virginia, and they did it well, with Daniel Sr. maintaining order at 
Marie’s Mount after 1622, and Daniel Jr. effectively fortifying the Nansemond region 
and keeping the peace with the Native American tribes until his departure in 1643. 
Gookin Jr.’s role as a leader amongst the southside Puritans is evident from his signing of 
the Nansemond petition to bring Puritan ministers to his community. A further indicator 
of Gookin Jr.’s influence is suggested by the migration of other Nansemond Puritans to 
Maryland following his lead after 1644. The records of shipping between the Nansemond 
region and Boston in the years immediately following Gookin Jr.’s establishment in the 
Massachusetts Bay Colony suggest his ties continued to impact Virginia until he 
withdrew from intercoastal shipping by the 1670s.  
 The third question I posed relates to group and regional identities and how they 
influence migrations and other colonial adventures, in this case focusing on Puritans. The 
Puritan enclave on the southside of the James River that Daniel Gookin Jr. belonged to in 
Virginia was a known community deemed worthy of support by the Massachusetts Bay 
Colony. In part this relationship was necessary to supply New England with staple 
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products such as meat and grain that the Nansemond region could provide, but it appears 
that a good deal of trans-shipment of items occurred between the two colonies. What is 
more, after the establishment of Parliamentary control over England, a spike in 
international and intercolonial trade occurred in the Puritan-dominated regions of 
Virginia, suggesting the emergence of Puritan-dominated trade networks (Hatfield 2004: 
112). Though more work remains to be done in terms of fleshing out the volume of trade 
and what its material signatures may have been, the archaeological sites studied here have 
all produced a preponderance of international ceramic wares, likely via this trade 
network.  
 Treating Puritans as a group during the period under study is fraught with 
problems, because they were hardly cohesive. English Puritans were often at odds with 
their counterparts in New England, the Caribbean, and Ireland, and with the Gookin 
family, this is best illustrated in the problems Daniel Gookin Jr. and Vincent Gookin Jr. 
faced on how best to deal with indigenous people in New England and Ireland, 
respectively. The efforts to Christianize New England’s Indians is the subject of most 
historical research on Daniel Gookin Jr.’s life, in part because it is well-documented by a 
wealth of primary sources, but also because of the trouble he received for his work. 
Slightly less known is the role that his Irish past played in the matter, and the importance 
of the influences of his cousin, Vincent Gookin Jr., in shaping some of his policies 
towards Native American treatment. Though Rev. John Eliot laid the framework for the 
proselytizing efforts first, Daniel Gookin was the official government mediator. Historian 
Louise Breen has suggested that the ideas behind protecting the Indians came from Sir 
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Richard Boyle’s interactions with the Gaelic-Irish and Old English he encountered in 
Munster in the early 17th century. Boyles believed that “the new English Protestant 
colonizers of Ireland…[should] set about the task of significantly “improving” the Irish 
people and land so as to establish themselves as the rightful colonizers of Ireland”, and 
that this process should take place through rigid assimilation, transforming barbarous 
Catholics to hard-working Protestants. This practice was attempted by a few, but a 
violent uprising against the English settlements in Munster and Ulster in 1641 proved to 
be a major setback and turn public opinion against the usefulness of such a tactic. An 
incursion by Oliver Cromwell from 1649-1653 effectively destroyed pockets of 
resistance, and ushered in a new wave of English Protestant settlers. 
When Daniel was abroad in England and Ireland in 1655, Vincent Gookin Jr. was 
serving in the English Parliament as one of 30 members representing Ireland. One of the 
weighty issues under debate within Cromwell’s Parliament was how to best deal with the 
Gaelic-Irish rebels who had risen in 1641; some championed forced relocation into a 
military district under a garrison control, while others (Vincent among them), pushed for 
assimilation (Breen 2001: 149–150). Vincent Gookin Jr. went so far as to write a 
pamphlet, The Great Case of Transplantation in Ireland Discussed, explaining the value 
in economic, religious, and moral terms why cultural assimilation of the Gaelic-Irish by 
English settlers would benefit an expanding empire. Furthermore, England’s “surplus 
population” could carry out this “benevolent” plan—as Vincent Gookin Jr. stated, “what 
a pleasing sight will it be to England, instead of meager naked Anatomies, which she 
received driven from Ireland in the beginning of a War, to empty herself of her young 
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Swarms thither in the beginning of a Peace?” (Breen 2001: 151; Gookin 1655: 30–31). 
Vincent Gookin’s plan was ultimately rejected by Parliament; he was charged by his 
critics as a degenerate Englishman who had been thoroughly corrupted by the Irish, a 
critique he staunchly rejected. Nevertheless he was able to remain in the political realm.  
The timing of Daniel’s appointment to the post of Superintendent of 
Massachusetts Indians in 1656 is striking in consideration of this visit. Vincent’s notion 
that the Gaelic Irish were essential as a labor force to the new English population in 
Ireland was borrowed by Daniel when he made a motion in the Massachusetts General 
Court proposing the conversion of the Mohawk in the western reaches of the colony to 
exploit the fur trade there and in the Hudson River Valley. Another instance directly from 
Daniel Gookin’s writings on New England’s Indians a few years after his meeting with 
Vincent drew a direct parallel between the plight of the Gaelic Irish and that of Indians 
not brought under the care of civilizing Christians. Despite their shared viewpoints and 
agendas, there was too great a difference between Daniel’s and Vincent’s scheme in 
America to succeed—New Englanders became less dependent on Native American 
cooperation for survival by the mid-17th century, rendering many of Daniel Gookin’s 
talking points moot.  
Concluding remarks 
Historical archaeology of comparative colonialism in the Chesapeake and Ireland 
is gaining ground, as scholars recognize the value of developing broad cultural contexts 
for site analysis in both areas. As archaeologist Tadhg O’Keeffe has remarked of the 17th 
century, “we know that this is a critical period in global history, with networks of contact 
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having a vast geographical reach, sometimes arching over Ireland and sometimes 
bouncing in and out of Ireland. Yet, we struggle to think that the Gaelic-Irish of the late 
1500s and early 1600s might have learned new cultural tricks from sources other than 
their English neighbors on the island” (O’Keeffe 2010: 150). In the Chesapeake, a 
similarly problematic parochialism exists, but the large corpus of excavated 17th-century 
sites makes it possible to recognize through the archaeological record the traces of 
transported colonial experiences. Adventurers planting new colonies were certainly aware 
of the value of past colonial projects, as evident in the words of a Captain Blackman, who 
witnessed the failure of an English attempt to colonize Madagascar in 1650: “had those 
who are to bee honoured for planting Virginia and S. Christopher, deserted on such 
slender grounds, I believe wee had not a this Day had a Plantation in America” (Games 
2006: 689).    
The value of comparative colonial experience was known to 17th-century 
adventurers, and as researchers of the past, it should be known to us, and used to 
construct broader frameworks for studying English colonial sites. I have constructed my 
framework of study on the Nansemond Fort site and its occupants in this manner, 
indicating there is much more to the site’s representation than just a simple frontier 
settlement. The Nansemond Fort in this context links Virginia to English colonies in 
North America, and also to Ireland, leading to a greater understanding of how those in the 
17th century lived their daily lives, and conceptualized themselves—not in isolation, but 
as part of a wider world, connected by past experience and trade. The bawn plan of the 
site can shed light on the plantation experience in Ireland and Virginia, how plantations 
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were laid out, what economic pursuits are reflected in their plans, and how they fit into 
the larger landscape. Bringing in the aspect of the English experience in Munster adds 
another element to comparative research on English colonialism in North America. By 
viewing the Nansemond Fort as a transported agricultural form from one colony to 
another, I have tried to bridge significant gaps between practices of adapting to the 
landscape of the Chesapeake by successive generations of colonists. The Nansemond Fort 
represents English and Irish traditions in both defense and farming, adapted over time 
though colonial processes into a form that became a common part of the landscape in 
early colonial America. 
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APPENDIX 
Full Transcripts of Relevant Deeds 
 
1. Petley’s grant that Daniel Gookin Sr. purchased: 11 James I., Part III (1613) 
XXXV.- 22. Grant from the King to Thomas Petley, esq. – Cork Co. The castle, manor, 
town, and lands of Carrigaline otherwise Beaver, containing 4 5/4 carews or plowlands, 
great country measure, being parcel of the lands of the undertakers in Cork. Co. rent 2(1) 
13(s) 4(d) Ir. Together with the fishing of Croshaven and Anweldie, parcel of said manor: 
subject to the conditions of plantation; rent 13(s) 4(d). – Liberty to impark 300(a), with 
free warren and park; to hold courts baron and leet; to hold a thurs-day market and a fair 
at Carrigaline on Lammas day and the day following, unless such a day fall on Saturday 
or Sunday in which case the fair is to be held on the Monday following, with a court of 
pie-powder and the usual tolls; rent 13(s) 4(d)- To hold forever, as of the castle of 
Carrigrogroghan, in common soccage. 1 Mar, 11th.  
2. The County Longford grant included, “The lands of Coolermerigan 26 acres; 
Killenawse and Garrynegree 48 acres; Rosesmyne, Lisduffe and Garriduff 78 acres 
pasture and 29 acres bog and wood; Lissemagunen 96 acres; Lissard and Carribolum 101 
acres; Shiroe and Kilderin 61 acres; Bragwie 90 acres pasture and 40 acres bog and wood 
adjacent to the lands of Lismagunen in the territory of Ely O’ Carroll: rent for 500 acres 
pasture £6-5-0 English currency, and for 69 acres of bog and wood 2l. 10s. 2d. , To hold 
in free and common soccage, subject to the conditions of the Plantations of Longford: 
Viz. To allow of wood for building of houses on the premises and sand and slates during 
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the period of three years from date of the grant: — To cause his several tenants in 
feefarm or for term of life or lives or years in fee tail to build in town-redes (and not 
dispersedly) for defence, — and to extract a fine of £5-0-0 per ann. For every house built 
apart. To sew or plant one acre with hemp for every 500 acres in his possessn under the 
pain of 20s for every year’s neglect. To be personally resident for the greater part of 
every year upon the premises unless licensed to absent himself by the Lord Deputy, — 
and in that case to leave a sufficient Agent. Lastly, — to render yearly to the Lord Deputy 
the prime bird out of every eyrey of Great Hawks that shall build in his woods (19 James 
I, Part 1: 1621, XIII 24). 
3. “Whereas upon a former treatie had wth Mr. Wood in the behalf of Mr. Gookin for 
transportation of Cattle out of Ireland into Virginia an offer was made unto him after rate 
of xli: a Cowe upon certificate of their safe landing, provided they were fayr and lardge 
cattle and of our English bred. The said Mr. Wood hath now returned his fynall aunswere 
that he cannot entertain the bargaine under xijli the Cowe without exceedinge great losse” 
(Kingsbury 1906: 420). 
4. Other associates of Gookin Sr. were involved in this enterprise: “IV.-3.  Charter of the 
staple to the town of Kinsale, (of the same form and purport as the article, number 
LXXXI., page 498) nominating David Meaghe of Kinsale, Thomas Southwell of 
Polylony, Vincent Gookin of Court-mcshane, Edward Davenant of Whiddy, William 
Newce of Newcestown, Daniel Gookin of Cargalve, Thomas Adderly of Kinsale, William 
Hull of Limcon, Nicholas Barham of Claughnehakelty, Richard Roch Fitz John of 
Kinsale, Stephen Coveney of Cloughnehakelty, William Newce, Jun., of Newcestown, 
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John Davenant of Whiddy, Nicholas Belling and Josias Farley, to be the original a society 
and body corporate forever, by the name of the “Mayor, Constable and Society of 
Merchants of the Staple of the town of Kinsale.”  David Meaghe to be the first mayor, 
and Vincent Gookin and Edward Davenant to be the first constables of the staple- the 
society empowered to hold lands to the value of 10 (1) per annum. – 1 May, 19th” (19 
James 1, Part 1. 1621, p. 501). My emphasis added. 
5. Gookin Sr.’s letter was addressed to Virginia Company Deputy John Ferrar: “Mr 
Deputy signified of a letter hee received from Mr Gookin of Ireland who desired yt a 
Clause in the Contract between him and the Company touching Cattle wch hee had 
undertaken to transport to Virginia after the rate of eleven pounds the Heiffer and Shee 
Goats at 3li; 10s apeec for wchhee might take any Comodities in Virginia att such prizes as 
the Company here had sett downe hee desired y‘ those words might be more Cleerly 
explayned; And to this efiect 111’ Deputy glam“ ‘“ signified y‘ they had drawne a letter 
in the name of the Counsell and ' ' Company vnto m’ Gookin declaringe that their intent 
and meanings was itt should be lawfull and ffree for him and his fiacto" to Trade barter 
and sell all such Comodities hee shall carry thither att such rates and prizes as hee shall 
thinke good and for his Cattle shall receive either of the Gouernor or other pryvate 
psonns any of the Comodities there growinge att such prizes as hee cann agree; And 
lastly y‘ accord inge to m’ Gookins request in his said ire they had promised y‘ hee 
should have a Pattent for a pticularr Plantaéon as large as y‘ graunted to S’ William 
Newce and should allso have liberty to take 100 Hoggs out of the fforrest vppon 
condition that hee repay the said number againe unto the Company within the tearme of 
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seaven years; Provided that hee use them for breed and increase and not for present 
slaughter” (Kingsbury 1906: 501–502).  
6. Governor Wyatt’s account of Daniel Gookin Sr.’s arrival, written to his father, was one 
of hope and excitement: “There arrived here about the 22th of November a ship from Mr. 
Gookin out of Ireland wholy upon his owne Adventure, without any relatione at all to his 
contract wth you in England, wch was soe well furnished with all sorts of p’visione, as 
well as with Cattle as wee could wyshe all men would follow theire example, hee hath 
also brought with him aboute 50 men upon that Adventure, besides some 30 other 
Passengers, wee have Accordinge to their desire seated them at Newports news, and we 
doe conceive great hope yff the Irish Plantation pspr yt frome Irelande greate multitude of 
People wilbe like to come hither” (Neill 1896: 258–259). 
7. The success of Gookin’s voyage, especially the transportation of cattle, prompted the 
Virginia Company to seek out individuals like him. A proposal to the Company by 
“certen gentlemen of Ireland” reads, “Notice was allso given that ther were certaine 
suffieient men come out of Ireland who would vndertake to transporte manny hun-  dreds 
of Cattle to Virginia this Springe vppon the same Condicons that m‘ Gookin had donne; 
Itt was therfore moved that Southampton Hundred, Martins Hundred, Berkleys Hundred, 
and all other pryvate Plantaéons that desyred to have Cattle would be pleased out of hand 
to give speedy notice what numbers of Cattle they would have w°h beinge certainely 
knowne they might posed to a further treaty w‘“ the said psonns” (Kingsbury 1906: 535). 
 8. The title of the deed read, “Mra Mary Tue daughter of Hugh Crouch beinge the heire 
and Executrix of Lieutenant Richard Crouch did sett and assigne over in this Court 150 
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Acres of land, wch he said Leiutenant Crouch did bequeath unto her by the name of Mary 
Younge his sister, wch Land, was for their servants personall Adventures and lyes at 
Newports Newes, the said land shee assigned over to Mr Daniell Gookin” (Neill 1896: 
314). 
9.  “It was therefore thought fitt to referr it to a Comittee to consider what power and 
authority may be graunted by the Companie to the surviuinge trends of Such as are slaine, 
or shall hereafter decease to administer vpon the good£ lefte vnto them, and what course 
may best be taken for recovery and preservacon of all such good from losse and 
imbeazellinge to the vse and behoufe of the true proprietors, to this end the Court hath 
appointed  m r Gibbs, m r Wheatly, m r Binge,m r Gookin, m r Iohnson, m r Procter, m r 
Rob : Smith, or any fower of them to meete on ffriaay next the 9 th of this present 
Moneth about 2 of the Clocke in the Afternoone at m r Deputies to advise about it, and to 
certifie their opinions to the next Court”(Kingsbury, v. 2: 1906: 94). 
10. The January 19 1623 entry in Boyle’s journal reads,“Mr Daniell gookin made & 
perfected vnto me a generall Release of all his right & demaund of and in the Manor of 
Bever als Carrickeleyn, for which (besides what I paid Sir Warham St. Leger) I paid Mr 
Gookin one thousand two hundreth and ffiftie pounds ster: And made him a lease therof 
for 22 yeares at C" per annum. & now in regard he extinguished the Lease I made him by 
passing me a ffyne & Release, I renewed his lease for 18 years from Michas Last, vppon 
his surrender of my former lease I made him, he promising me to make all his 
vndertenants new leases on the same Rents & condicions they held before : of this 
mannor he lets owt as muche as yelds him cl". ster: a year, besides the Kings rent and my 
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Rent : & Keeps the house &660 acres of the best Land free in his own occupation; which 
is ritchly worth one C" ster: more per annum : Mr Thomas petley of whome Mr gookin 
purchazed it, hath also sithens Released to me all right & errors in the ffyne”(Grosart 
1886 v. 2: 67–68). 
11. Daniel Gookin Sr.’s last petition for adventure: “To the Kings Most excellent MalU 
The humble Peticon of Daniel Gookin gent. Sheweth that whereas y* Petitioner is, and 
hath for manie yeers beine not only a great affecter and Wellwisher to all the new 
Plantatons in y* late discouered Hands and Continents in and beyond y* Seas. Butt also a 
Planter and Aduenturer in the most of them himself; Holding those workes to bee of great 
consequence and tending both to y* glorie of God for y* propogating of Christian 
Religion in places where for the most savage and heathen people did live and inhabit: 
Also to the great strength ening and enritching of manie Christian Monarchs Princes 
theire King doms and subjects, whoe by honest and industrious courses, doe discouer and 
bring in such comodities, and ritches into your Ma" Dominions as those places and Hands 
doe afrbard, wob often prooue bothe necessarie and proffitable to your MatUl and your 
subjects. And for that yc Petitioner hath had credible notice and informacon by diuers 
English travellers merchants and other gent expert in maritane affaires and discoueries of 
a certaine Hand lying in y* maine Ocean Sea betweene y* degrees of fiftie one and fiftie 
five of Northerlie latitude, and distant West and by South about three hondred leagues 
from y* Blasques in your Ma" Realme of Ireland: wchsaid Hand being heretofore 
discouered in part, was named and called Saint Brandon or the Isle de Verde, and islikely 
to prooue very vsefull and pfituous to both your Mat* said King doms of England and 
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Ireland, and to affoard and yield them much ffish with manie other valuable comodities 
and ritches in respect of the ppin- quitie and neare neighborhood thervnto. Humblie 
therefore beseecheth your Matl* to graunt y* said Hand by the said names, or by some 
other name and certainties by your Ma" letters Patents vnder y* great scale of England 
vnto the Petitioner in as liberall and beneficiall manner and forme, and with as large pre- 
leminents and Immunities for y* planting and enioying thereof wth the bordering Islands 
(if anie bee) as your Ma"* hath bein pleased to graunt Nova Scotia and other places and 
Islands to Sr William Alex ander, Knight, and others your Mau loving subjects in y* like 
cases. And to give warrant to your Mat* Attorney gennerall to prepare a bill for your 
Roiall Signature, for the speedie passing therof accordingly. That y* Petitioner male haue 
power and encouragement further to discouer and plant the same Island. And the 
Petitioner shall dailie praie &c” (Gookin 1912: 52–53). 
12. The grant was issued in 1634 but not perfected until 1637, suggesting that Gookin did 
not occupy his tract until at least after December of 1637. “To all to whome these p'sents 
shall come, I Sr John Harvy, Kt: Governor, .... Know yee that I the said Sr John Harvy 
Kt. doe wth the consent of the Counsell of State accordingly Give and graunt unto Dan- 
iell Gookin Esqr twoe thousand five hundred acres of land, situate lying and being in the 
upper Countie of New Norfolke upon the northwest of Nansemond River beginning at the 
South East side of a Small Creeke, which lyeth in the midway betweene the mouth of 
Chuckatuck at New Town hundred Extending upwards upon Nansamond River South 
West and back into the woods North West, the said Twoe thousand five hundred acres of 
land being graunted unto him the said Daniell Gookin, by order of Court bearing date the 
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25th of ffebruary 1634 being alsoe due unto him the said Daniell Gookin by and for the 
transportation at his owne Expensts and charges of fiftie p'sons into this Colony whose 
names are in the record mentioned under this pattent, To Have and To Hold, etc., dated 
the 29th December 1637. Tho* Curtis, Jon Curtis, Wm. Smith, Wm Wadsworth, Gilbert 
Whitfield, Hugh Jones, Jon. Thomas, Hen. Price, Wm Richards, Jon Garner, Phill 
Chapman, Wm Hooker, Wm Granger, Jon Roe, Chas. Kenley, Griffin Marfin, Chas. 
Griffin, Wm Ellis, Jon Hillier, Hugh Jones, Hen. Coslay, Jon. Scott, Jon. Burden, ]on. 
Buckland, Jon. Box, Jos. Mosly, Edwd. Burden, Edwd Morgan, Wal. Manst, Benj. Box, 
Tho. Browne, Austin Norman, Hen. Norman, Peter Norman, Christ. Elsworth, Ann 
Elsworth, Geo. Child, Thomas Addison, Rodger Walker, Roger Blank, Wm Long, 
Thomas ffield, Robert Smith, Wm Pensint, Morgan Phillips, Wm Jewell, Wm Clarke, 
Daniell Hopkinson, Wm. Cooney, Esay Delaware” (Nugent 1934: 78). 
13. A grant to William Cole in 1685 suggests this join ownership; earlier records for 
Warwick County were destroyed. “To all &c. Whereas &c., Now know yee that I the said 
Francis Lord Howard, Governor &c, doe with the advice and consent of the Councell of 
State accordly give and grant unto the Honbl* William Cole, Esq., one of his Majesties 
Councell of State of this Colony ffowerteene hundred thirty and one acres of land twelve 
hundred and seaventeene acres whereof lyes in Warwick County & the remainder being 
twoc hun dred and sixteene acres in Elizabeth Citty County commonly called Newports 
News according to the most ancient and lawfull bonds thereof being all that can be found 
upon an exact Survey of two thousand five hundred acres of Land formerly granted to 
Daniell Gookin Esq., except two hundred & fifty acres formerly conveyed and made over 
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by the said Gookin whoe together with John Gookin conveyed the aforesaid 
ffourtenehundred thirty and one acres of land to John Chandler whoe conveyed the same 
to Capt. Benedict Stafford from whome the same was found to escheat in the Secretaries 
office under the hands and seals of John Page, Esq., escheator Gener'1 of Warwick & 
Elizabeth Citty Counties & a jury sworne before him for the purpose dated the third day 
of Aprill 1684 may appeare & was since granted to the said William Cole, Esq., and 
Capt. Roger Jones whoe made their composition according to Act & since by the said 
Roger Jones assigned & made over to the said William Cole, Esq., &c. Dated the 20th of 
Aprill, 1685 (Nugent 1934). 
14. “Capt. John Gookin hath represented to the Board certayne Outrages aud Robberyes 
committed by the Indians belonging to Nanzemond in the county of the lower Norfolke, 
The Court hath therefore ordered according to the request of the said Capt. John Gooking, 
That Authority be given to the Comander of the Upp. Norfolke either by Lre or 
Commission to send to the Indian King of Nansimond that those Indians who have 
committed the Outrages may be sent in to receive such condigne punishmt as the nature 
of the offense may justly merritt, as alsoe to restore the goods stollen, which shall refuse 
to pforme that then the said Comandr shall have power to apprehend any of the Indians 
they can and to keepe them in hold untill satisfaccon and restitucin be accordingly made” 
(Gookin 1912: 66). Daniel Gookin Jr. was the commander of Upper Norfolk. 
15. “To all to whome, etc., . . . now know yee, that the said Sr William Berkeley Kt. doe 
wth the Consent of the Counsell of State accordingly give and graunt unto Capt. Daniell 
Gookin fourteen hundred acres of land situate or being in Rappahaunocke River about 
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thirty-five miles upon the north side and beginning at a marked red ooke standing on the 
River side on the westward side of a pond of water and extending for length east north 
east three hundred and twentie pole unto a marked red ooke, and for breadth from the 
first mentioned marked tree by south, south east line nigh unto the River side seaven 
hundred pole unto a marked white ooke standing on a point on the westward side of the 
mouth of a small creeke and soe extending for length East North East three hundred and 
twenty pole unto a marked pyne, and soe North North West parrallel to the River Course 
unto the second mentioned red ooke, the said ffourteen hundred acres of land being due 
unto him the said Capt. Daniell Gookin by and for the transportation of twentie eight 
persons into this colony whose names are in the record mentioned under this pattent. "To 
Have and to Hold, "etc., "Yielding and paying" etc., " which payment is to be made 
seaven Yeares after the date of these p'sents and not before," etc., " Provided alwaies that 
the said Capt. Daniell Gookin his heirs or assigns doe not plant or seat or cause to bee 
seated on the said ffourteen hundred acres of land wth in the terme of three yeares next 
ensuing after admittance cultivation" grant to be void. " Given by a Grand Assembly for 
the seating of Rappahannock River aforesaid, "etc., "dated the fouerth of November 
1642. Memo 900 acs. Of the foregoing is due sd. Gookin by assignment from sd. Burbage 
for the servants mentioned: William Wildly, Christ. Vaughan, Jon. Morgan, fferdinand 
Heath, Margarett Davis, Tho" Beede, William Paine, Roger Wilcox, Eliza : Brooke, 
Thos. Ringall, Robert Mason, Rich. Browne, Marsoy Lanmore, Robert Bernard, William 
Webb, James Perkins, Jon Addison, Tho. Perkins, (Daniel Gookin) himself 2 several 
times into this Colony, Mrs. Mary Gookin, Sam" Gookin, Thomas Warren ,William 
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Shepperd ,Edward Cooke, Mary Codne, John Bright, Jacob, a negroe” (Nugent 1934: 
138). 
16. An excerpt from Sir Vincent Gookin’s will (1637) reads: “To my son Vincent all my 
land of Breandon [Bandon?] mentioned in a deed granted by Rt. Hon. The Earl of Danby 
to me. My executors shall keep in their hands all the said lands of Breandowne [Bandon 
Towne?] and all rents and profit thereof for the payment of the Earl of Danby’s £3000 
and raising of portions for my daughters until my son Vincent be twenty four years of age 
and then my executors to deliver quiet possession of all my lands to him he giving 
security to pay £1000 t his sister Mercy and £500 to his sister Elizabeth II (if one or both 
sisters die before my son Vincent’s entrance upon Breandowne £2000 to be paid to my 
executors to raise portions for my Daughters then living). To my son Robert and my son 
Thomas my Manor of Castle Maughon [Castlemahon] as it now standeth made over to 
them by deed from Mr. Henry Beecher by feoffment. If Robert die without issue male his 
part to descend to his brother Thomas (with similar cluse if Thomas dies without issue 
male and if both so die, then to the daughters). To my son Charles all my land at Cargen 
and Bally Langio and my land of Ballimacke William and my lease of Lyslo the whole 
profits to remain with executors for raising portions for my daughters until he is 21. All 
my lands and leases in Ireland to be let nd my fishing malthouse I give power to sell my 
land at Compton Magnor to pay debys and raise portions for my daughters. Ballydowincy 
to be sold for portions for my daughters. To my executors £20 each. To John Burrowes a 
mortgage I have upon William McPhillip at Kilmackamoge and my lease of Court 
McChery after 5 years” (Hudleston 1943: 116). 
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17. A court case dated April 1, 1672 in which Gookin and company brought William 
Carr, a shipwright, to suit, illuminates the small craft construction. “David Fiske Aged 
about 49: yeares beeing sworen saith that hee wrought wth William Carr upon the 
vessells built by him in Cambridge about 4 months in the winter 1670 & I Do say & 
Affirme y' William Carr master of the worke Did not follow his worke diligently him 
selfe nor improue & imploy the hands y' wrought w'h him wch was not less than six or 
seauen som times; and in particuler when hee had sett out a peece of worke to hew or fitt 
hee would Repaire under the shed & sitt & smoke & when y* worke was done the 
workmen were faine to goe & call him to sett out more worke; & the whilst hee did it 
they were faine to stand still wch was an occasion of loss of much time, wheras hee might 
easily have prepared worke ready against the other was done also I do further Afirme y' 
hee the said Carr did seldome while I was their Do an hours worke or two in a day wlb 
his owne hands. And also I do say y' 1 saw him order the cutting of the best oake planks 
in the yard for Rib- ben. Further hee saith not. Taken upon oath this 1st of Aprill 1672 
before me DANIEL GOOKIN.Thomas Longhorne aged about 51 saith that -wch is aboue 
written is Truth & further hee adds yt hee being sawier in the yard from first to Last doth 
Judge that the owners Are damnified about 10 pounds in Respect of the timber sawed & 
gotten for the vessells that lies there pan of it in the yards unused” (cited in Gookin 1912: 
77). 
18.“These presents witnesseth that I Sylvanus Warro nigro; in love & duty to my master 
Daniel Gookin Esqr in whose house I was borne bred & educated & my parents Jacob 
and Maria Warro were his servts & vassals; I do hereby freely and voluntarily covt agre 
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& oblige my selfe faithfully diligently & truly to serve & obey him ye sd Daniel Gookin;  
his children as he shall please to appoint for the whole term of my naterall life, hee &they 
being to provide me meat, drink, lodging & apparell or a sertaine sum of money to buy 
apparell yearly as may be agreed & so take care of me in sickness & in health as 
Christian duty requirer. In witness whereof I the sd Sylvanus Warro have to this covt put 
my hand and seale 8 Nove 82” (cited in Morris 2013: 25). 
19. FW Gookin places the year of the siege at 1568, with no reference cited. Caulfield 
cites a deposition written by Barnabie Dalie, St. Leger’s warder for Carrigaline, related to 
the rebellion: “Feb. 10 1574. Advertiseth that when in November last was four years the 
Right Hon. Henry Sidney, Knt. the Lord Deputy of this realm of Ireland, being in these 
parts about the taking of the Castle of Ballymartir from the Seneschal of Imokillie, and 
the Castle of Carrigaline from James Fitzmaurice, did deliver and commit to me upon 
trust to keep the use and behalf of Sir Warham St. Leger, Knt., this said castle and the 
land thereunto belonging, all which Sir Warham had by lease of the Earl of Desmond, 
and ever since I have kept to the contention of Sir Warham, although by James 
Fitzmaurice and the said Seneschal, with Rurye McCarghe and their complices many 
times I was assailed and most cruelly and miserably preyed, as well before Sir John 
Perrett’s coming with the Lord President as since, and no restitution yet made, as it is, 
Right Hon., that since the scape of the said Earl I have been menaced to render up this 
Castle to the Earl, and practices made by the Seneschal to assault the same, and 
especially now late with 25 long double ladders which were made in Dromquin wood, 
and should have been brought hither by certain boats of Youghal, whereof I advertised 
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Mr. Walshe, the justice here, and I thank God I have prevented their practices, and by 
God’s Grace shall, according to the said commandment and trust reposed in me. I hope to 
keep this Castle or loose my life. Now, the Earl perceiving that, and also that I am 
keeping with a double guard well furnished, he hath a new device, viz., to come within 
these 8 days 5 miles hence, and 2 from Cork, and then by proclamation to tender a sum of 
money for which he saith that the Castle and lands lieth in mortgage into Sir Warham, 
and then and there send for me to receive the same and render the Castle, which I refuse 
to do, then with all his power he will assail this castle and burn and spoil this country. I 
doubt not this castle as I do lament the spoil of all which I have thought it my duty to 
advertise your Honor, etc. from the Castle of Carrigaline, alias Beavoyer” (Caulfield 
1904: 190). 
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make Some Pallysadoes”: Atlantic Connections at the Nansemond Fort, Virginia. 
Published MA thesis,  Boston: Boston University Mugar Memorial Library. 
 
PUBLICATION (peer-reviewed) 
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Cadou and Douglas Bradburn. Charlottesville: The University of Virginia Press. 
 
(2015) Pecoraro, Luke J. “’If you should want more, or any of your neighbors want any:’  
Washington’s Whiskey Distillery and the Plantation and Town.” Forthcoming in 
Urbanism in the Early Chesapeake, edited by Julia King and Hank D. Lutton. 
Gainesville: University Press of Florida. 
 
2013 Cherry, J.F., K. Ryzewski, and L.J. Pecoraro. “’A Kind of Sacred Place’: The Rock and 
Roll Ruins of AIR Studios, Montserrat.” In Archaeologies of Mobility and Movement, 
edited by M.C. Beaudry and T.G. Parno, 181–198. New York: Springer Verlag. 
 
2006 Pecoraro, Luke J., and Givens, David M. “Like to perish from want of succor or reliefe”:  
The provisioning of 17th-century Virginia during times of change.  Post-Medieval 
Archaeology 40(1): 62–79. 
 
BOOK REVIEWS  
2014 Review of James Lyttleton, The Jacobean Plantations in Seventeenth-Century Offaly 
(Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2014). In Historical Archaeology 48: 3. 
 
SYMPOSIA ORGANIZED 
2015 Pecoraro, Luke J. ‘The Task of making Improvements on the Earth’: Perspectives on 
Plantation Landscape Archaeology. Symposium at the 48th Annual Meeting of the 
Society for Historical and Underwater Archaeology, Seattle, WA. 
2014-5 Pecoraro, Luke J. and Eric Benson. Mount Vernon Regional GIS Symposium for Historic 
Resources. Mount Vernon, VA. (3 of these meetings have been held). 
2014 Brock, Terry, David Brown, Thane Harpole, and Luke Pecoraro. The Intersecting 
Plantation Landscape II. Symposium at the 47th Annual Meeting of the Society for 
Historical and Underwater Archaeology, Quebec City, QC. 
2013 Brock, Terry, David Brown, Thane Harpole, and Luke Pecoraro. The Intersecting 
Plantation Landscape I. Symposium at the Society of Early Americanists 8th Biennial 
Conference, Savannah, GA. 
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CONFERENCE PAPERS 
2015 Pecoraro, Luke J. Re-envisioning Mount Vernon: a Digital Reconstruction of George 
Washington’s Estate. Paper presented at the 48th Annual Meeting of the Society for 
Historical and Underwater Archaeology, Seattle, WA. 
 
2015 Stricker, Leah, and Pecoraro, Luke J. Digging in the Wilderness: Uncovering George 
Washington’s Formal Mount Vernon Landscape. Paper presented at the 48th Annual 
Meeting of the Society for Historical and Underwater Archaeology, Seattle, WA. 
 
2014 Pecoraro, Luke J. Daniel Gookin’s Chesapeake: The Intercolonial Plantation Landscape. 
Paper presented at the 47th Annual Meeting of the Society for Historical and Underwater 
Archaeology, Quebec City, QC. 
 
2013 Pecoraro, Luke J. “The Small Rural Village:” Mount Vernon’s Economy and the 
Plantation and Town. Paper presented at the Society of Early Americanists 8th Biennial 
Conference, Savannah, GA. 
 
2013 Pecoraro, Luke J. Daniel Gookin’s Atlantic World: Comparative Colonial Landscapes in 
Ireland and Virginia. Poster presented at the 46th Annual Meeting of the Society for 
Historical and Underwater Archaeology, Leicester, UK. 
 
2013 Ryzewski, Krysta, Luke J. Pecoraro, and John F. Cherry.  St. Patrick’s Day and Sugar 
Plantations: Articulating Landscape Archaeology with Conceptions of Montserrat’s 
Historical Narrative and Cultural Geography. Paper presented at the 45th Annual Meeting 
of the Society for Historical and Underwater Archaeology, Leicester, UK. 
 
2012 Pecoraro, Luke J. “What then is to be done? Something must, or I shall be 
ruined:”George Washington’s Estate in the 19th century. Paper presented at the 42nd 
Annual Middle Atlantic Archaeological Conference, Virginia Beach, VA. 
 
2012 Pecoraro, Luke J. “If you should want more, or any of your neighbors want any:”  
Washington’s Whiskey Distillery and the Plantation and Town. Paper presented at the 
44th Annual Conference on Historical and Underwater Archaeology, Baltimore, MD. 
 
2011 Cherry, John F., Krysta Ryzewski, and Luke J. Pecoraro. “A Kinda Sacred Place”:  The 
Rock-and-Roll Ruins of AIR Studios, Montserrat. Paper presented at the 10th Annual 
Contemporary Historical Archaeology and Theory Conference, Boston, MA. 
 
2011 Pecoraro, Luke J. “Cut down a few trees and make therewith a little Hut:” Regional 
Landscape Variability in 17th century southeastern Virginia. Paper presented at the 43rd 
Annual Conference on Historical and Underwater Archaeology, Austin, TX. 
 
2011  Pecoraro, Luke J., Thomas Leppard, John F. Cherry, Krysta Ryzewski, and Elizabeth 
Murphy. Using a GIS framework in Caribbean landscape archaeology: Survey and 
Landscape Archaeology on Montserrat 2010. Poster presented at the 76th Annual Meeting 
of the Society for American Archaeology, Sacramento, CA. 
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2010 Pecoraro, Luke J. “…of chusinge and takinge some place of Advantage, and there to 
make some Pallysadoes”: Atlantic Connections at the Nansemond Fort, Virginia. Paper 
presented at the 42nd Annual Conference on Historical and Underwater Archaeology, 
Amelia Island, FL. 
 
2009 Pecoraro, Luke J. “Our deare, deare, neighbor”: Virginia and Bermuda’s 17th century 
Atlantic Connections. Paper presented at the 41st Annual Conference on Historical and 
Underwater Archaeology, Toronto, ON. 
 
2008 Pecoraro, Luke J. “…to make this their new Countrie, and plant and inhabite herein with 
all diligence, cheerfulness and Comfort…” The Gookin Family and their coastal trade 
between Virginia and New England in the 17th century. Paper Presented at the 
Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture’s 14th Annual Conference, 
Boston, MA, June 6-8. 
 
2008 Pecoraro, Luke J. A Tale of 3 Jamestowns: Public Outreach and Education at the 1607 
James Fort Site. Paper Presented at the 8th Biennial Graduate Student Conference, 
Boston, MA.  
 
2007 Pecoraro, Luke J. “Pots, pipes or the like of’: Patterns of Trade and the Rise of Local 
Elites in 17th – century Virginia.” Paper presented at the 5th Annual Student Paper 
Competition, Middle Atlantic Archaeological Conference, Virginia Beach, VA. 
 
2007 Pecoraro, Luke J. “Pots, pipes or the like of”’: Patterns of Trade and the Rise of Local 
Elites in 17th – century Virginia. Paper presented at the 40th Annual Conference on 
Historical and Underwater Archaeology, Williamsburg, VA. 
 
2005 Pecoraro, Luke J. and David M. Givens. “Liketo perish from want of succor or reliefe”:   
The Problems and Solutions of Provisioning 17th-century Chesapeake During Times of      
            Change. Paper presented at the 38th Annual Conference on Historical and Underwater 
            Archaeology, York, UK. 
 
INVITED LECTURES 
 
2015 Pépin Lecture Series in Food Studies and Gastronomy, Boston, MA.  Feb. 23, “Whiskey 
in America.” 
 
2014 The Irish in Massachusetts Conference, Lowell, MA. Sept. 25, “Mr. Gookin out of 
Ireland, wholly upon his owne Adventure: Intercolonial and Transatlantic 
Connections in the Seventeenth Century.”  
 
2013 The George Washington Symposium, Historic Preservation. Mount Vernon, VA. Nov. 
16, “George Washington’s Neighbors and the Hinterland: an Introduction to 
Mount Vernon’s Cultural Landscape.” 
 
2012 The George Washington Society, Wilmington, DE. Nov. 7, “Archaeology at Mount 
Vernon.” 
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2011 Washington and Lee University, Lexington, VA. ANTH 395 – Fall (Instr. Sean Devlin) 
Senior Seminar in Anthropological Analysis – Caribbean Archaeology. Dec. 6, “The 
Other Emerald Isle: Survey and Landscape Archaeology on Montserrat (SLAM), West 
Indies.” 
 
2010 Olin College, Needham, MA. AHSE 2199 - Spring (Prof. Meg Watters) Introduction to 
Archaeology. Apr. 6, Site Formation Process and Apr. 20, Site Recording. 
 
2010 American Institute for Archaeology Annual Lecture Series speaker: 
 Sept. 28, Oberlin College, Oberlin, OH. “The Other Emerald Isle: Survey and Landscape 
Archaeology on Montserrat (SLAM), West Indies.” 
 Oct. 27, Wittenburg College, Springfield, OH. “the needy are always adventurous:” 
Archaeological Investigations of Roanoke Island, NC, and the “Lost Colony.” 
Oct. 28, Knox College, Galesburg, IL.  “the needy are always adventurous:” 
Archaeological Investigations of Roanoke Island, NC, and the “Lost Colony.” 
 
SERVICE 
2011–15  Archaeological Society of Virginia (ASV) Certification Instructor: Topographic map 
reading, landscape survey methods, and archaeological site recording.  
2009–10  Chair, Lecture Committee, Boston University Department of Archaeology. 
PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT 
2015  ESRI Federal User’s Conference (Washington, DC) Feb. 9–10. 
2013 ESRI International User’s Conference (San Diego, CA) Jul. 8–12. 
2012 National Preservation Institute Seminars/On-site Training (Mount Vernon, VA) 
 Mar. 20 – Historic Structures Reports: A Management Tool for Historic Properties. 
Mar. 21-22 – Preservation Maintenance: Understanding and Preserving Historic 
Buildings. 
 
TECHNICAL REPORTS 
 
2015 Pecoraro, Luke, Eleanor Breen, and Joe Downer. “Interim Report on excavations in the 
Slave Cemetery: 44FX116.” Manuscript on file, Dept. of Historic Preservation and 
Collections. Mount Vernon, VA. 
 
2014 Pecoraro, Luke and Eleanor Breen. “Interim Report on the Summer 2013 Kitchen 
Excavation: 44FX762/14.” Manuscript on file, Dept. of Historic Preservation and 
Collections. Mount Vernon, VA. 
 
2012 Pecoraro, Luke. “Mount Vernon Mansion Roof Assessment.” Manuscript on file, Dept. 
of Historic Preservation and Collections. Mount Vernon, VA. 
  
 Pecoraro, Luke. “South Seedhouse Door Repair.” Manuscript on file, Dept. of Historic 
Preservation and Collections. Mount Vernon, VA. 
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 Pecoraro, Luke. “Lower Garden cold frames Condition Assessment.” Manuscript on 
file, Dept. of Historic Preservation and Collections. Mount Vernon, VA. 
 
 Pecoraro, Luke. “Mount Vernon Mansion shutter pintle repair” Manuscript on file, 
Dept. of Historic Preservation and Collections. Mount Vernon, VA. 
 
2012 Pecoraro, Luke with Bill Cole. “The Potomac Overlook Site (44FX885) Revisited.” 
Manuscript on file, MVLA. Mount Vernon, VA. 
 
2008 Kelso, William M. and Beverly Straube, editors, with Eric Deetz, David Givens, Carter 
C. Hudgins, Seth Mallios, Jamie May, Luke Pecoraro, Tonia Rock, and Danny Schmidt. 
“2000 – 2006 Interim Report on the APVA Excavations at Jamestown, Virginia.” 
Available online: www.apva.org/rediscovery/pdf/2000-2006report.pdf 
 
MEDIA 
 
2009 Time Team America (Team Archaeologist) 
 July8: Episode 1: Fort Raleigh, Roanoke Island, NC 
July 22: Episode 3: New Philadelphia, IL  
 July 29: Episode 4: Range Creek, UT  
 
RELEVANT SKILLS WITH EQUIPMENT & COMPUTER SOFTWARE 
 Proficiency in the use of the following equipment and software: 
-Nikon DTM 352/332 total station, as well as TDS Recon X-Series data collectors. 
 -Topcon HiPerLite RTK GPS system  
 -ESRI ARCGIS, v. 10.3  
-AUTOCAD, v. 14 
-Bentley MicroStation 
-Surfer 7 
-Adobe Illustrator CS5 
 
 
